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FOREWORD

"... the first principles which are instilled take the deepest root ...."
Abigail Adams, Latter to John Adams, August 14, 1776

The importance of the elementary school experience cannot be
overstated. The first connections that our children make with formal
learning lay the foundation on which their future education will be
built. If through their day-to-day school experiences students find that
leaming is important, interesting, and meaningful to their lives and
if we help students not only to want to learn but also to know that they
can learnwe have put in place important building blocks for a solid
academic foundation. Yet, to value learning and to want to learn are
not the only ingredients el the foundation. The content of the
curriculumwhat we teach our childrenultimately determines how
well they are prepared for the challenges of further education and for
productive adult life.

California's attention to the content of the elementary school curric-
ulum is part of the state's comprehensive curriculum improvement
efforts. With the Hughes-Hart Educational Reform Act of 1983 (Sen-
ate Bill 813), California reinstituted high school graduation require-
ments, which increase for many schools the number of courses
required for graduation. The legislation also mandated publication of
the Model Curriculum Standards, Grades Nine Through Twelve,
which is intended to help high schools improve the quality of
academic coursework. The Model Curriculum Guides, Kindergarten
Through Grade Eight, are aligned with the state's Model Curriculum
Standards, as well as with our frameworks, handbooks, and assess-
ment programs. Together, the Guides and the Standards are in-
tended to engage each student from kindergarten through grade
twelve in interesting, disciplined academic study. Their overarching
purpose is to ensure that ail California schools are able to address
the state's most critical educational needs to:

Prepare youth for productive adult employment in an economy in-
creasingly dependent on highly skilled, highly literate employees.

Graduate informed, thoughtful citizens who understand the shared
values and ethical principles essential for a healthy, functioning
democracy.

Produce culturally literate adults who have learned not only basic
skills but also a common body of concepts and central works of
history, literature, English-language arts, science, mathematics,
social science, foreign languages, and the arts, and through this
study possess a strong sense of a shared tradition and cultural
heritage.

5



vi

The task of developing a curricular model appropriate for all children is
enormous. Students in many of our schools come from widely
diverse ethnic, racial, linguistic, and economic backgrounds. They
also develop at very different paces academically, physically, and
emotionally. To prepare so diverse a student population for the
complex world of their future, educational leaders in California and
nationally urge the adoption of a rigorous, integrated core curriculum
that begins in kindergarten and builds from grad-) to grade through
high school, as described here:

A core curriculum of study validates each student's individuality
and unique strengths while engaging all children in meaningful in-
vestigation of the common knowledge, values, and skills needed
for productive adult life. Students study the beliefs which, form the
ethical and moral bonds of our nation. They develop an under-
standing of civic responsiblity in a pluralistic, democratic society
and learn the technological literacy needed for our increasingly
complex society. A common core curriculum ensures each stu-
dent a sound educational foundation and develops fully the
student's academic, ethical, and political potentials.

In an integrated curriculum, teachers incorporate through the
lessons they teach the knowledge and skills from two or more
disciplines. In integrated units of study, teachers emphasize the
rich connections among content areas, teach students the inter-
relatedness of knowledge and skills, and foster a holistic view of
learning. Through the integration teachers also extend instruc-
tional time in subjects structured as integrated lessons. In a
science lab in which students record their observations in concise,
declarative sentences and read about one another's discoveries,
for example, the students learn reading and writing along with
science concepts.

At the beginning of this foreword, I quoted from a letter Abigail Adams
wrote to her husband. Now I close with a most appropriate quote
from a letter she wrote to her son, John Quincy Adams: "Learning is
not obtained by chance; it must be sought for with ardor and attended
to with diligence." As we build new curricula for our elementary
schools, we need to keep both of Mrs. Adams's ideas clearly in mind:
Those first principles that we teach our children lay a foundation that
must not be permitted to assemble by chance. This guide and the
other materials we have produced to support our educational reform
efforts in California will help ensure that the education of our children
will not be left to chance but will be pursued with the diligence and
insight of an Abigail Adams.

gt-ee /64u
Superintendent of Public Instruction
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PREFACE

The Model Curriculum Guides set forth the essential ;earnings for
elementary and middle school English-language arts, mathematics,
and science curricuh. And guides for social science, history, fine
arts, physical education, and foreign language are being prepared.

Although the Guides are not mandatory, they are intended as evoc-
ative models of curriculum content. Individual schools will probably
modify and expand the content, as appropriate, for their particular
student populations. For each subject, the Guides suggest a learning
sequence, delineating concepts, skills, and activities appropriate for
learners in the kindergarten through grades three, three through six,
and grades six through eight. The sequences are suggestive.
Teachers' judgments about a particular student's readiness for more
advanced instruction will ulitmately determine when new concepts
and skills are introduced. ,

Sequencing essential learnings for various grade levels is useful in
organizing so large a body of information. Yet, the overarching
message of the Guides is that learning is not linear. It is a process
that involves a continuous overlay of concepts and skills so that
students' understandings are ever-broadened and ever-deepened.
The content and model lessons of the Guides are structured to help
teachers lead discussions, frame questions, and design activities that
contain multiple levels of learning. Examples indicate how knowl-
edge at one level can be reinforced and expanded as students
advance through the curriculum. The organization of material is
intended to help teachers move each student quickly from skill
acquisition to higher-order learning while, at all times, fully engaging
the student in rigorous academic study.

The shift of emphasis from mastering basic skills to understanding
thoroughly the content of the curriculum is intentional. Research
indicates that children will learn moreand more effectivelyif
teachers focus lessons on content and the connections among
subject areas. Students learn to apply skills by reading, writing, and
discussing curriculum content. The essential learnings emphasize
central concepts, patterns, and relationships among subject areas
and reinforce inquiry and creative thinking.

Whenever possible, lessons include background information about
the works, ideas, and leaders that have shaped the discipline. Such
contextual knowledge helps students understand the way in which
people discover and apply information under particular circum-
stances to advanced fields of knowledge. This fuller picture of aca-
demic content develops students' cultural and technological literacy
their ability to see both the content of the discipline and the broader
context out of which facts and concepts evolve.

Mathematics
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The Model Curriculum Guides, IGridergarten Through Grade Eight,
will be successful if they help elementary and middle school com-
munities shape an integrated, active core curriculum that prepares
students for the challenges of secondary school and beyond. The
building blocks of an academic foundation are in place in many of our
elementary schools. Yet, sc important is the foundationnot only to
children and their families but also to our future communi'vn and the
nation as a wholethat we must make every effort to ensure that, in
every school and for every child, the elementary curriculum is the best
that we can provide.

"The beginning is the most important part of the work."

Plato, The Republic

JAMES R. SMITH FRANCIE ALEXANDER
Deputy Superintendent Director
Curriculum and Instructional Leadership Curriculum, Instruction,

and Assessment Division

WALTER DENHAM
Director

Mathematics Education
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1

o * OVERVIEW

In the nation at large and in California in particular, the eighties
have been a time of educational reform. There is a new,
strong quest for educational excellence and equity in math-
ematics. New expectations have been established for Cali-
fornia's students by the Mathematics Framework for California
Public Schcols, Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve and, for
high schools, the Model Curriculum Standards, Grades Nine
Through Twelve, both documents approved in 1985. This doc-
ument, the Mathematics Model Curriculum Guide, Kinder-
garten Through Grade Eight, is written in relationship to the
framework and the standards specifically as well as to the
reform effort generally.

Part I of the Document

The Guide he, seen developed to serve different purposes for
different readers. Pad I provides a brief r .mmary of a number
of important characteristics of a strong elementary mathe-
matics program. It is designed to aid teachers, principals, and
parents in identifying program aspects which may require
attention. For some readers t will provide an initial orientation
to a strong mathematics program; for others, it can serve as a
checklist for use in an intensive examination of a school's pro-
gram. Part I is intended to identify hallmarks that a wide range
of professionals and others can use repeatedly in planning
and evaluation.

Part II of the Document

Part II presents a portrait of an elementary mathematics pro-
gram focused on the development of student understanding. It
is designed to be a guide and resource for persons with major
mathematics curriculum or staff development responsibility. It
will help them to establish specifications and assessment
criteria for long-term improvement efforts. Elementary teachers
can and should, over a period of time, read Part II carefully to
acquire a tangihle vision of the mathematics program that they
should strive, with sustained support, to provide.

Mathematics
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The early years in mathematics education are
critical. Students must be both confident and
comfortable with a full range of mathematical
ideas as well as arithmetic operations if they are
to succeed in future schooling. There are many
ingredients of an elementary mathematics
program. In this part of the document a number

of hallmarks of excellence are identified and
described briefly. For some readers they will
simply be reminders; fcr others, they will help to
focus attention on factors of program design and
operation which they might otherwise have found
difficult to discern.

DESIGNING THE PROGRAM

A commitment to high expectations for all
students and staff is the crucial starting point.
Regardless of the backgrounds of entering stu-
dents or the career histories of the faculty, the
school community must share the goal of the
Mathematics Framework "... that students experi-
ence the joy and fascination of mathematics as
they gain mathematical power." There are several
issues of particular importance in designing a
program to meet this goal.

1. Alignment of Expectations and Materials

"Tests drive the curriculum" and "textbooks are
the curriculum" are two well known phrases. As
propositions, they are oversimplified; yet they
reflect the dismay that follows when tests and
texts are not aligned with a school's intended
curriculum. It is important for those who
develop or choose tests (especially standardized
tests) to compare what those tests measure with
the school's learning objectives. It is equally
important for those who select instructional ma-
terials to compare the content and instructional
approaches of the materials with the curriculum.
The greater the mismatch, the more it will be
necessary to supplement or displace the tests or
texts. The greatest possible alignment should be
sought initially, and an ongoing willingness to
modify or compensate is crucial.

2. Articulation: What Is Expected in Each Year

Perhaps more than in any other subject area,
mathematics instruction suffers from low ex-
pectations of student knowledge and ability at

the beginning of a school year. This problem
tends to be compounded over the years, to the
point that by seventh grade neither students nor
Leachers expect much more than a repeat of earlier
years' curriculum. It is important that teachers at
each grade level expect to advance the students a
full year in the curriculum by the end of the
school year. This advancement is possible only
when each teacher knows what is taught the year
before and the year after. There is no "perfect"
sequence; there may, for example, be more
statistics than geometry in fourth grade, or the
other way around. What is important is that the
expectations are shared.

3. Structuring a Year's Program

After establishing expectations for the year's
work, it is essential for the teacher to design a
structure for it. To do so requires decisions on
both pacing and "mix." It's usually neither
practical nor desirable to cover all the textbook
pages. What chapters near the end are important
for meeting the year's expectations? Which
chapters or sections near the beginning could be
omitted? When is it especially important to use
supplementary materials? How will time be
reserved for student projects requiring data
collection, or for reteaching concepts to some
while others pursue independent activities?

The teacher needs to establish a "flow" design for
the year, so that he or she can make minor
adjustments week by week to ensure that the
major components of his or her program design
for the year will be realized. Even when the

Model Curriculum Guide
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Designing the Program 3

textbook is relatively well aligned with the
school's curriculum, it is important for the
teacher to be in control of the instructional flow.

4. Providing for the Range of Students

The great majority of students can come to
understand and apply much more mathematics
than present performance measures show. They
cannot all, however, learn in the same way and at
the same rate. Thus, it is important to design the
program to allow both variations in individual
assignments and cooperative learning experi-
ences in which students learn from and test ideas
with one another. Such design features have a
number of consequences, including a substantial
reduction of traditional lessons in which students
first observe the teacher and then individually
complete twenty or more exercises as shown on
the same two pages of the textbook. The teacher
will plan a variety of embellishments, including
not only mathematical games and puzzles but also
interesting quantitative problems drawn from
other content areas.

As students move to the middle grades, the
spread of their knowledge and abilities inevitably
grows. Teachers in sixth and seventh grade
should plan increasing horizontal enrichment for
their top students and, additionally, should ex-
pect many of them to be working with ideas and
types of problems from the eighth grade course
(as patterned after the framework). Seventh grade
teachers especially should be well acquainted
with the expectations for students in algebra so
that they can prepare their strongest students to
enter the college preparatory sequence in eighth
grade.

5. Homework and the Parents' Role

Every student should regularly be assigned work
to be done outside of class. Homework should
not, however, consist of more of the same
exercises performed in class. Instead, home-
work should add to the student's classroom
program by leading him or her to explore
situations, gather data, or interact with members
of his or her family. Specific roles for family
members to play often should be incorporated
into the homework assigments, sometimes
allowing three or four days or longer for a task to
be completed. Information about the structure of
the program and the function of homework
assignments as well as information on their
child's schoolwork should be regularly com-
municated to parents.

6. Support for Teacher Experimentation

It is, of course, necessary to give teachers time to
design their programs, both for the year as a
whole and for the daily lessons. It is also impor-
tant for the principal and the school community to
provide a climate of support, especially regarding
the efforts teachers make to teach to the school's
expectations rather than, for example, as laid out
day by day in the textbook. It is not easy to
delete, rearrange, or augment within an existing,
textbook-driven curriculum, especially for teach-
ers with limited mathematical preparation. There
are always missteps when significant alterations
or explorations are made, and teachers as well as
students deserve encouragement rather than
complaints when flaws are detected. Keeping
focused on the goals for students learning will
reduce the tendency to find fault with specific
innovations being tested.

THE PROGRAM IN OPERATION

A strong elementary mathematics program is rich
and diverse; it is attentive to programwide goals
and to student differences; it involves students,
teachers, administrators, and parents in a com-
mon academic focus. The remainder of Part I
contains a selection, not a comprehensive listing,
of significant characteristics common to the high-
est quality programs. Although the descriptions

are brief, they can be used by teachers or other
concerned members of the school community in
asking questions about the program, in looking
in on a few classrooms, or (with elaboration) in
conducting a major evaluation of the program.
The descriptions under each heading are written
in terms of characteristics or qualities that a high-
quality program has in operation.

Mathematics
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4 The Program in Operation

1. The Beauty of Mathematics

Teachers demonstrate an appreciation of the
beauty of mathematics. They enjoy engaging in
mathematical activities and naturally project an
expectation of enjoyment for students. Students
are actively encouraged to discover the fascinat-
ing patterns and relationships that occur through-
out mathematics. Lessons include puzzles and
games that entertain as well as challenge.
Students experience mathematical activities as
pleasurable throughout the grade levels.

2. Mastering Single Digit Number Facts

As ;mmediate recall of number facts is essential
for student confidence as well as for efficiency in
developing broader numerical capability, the
program ensures that each student masters the
single digit number facts and common number
manipulations, such as doubling and halving and
multiplying or dividing by ten or one hundred.
Students practice in a variety of pleasant settings
that involve them in real-life situations; for
example, estimating and pattern recognition.

3. Arithmetic Operations

Students learn and can demonstrate or explain
what is done in adding, subtracting, multiplying,
or dividing. They are taught how the arithmetic
operations are related to one another. They learn
one or more algorithms for each operation and
can apply the operations in such challenging
aspects of computation as mental arithmetic,
puzzles that require computational understanding
and ingenuity, and alternative algorithms.

4. Reinforcement

Previously learned concepts and skills are
reinforced regularly in each grade through
problem assignments that require their use in a
variety of new situations with real world settings.
Explicit connections to what students already
know are made as new or extended concepts are
developed. Throughout the grade levels, rela-
tionships among concepts and skills are stressed.
Students combine single or simple skills in order

to solve practical problems, such as those
involving ratio, proportion, and percent.

5. Mathematical Thinking

All students, especially those who are slowest to
acquire abstract understanding, constantly have
individual and group opportunities '...o explore,
conjecture, test, discover, invent. Students are
helped to approach mathematics with a common-
sense attitude and to understand not only how bi.tt
also why different procedures are applied in
different situations. Teachers often pose What
if? questions and encourage students to ask their
own. Teachers frequently observe students at
work and listen to their explanations, with
primary concern for their reasoning rather than a
particular result. Homework assignments include
"thinking problems" that students and parents can
discuss together.

6. Problem Solving

Problem solving abilities are deliberately and
consistently developed throughout the program.
Students arc regularly presented problem situ-
ations which have not already been put into
mathematical form. In selecting a solution
approach, they consider whether the available
information is pertinent and, if sufficient, what
assumptions can or must be made, and what
patterns or similarities there are with other prob-
lems they have encountered. They are challenged
to cousida whether an answer is reasonable,
whether any key features were forgotten or
ignored, whether simplifications that were made
limit the validity of the solution, whether other
approaches would work, and whether generali-
zations can be identified.

Students, through their own experience, come to
understand that problem solving is a process,
with solutions coming most often as the result of
exploring situations, stating and restating ques-
tions, and devising and testing strategies over a
period of time. They are supported in taking
risks to help them realize that it is normal to try
ideas and methods that turn out to be un-
successful in solving a hard problem, and that
by learning from their mistakes, they are able to

13
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The Program in Operation 5

increase their ability to choose an effective cant figures over three worth the additional
strategy. time/effort required?

7. Concrete Materials

In concept development students at each grade
level work initially with concrete materials. In
using these materials, students connect their
understandings about the real objects to their own
experiences and gain direct experience with the
underlying principles of each concept. Because it
is nt sufficient to confine the use of concrete
materials to teacher demonstrations, each student
touches and moves his or her materials. Al-
though the student may have been introduced to a
concept in a previous grade level, he or she
continues to use concrete materials until demon-
strating a clear understanding of the concept.
The teacher then assists him or her in making the
connection between the concrete and the abstract.
In the transition to thstractions, students work
with pictures, drawings, diagrams, and other
representations of the concrete objtcts.

8. Number Sense

The program intentionally has students work
with numbers in many different contexts.
Students are led to judge the size and precision of
numbers in relation to the issue being considered.
They have encounters with many different num-
bers that they can connect to personal experience.

Students learn estimation as a critical aspect of
many mathematical activities, ranging from
making a quick mental approximation before
calculating exactly to solving a simpler variation
of a problem before choosing an arproach to
solving the original, complex problem. Rather
than blindly accepth g calculator results, students
are given enough practice in estimating to know
when they have made a mistake in using the
calculator.

Students consistently are asked to choose among
estimation, mental arithmetic, paper and pencil,
and the calculator as a method of computation.
They are taught to consider how accurate a
numerical result .is needed; for example, is the
advantage of knowing an answer to four signifi-

9. Calculator Use

The hand-held calculator is fully incorporated
into the program. From the primary grades on,
calculators are Deed for exploratory activities. As
students understand basic concepts aid learn the
basic arithmetic operations, they are taught how
and when to use the calculator. As more
experience is gained, the student's effective use
of the calculator increases greatly.

In the upper elementary grades, students are
regularly performing computations with calcu-
lators. At the same time they are learning that for
some simple computations, the use of the
calculator is cumbersome or, worse, can obscure
the understanding of the calculation being per-
formed. As they gain experience, they are ex-
pected to judge whether use of the calculator will
be effective and efficient. Before the end of sixth
grade, students have calculators continually
available for usein class, on homework as-
signments, and on tests.

10. Ail Strands for All Students

Majo: concepts or precursors of concepts from
every strandnumber, measurement, geometry,
patterns and functions, statistics and probability,
logic, and algebraare incorporated and inter-
woven throughout the program at each grade
level. Second grade students, for example,
sorting geometrical shapes according to number
of sides, are working with basic concepts of
geometry and statistics as well as number. All
students are instructed in the fundamental con-
cepts of each strand, with no student limited to
the computational aspects of the number strand.
Students are regularly assigned problems that
require them to apply concepts and skills from all
the strands in a variety of practical situations.

11. Oral and Written Work

Students are involved regularly in activities that
help them to communicate mathematically.

Mathematics
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6 The Program in Operation

Students talk about or draw pictures or diagrams
of the mathematics involved in order to test them-
selves and clarify their understanding. When
students are problem solving in small groups,
any member of the group is expected to be able to
explain fully what the group has done and why.

Students sometimes give oral or written reports
on mathematics homework or projects they have
completed. At every stage of the problem-solving
process, students are invited and encouraged to
describe and discuss their mathematical rea-
soning, whether in one-to-one conversations
with the teacher, in small groups, or in open
class discussions.

12. Assessment

Students are tested on their ability to apply
concepts and skills in situations that demonstrate
their understanding of these concepts and skills.
There is regular assessment of students' P ,wl-
edge of mathematical concepts and skills, their
ability to apply these concepts and skills appropri-
ately and correctly in given situations, and their
ability to identify appropriate procedures, explain
reasoning, and demonstrate techniques for prob-
lem solving. Teachers often expect that students
will be able to demonstrate understanding as they
are engaged in hands-on activities.

Diagnosis and assessment of students' work
continue throughout the year so that areas of
difficulty can be identified and additional instruc-
tion provided as soon as it is needed. Assess-
ment indicates the depth of comprehension as
well as the pattern of errors. In analyzing a
student's errors, the teacher listens to his or her
reasoning before deciding on a plan for correct-
ing the incomplete or erroneous understanding.
Additional instruction uses interesting and fresh
alternative approaches rather than repetition of the
original instruction. Placement of a student in
one type of group or the use of a particular
method of instruction with the student is
reviewed periodically.

Model Curriculum Guide
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PARS' 11.. f

INTROCUCTION

The Mathematics Framework declares that:

Every student can and should develop mathematical power.
A commitment to this goal will enable each student to
develop his or her ability to enjoy and use mathematics.

The Framework goes on to say that:

Every student must be instructed in the fundamental con-
cepts of each strand of mathematics, and no student should
be limited to the computational aspects of the number
strand.

The nature of the instruction that students receive must enable
them to appreciate and enjoy the inherent beauty and fasci-
nation of mathematics as they develop deep understanding of
the fundamental concepts Lom each of its strands. When high
priority is given to developing understanding, students will look
for the sense in mathematics, recognize its applications,
become persistent and effective problem solvers, and develop
a positive attitude towards mathematics. These students, upon
entering secondary school, will have a sufficient mathematical
background to complete successfully those mathematics
courses appropriate for their future.

In building on the Framework, Part II of the guide holds to the
commitment of mathematical power for every student and
focuses especially on what it means to instruct every student in
the fundamental concepts. It deals with curriculum in the deep-
est sensewith the understanding of underlying ideas and
relationships. It treats curriculum dynamically, providing illus-
trations of questions for students to encounter in developing
their understanding rather than sample test problems to mea-
sure their acquisition of a traditional list of specific concepts
and skills. It is written from the premise that what a student
learns is intrinsically dependent on how he or she has learned
it, and that curriculum and instruction in an empowering math-
ematics program cannot b.) separated.
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8 Introduction to Part II

The material in Part H responds to the following questions:

1. How do we teach for understanding? What are the basic
principles that will guide us in planning this type of educa-
tional environment?

2. What are the fundamental, underlying mathematical con-
cepts in each of the strands that we want students to under-
stand? What kinds of activities and experiences will pro-
mote the development of these essential understandings?

3. How does teaching for understanding actually translate into
the classroom? What will this kind of teaching be like?

Part H of the Guide is divided into four major sections. The first
section considers the circumstances that have made it neces-
sary to change the way we teach mathematics. The second
section expands our view of what mathematics is and empha-
sizes the need to teach for understanding. The heart of Part II
is presented in the third section, which describes those under-
standings in each of the strands of mathematics that are essen-
tial for students to develop. The fourth section contains
examples of lessons illustrating the principles set forth in this
document.

Focusing on the development of essential understandings
rather than the learning of specific procedures may seem an
unfamilar and uncertain approach to some readers. It is hoped
that "understanding" will come to be seen as closely related to
"common sense" and that mathematical reasoning can be the
province of the many rather than the few: teachers, students,

and parents alike.

Model Curriculum Guide
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The Need for Change 9

THE NEED FOR CHANGE

The Effects of Technology

Technological developments are entering our
daily lives to an ever increasing degree. We
casually watch the evening news as live pictures
from countries thousands of miles away are
beamed into our living rooms. We pick up the
phone and talk to a friend in Japan as though we
were calling across town. We stand in line at the
supermarket chatting with the checker while each
item in our shopping cart is automatically priced
and listed on our receipt with one motion of the
checker's hand. We give messages to answering
machines, receive phone calls from computers,
and get money from the bank without ever
talking to another person.

When we step inside a school to see how
technology is affecting the daily lives of children,
we notice something interesting. While the world
around them has changed dramatically, children
are still tediously working on page after page of
arithmetic problems, filling in the answers in the
same way their grandparents did. While Robert is
figuring out the answer to a long division
problem, his grandfather is using a calculator to
balance his checkbook, and the cash register is
telling his brother the amount of change to give a
customer. Robert's parents are studying a
computer printout with the financial information
they need in order to make a decision about
which IRA to buy.

The contrast between Robert's school experi-
ences and the world in which he lives is striking.
The impact of technology and its implications for
mathematics education can no longer be ignored.
The modern world demands an ability to think
about and to use mathematical ideas to solve
problems and to make decisions, not facility with
rituals for getting answers. The time our stu-
dents spend learning mathematics can no longer
be limited to practicing long and tedious pro-
cedures which are more efficiently done with
calculators. Now we can, and indeed we must,
enrich and strengthen the mathematics education
our children receive. Instead of requiring
students to spend years studying arithmetic as a
series of rules and rote procedures, it is time to
provide the opportunity for all students to

experience the richness and beauty of the study
of mathematics as a whole.

The Teacher's Experience

For many years, teachers have been expected to
get their students through the material in their
textbooks rather than to focus on students'
understanding of fundamental concepts. Much
of the material in these textbooks has focused on
step-by-step procedures for getting answers to
computational problems. In classroom after
classroom, math class has begun with the teacher
demonstrating or explaining the particular pro-
cedures to be covered in the lesson plans for the
day. Good teachers have explained these proce-
dures as clearly as possible and have provided
their students with the necessary practice and
review. The same types of problems found in
the textbooks have comprised the majority of the
mathematics items on standardized tests.
Teachers have felt a great deal of pressure to
ensure that their students do well on these
standardized tests and so have directed in st of
their mathematics instruction towards teaching
their students to follow specific procedures.

Focusing on getting through the textbook and
preparing for standardized tests has produced
disturbing results. Year after year, students have
entered their new classrooms unprepared for th'
work the teacher believed he or she was obligated
to present. Teachers acknowledge that they hay ;
had to spend a great deal of time each fill
reteaching and reviewing rules and procedures.
This has often been frustrating for both teacher
and student. Many students have felt a great deal
of insecurity and anxiety. Other students have
done very well on the particular exercises they
have been required to do but have balked when
asked to apply what they have learned in a new
or unusual situation. Because of an over-
emphasis on speed of response, students have
come to measure their success in terms of their
ability to produce the right answer quickly. They
have resisted listening to explanations and have
urged the teacher just to tell them how. They
aren't interested in why.
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10 The Need for Change

Regardless of the particular classroom situations
in which teachers work, they have similar stories
to tell about children who have trouble with
mathematics. They see the same, familiar errors
over and over again and soon are able to predict
what students will do when given certain types of
problems. Consider the following examples:

2

2_
3

+ [9]

4.

2

= 7

=
5

.8 is less than .78

3.40 46
201 +
1700 514

51.00

Too many students are not looking for the
meaning in the mathematics they are learning.
They are memorizing rules and procedures but
have no way of making sense out of what they
are doing if they forget or misapply the rules they
have learned. Many have become passive and
simply wait to be told what to do if they have
forgotten.

Why gasn't it Worked?

There are three major factors at work that
contribute to the frustrations of teachers and
students involved in the teaching and learning of
mathematics. One contributing factor is that we
teach as though symbols have obvious and in-
herent tat aning. The second is that we too often
teach without considering the students' level of
cognitive maturity, not recognizing that what
seems obvious to us as adults may not be
obvious to the child. And the third is that in our
search for the ever clearer explanation, we often
overlook the importance of the students' need to
construct their own understanding.

An analogy seems useful here to help us consider
the problem of teaching as though symbols had
meaning. If you were shown a picture of
someone you had never met and were told the
name associated with that picture, you could
learn to say the appropriate name on cue

whenever asked. However, you would not really
know the person represented by that picture and
would have difficulty if you were to describe the
person's characteristics or be asked to predict that
person's behavior. You would have no personal
experience on which to base your answer. On
the other hand, if the picture were of a beloved
friend or family member, seeing the picture
would be enough to remind you of many qual-
ities the person had So it is with the learning of
mathematical symbols.

There is no meaning in the symbols themselves,
only in the mind of the person perceiving the
symbols. If a child does not have an under-
standing of the concept represented by a symbol,
no amount of practice working with that symbol
will help to develop that concept.

The interaction between the child's level of
cognitive maturity and the need to construct his
or her own understanding has implications for
the way in which students receive the instruction
they are given. As every teacher can testify, just
because something has been taught does not
mean it has been learned or, more to the point,
that it has been understood.

Consider the following cases.

1. Bill has learned many things about fractions.
He can name the numerator and the denom-
inator. He can add 2/8 and 1/3 and get the cor-
rect answer. However, when he is asked to
draw a picture of 2/5, this is what he draws.

When asked to show what 2/5 of a group of ten
marbles would look like, he says you can't do
that because you can't cut marbles. He has
learned rules for working with the symbols
without comprehending the nature of fractions.

Model Currictium Guide
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2. James has been working with beans and cups
to do place value problems. When given the
problem, 42 minus 37, he builds 42 using 4
cups of 10 beans and 2 extra. He then
dumps out one of the 4 cups and adds its 10
beans to the 2 extra in preparation for taking
away 7 beans. Before he goes any further,
his teacher asks, "How many beans do you
have on your place value board now?" He
expects James to say 3 tens and 12 ones, but
instead James says, "52." James has focused
on the action of adding ten to the 2 extra
beans without considering that he has also
removed 10. The fact that 52 is 10 more
beans than he started with does not seem to
disturb him. This is probably an indication
that he does not yet realize that the quantity of
a number does not change simply because it
has been rearranged. His lack of understand-
ing of the invariance of quantity has an effect
on his understanding of the place value ideas
his teacher is presenting.

3. Nina is trying to balance a group of blocks
with a set of weights. When she adds the
smallest weight to the weights already in the
balance, the weights are now heavier than the
blocks. She tries to remedy the situaticr. by
pushing the blocks closer together. Nina is
still not sure what affects weight and what
does not. Learning the number of grams in a
kilogram will not help develop the under-
standing she needs.

4. Marjie has used the formula for finding the
volume of a rectangular solid with complete
assurance. She confidently gives the answer
as 168 meters squared, not realizing that
volume measures are cubed. When ques-
tioned, she reveals that she doesn't under-
stand how a unit of measure is related to the
dimensionality of the attribute being meas-
ured. She is simply applying a formula as
she believes she was taught.

Learning the symbolic representations of con-
cepts is an important part of learning mathe-
matics. However, students are often required to
deal with these symbols before they have full
understanding of the complex ideas represented.
Most mathematical ideas that children encounter
in school can only be understood after many

experiences confronting the idea in a variety of
settings. Students need time to develop a full
understanding of mathematical ideas before they
are asked to deal with these ideas as symbols
isolated from the real world. When students do
not understand a mathematical idea, they have no
way of making sense of the symbols and can
complete their assignments only by rotely mem-
orizing the procedures required.

No matter what the age or the ability of the stu-
dents, their experiences with mathematics teach
them something about themselves and their place
in the world. The way we teach children mathe-
matics has a profound effect on whether or not
they think mathematics is something they can do.
Therefore, it is vitally important that any changes
in the teaching of mathematics with the aim of
higher expectations for children's growth in
understanding be carried out in light of what we
know about how children learn.

Mathematics
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TEACHING FOR UNDERSTANDING

Expanding Our View of Mathematics

The experiences with mathematics that many of
our schoolchildren have can change only if we in
the educational community expand our view of
what mathematics is. Mathematics is not simply
arithmetic procedures or algebraic formulas. It is
not pages to complete in a mathematics textbook.
It is not flashcards or timed tests or even drill and
practice computer games. It is not a subject that
inherently or inevitably breeds feelings of anxiety
and incompetence. And neither is it just for the
intellectually elite.

Mathematics is actually very much a part of life.
It is present all around us. We see it in the grace
and utility of the Golden Gate Bridge. We see it
in the design and pattern in great grandmother's
quilt. We sense it in the movement and predicta-
bility of the seasons. It is the everyday things,
too. It is buying the right amount of wallpaper to
decorate a bedroom; it is finding you're finally up
to your Mom's shoulder, it is figuring out how
much more money you need to save to get a new
radio.

Mathematics is concerned with making sense of
the world. It is natural for children to seek order
and beauty and consistency. From the very
beginning of a child's life, he or she is searching
to organize and understand his or her world.
Children notice size and shape and position.
They wonder how long, how big, how much.
Mathematical thinking is that which helps us to
make connections, to see order and logic. It is
seeing patterns and making predictions. It is
estimating, proving, solving, and creating.

The mathematics that our children study in school
should be consistent with the nature of the
subject. That means students should be learning
mathematics in ways that allow them to discover
relationships and to develop understanding. The
fundamental premise on which this docu-
ment is based is that every aspect of math-
ematics that students study should enhance
their understanding of mathematical ideas
and promote the growth of thinking.

Teaching Mathematics Can Be Different

In spite of children's active interest in making
sense of the world, we have, in the past,
encountered many problems in teaching math-
ematics to children. Many children viewed math-
ematics as simply too hard to understand. They
were frustrated and often developed feelings of
math anxiety or avoidance. These problems
arose, not because of the nature of mathematics
itself, but because we attempted to teach math-
ematics in ways that did not take into consid-
eration what we know about how children learn,
and we did not give children the kind of support
and tools they needed to develop understanding.

Mathematics instruction can be different. We can
provide the kinds of experiences that will allow
all students to make sense of mathematics and
that will also deepen and enhance our best
students' understanding.

Let's look at some examples that show what we
mean:

1. Linda and Peter are working with 12
square tiles to find all the possible rectangles
they can make with them. Each time they
make a rectangle they record it by cutting out
that same rectangle from graph paper. So far
they have found the following rectangles:

Working on this task contributes to Linda's
and Peter's developing understanding of mul-
tiplication and factoring. Finding all the pos-
sible rectangles requires them to be actively
engaged and to do some thinking rather than
passively memorize multiplication facts or
factors of 12.

2. Tanisha, Carlos, Eddie, and LeeAnn are
working with various geometric shapes.
Their challenge is to put the shapes in order
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by area. Carlos is proving to the others in his
group that the triangle they said was bigger
than the parallelogram actually has the same
area. He is proving his point by using a
smaller triangle to measure the areas of both
shapes. Rather than memorizing formulas
for figuring the areas of geometric shapes,
these students are able to use the figures to
see for themselves and can thus correct their
misconceptions and also gain an appreciation
for the reasons certain methods are used for
determining area.

3. Orlando, Cecilia, Gina, and Jason have been
working a long time on this problem: "If an
ice cream shop sells 31 different flavors of
ice cream, how many different double dip
cones could they make?" They decided to use
colored cubes to represent the various flavors
so they could act the problem out. They

Guiding Principles 13

began their exploration by making the
problem simpler and considering only three
flavors. They then figured out what the num-
ber of double dip cones would be if they had
four and five flavors. They organized their in-
formation and then looked for a pattern. By
using materials and some problem-solving
strategies, these students are able to cheer-
fully tackle a difficult problem and increase
their understanding of patterns and functions.
At the same time, these children are learning
some of the basic ideas underlying the
concepts of permutations and combinations.

These students are interested and involved and
learning important mathematical ideas. Mathe-
matics can be presented to children in ways that
capture their imaginations, promote their intellec-
tual growth, and foster their enjoyment of math-
ematics.

TEACHING FOR UNDERSTANDING:
GUIDING PRINCIPLES

The type of mathematics instruction that involves
students actively and intellectually requires much
from the teacher. Without thoughtful decisions
about the particular activities and without thought-
ful interactions with students, potentially power-
ful mathematical experiences can become little
more than interesting activities for students. The
following basic principles are important to keep
in mind when implementing a mathematics pro-
gram that gives high priority to the development
of understanding:

1. Our top priority should be the development of
students' thinking and understanding. When-
ever possible, we should engage the stu-
dents' thinking and teach the mathematical
ideas through posing a problem, setting up a
situation, or asking a question.

2. We must know that understanding is
achieved through direct, personal experi-
ences. Students need to verify their thinking
for themselves rather than to depend on an
outside authority to tell them if they are right
or wrong. We must see our job as setting up
appropriate situations, asking questions, lis-

tening to children, and focusing the attention
of the students on important elements rather
than trying to teach a concept through
explanations.

3. We must know that the understandings we
seek to help the students gain are developed,
elaborated, deepened, and made more com-
plete over time. We must provide a variety of
opportunites to explore and confront any
mathematical idea many times.

4. We will not expect all students to get the
same thing out of the same experience. What
students learn from any particular activity
depends in large part on their past expe-
riences and cognitive maturity. We should
try to provide activities that have the potential
for being understood at many different levels.

To niaAimize the opportunites for meaningful
learning, we should encourage students to
work together in small groups. Students
learn not only from adults but also from each
other as well.

5.
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6. We must recognize that partially grasped
ideas and periods of confusion are a natural
part of the process of developing under-
standing. When a student does not reach the
anticipated conclusion, we must resist giving
an explanation and try to ask a question or
pose a new problem that will give the student
the opportunity to contemplate evidence not
previously considered.

7. We must be interested in what students are
really thinking and understanding. Students
may be able to answer correctly but still have
fundamental misunderstandings. It is through
the probing of the students' thinking that we
get the information we need to provide
appropriate learning expeences.

8. We must be clear about the particular idea or
concept we wish students to consider when
we present activities or use concrete models.
It is not the activities or the models by
themselves that are important. What is
important is the students' thinking about and
reflection on those particular ideas dealt with
in the activities or represented by the models.

9. We need to recognize that students' thinking
can often be stimulated by questions, whether
directed by the teacher or other students. We
should foster a questioning attitude in our
students.

10. We need to help students develop persistence
in solving problems. Only in a learning en-
vironment in which mistakes and confusion
are considered to be a natural part of the learn-
ing process can students believe they do not
have to come up with quick, right answers.

11. We need to recognize the importance of ver-
balization. Putting thoughts into words re-
quires students to organize their thinking and
to confront their incomplete understanding.
Listening to others affords them the oppor-
tunity to contemplate the thinking of others
and to consider the implications for their own
understanding.

12. We must value the development of math-
ematical language. Language should serve to
internalize and clarify thinking and to com-

municate ideas and not be an end in itself.
Memorizing definitions without understand-
ing interferes with thinking. The emphasis is
on developing a concept first, establishing the
need for precise language, and then labeling
the concept accurately.

Model Curriculum Guide
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THE ESSENTIAL UNDERSTANDINGS

The 1985 California Mathematics Framework states:

"Mathematical power, which involves the ability to discern math-
ematical relationships, reason logically, and use mathematical
techniques effectively, must be the central concern of math-
ematics education and must be the context in which skills are
developed."

Children may learn many facts and skills related to math-
ematics, but they will not be able to discern mathematical rela-
tionships, reason logically, and use mathematical techniques
effectively unless they understand certain basic, underlying
mathematical ideas. We are referring to these basic math-
ematical ideas as the "essential understandings". They are not
a set of basic ideas which "come first" followed by more
advanced concepts. These essential understandings bind
together rather than precede all those specific concepts and
skills which have traditionally been taught. They are the
broad global ideas that expand or build, flower or evolvethat
grow more complete and complex over time.

An important characteristic of the essential understandings is
that they can be encountered at many different levels of
complexity and abstraction. Therefore, they can be experi-
enced in some way at all grade levels. They are those worthy
mathematical ideas that can be explored by the five year old
as well as by the thirteen year old. The nature of the activities
that students of various age groups participate in will vary
considerably, but the essence of the idea will be present at all
levels.

These understandings are never totally mastered, but growth
in students' understanding can be observed. Teachers can
perceive the growth of their students' understanding by asking
questions, posing challenges, and observing students at work.
We must ask not only, "What can the student do?" but also,
"What does the student understand?"

For their presentation to be consistent with the content organi-
zation of the Mathematics Framework and the Model Curricu-
lum Standards, the essential understandings in this document
have been organized by strands. The development of each
understanding is illustrated through the presentation of ex-
amples of situations and questions that will give students
opportunities to confront the important ideas that are embodied
in the particular understanding.
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NUMBER

Numbers are used to determine or define quantities and rela-
tionships, to measure, to make comparisons, to find locations
and to read codes. We use numbers to interpret information,
make decisions, and solve problems.

It is essential for students to understand that

Numbers can be used to describe quantities and
relationships between quantities.

Numbers are not just symbols on a page to be manipulated
according to sets of procedures. Students will become confi-
dent and capable users of number when they ,_:qvelop a sense
of number add the relationships between numbers.
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Most f -idents come to school with some
knowledge of the counting sequence and an idea
that the sequence has something to do with
quantities. However, their understanding of quan-
tities is only beginning and needs to be further
developed. It is important that early experiences
in school give meaning to the counting sequence
and expand on what the students bring to school.
This can be accomplished through a variety of
counting experiences that focus on the quantities
and relationships among quantities rather than on
the sequence of numbers or how they are written.

Hnw many scissors do we need to get so that
everyone at the table has one? How many
containers of juice do we need to bring on our
field trip so eve;yone in the class can have one?

About how many lima beans do you think are in
this clear plastic cup? If it takes 13 beans to fill it
up to here (half way), how many beans do you
think the cup would hold if we filled it up? If the
cup holds 24 lima beans, how manypinto beans

do you think it would hold?

Consider the numbers: 6, 250,15, 30, 31/2?
Which number would describe a reasonable
number of raisins to 'cake in a lunch? Which could
describe the number of students in a class?
Which would be a reasonable number to
describe the miles from here to your aunt's?
Which could describe the number of hours it
would take to drive there?
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We see on the graph that 19 children like orange
juice and 12 children like apple juice. Did more
children like orange juice or more children like
apple juice? How many more children Ike
orange juice than apple juice? Did more than hal
or less than half of our class like apple juice?

Show 1 more than 7, 2 fewer than 9, 4 more
than 6; double the amounts of 2, 4, 5,10. Start
with 10. What will happen if we add 1, add 10,
add 2, double it, halve it? Try other numbers.

Explore several numbers to see which can be
divided evenly into two piles. Circle the num-
bers on the 1-100 chart if they work. Is there a
pattern? If they can't be divided evenly, how
many leftovers are there? What happens if you

try to divide those same numbers into three
piles? Can you find a pattern on the 1-100
chart? How many leftovers? Try other numbers.
What do you see?

Model Curriculum Guide
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Intermediate students should continue to develop
an understanding of quantities and their rela-
tionships. They should be encouraged to use
concrete objects when investigating number
relationships if the concrete objects will help
them understand and discover relationships
otherwise not apparent to them. They can
explore the properties of numbers through
investigations which will serve as a foundation
for understanding such mathematical ideas as
prime End composite numbers, square numbers,
factors, multiples, etc. It is important that they
experiment with numbers, look for relationships,
and come to generalizations from examining the
results of their investigations. Their work with
very large numbers should build on the number
relationships they have come to know through
their work with small numbers. They should
move from developing a sense of whole numbers
to developing an understanding of fractions and
decimals.

When estimating or determining quantities,
students should be looking for strategies that will
help them be efficient rather than resorting to
counting one by one. Estimating requires having
or getting some information and using that
information to figure out an approximate answer,
not just to guess.

There are 64 pebbles in the pint jar. What is your
estimate for the 2 pint jar? How many tiles in the
classroom floor? in the cafeteria floor? In how
many different ways can you estimate or approx-
imate the number of beans in the jar, oranges in
the crate?

Given a handful of dried beans, can you find a
way to estimate the number of beans in a
pound?

Using dimes, pennies, nickels, quarters,
fifty-cent pieces, and dollars, in how manyways
can you make $1.25?

What happens if you add two odd numbers?
Can you tell whether you will get an odd or an
even number? Why or why not? If you add two
even numbers together, can the sum be odd?
Why or why not?

Get 24 square tiles all of the same size. Can you
put the tiles into 2 equal rows? 3 equal rows? 4
equal rows? Try other numbers. Can you find any
numbers of tiles that cannot be arranged in equal
rows? What about 11? 23? As you explore mak-
ing rows, notice which numbers make squares.
Consider these shapes:

If the area of the trapezoid is one, what is area of
the hexagon? What is the area of the rhombus?
If the area of the hexagon is one, what is the area
of the triangle? If the area of the triangle is1/6,

what is the total area of this particular set of
blocks? If the trapezoid is considered to havean
area of one, what is the total area of these
blocks?

If we both have pizzas of the same size and I cut
my pizza into 8 equal pieces and you cut yours
into 10 equal pieces, whose pieces would be big-
ger? If I ate three pieces of mine and you ate 4
pieces of yours, who ate more pizza? Does it
make a difference if the pizzas are different
sizes?

We see .46 on the calculator. Is this more or less
than a half? How can you find out? How could
you show on a calculator which is larger: .01 or
.001?

PM NOT DOM HIMINPIOVII OTHER

Look at the graph of favorite foods of the
students in last years class. What fractic n of the
class liked ho, dogs best? Did more or less than
50% of the class like pizza? Is the percent who
liked pizza closer to 50% or 75%? In this kind of
a graph, is a person limited to one choice? Why?
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6-8

The older students will continue to develop a
sense of the quantifies represented by very large
and very small numbers and the relationships
among them. They should continue to examine
the properties of numbers. They will be able to
look at collections of numbers and identify which
are irrational, which are rational, which are
integers as well as rational, and which are whole
numbers as well as integers.

Which numbers form triangles when arranged in
the following manner?

111

What kind of number do you get when you add

two successive triangular numbers?

How many people could fit (standing up) in our
classroom? How could we find out? What
assumptions did you make?

Compare a million with a billion. If you had a
million dollars in thousand dollar bills, the stack
would be 4 inches high. How high would the
stack be if you had a billion dollars worth of
thousand dollar bMs? Could you carry it?

Take your pulse for 15 seconds. Based on this
measurement, how many times would you say it

beat since you got up this morning? This week?
Since you were born? Do you think your
answers are exact? Why or why not?

If the people in the United States were scattered
evenly overthe land, how close together would
they be? Would they be within sight of each
other? Within shouting distance? Within arms
reach? What information do you need to solve

this problem? Is one person per square mile
more or less than the population density in our

country?

How much milk Is drunk each month at our
school? Would it be enough to fill an Civmpic-

sized swimming pool?

Where would .34343434343 fit on the number
Gne below?

44
0 1,
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1
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Use your calculator to change 2/3,1/8,1/2, 2/7,4/8,

5/11, 5/12, into decimals. Which fractions
terminate and which don't? Can you maks any
predictions from your results?

What determines whether you report information
using fractions, percents, or decimals? If you
knew 271 of the 952 students in the school rode
bikes to school, would you say about 1/4 of the
people rode bikes, 25% of the people, .25 of
the people, or about 300? Would you report 21/882?

Can you find a numberbetween .245 and .246?
If so, give one. Can you show why 9 < 491?

Using your understanding of the Pythp,;,,.

theorem, can you construct a hypotenuse
whose length is 13 cm? Whoso length is 7 cm?
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It is essential for students to understand that
Any number can be described In terms of how
many of each group there are in a series of groups.
Each group in the series is a fixed multiple (the
base of the place value system) of the next smaller
group.

The place value system requires the act of counting groups as
though they were single items. It is this organizational struc-
ture that gives us the power to deal with large numbers and
small numbers in reasonable ways. Rather than endless,
unfathomable series of numbers, we need only the digits from
zero to nine. By grouping we can think of a hundred as a unit
or a trillion as a unit; by subdividing we can think either of one
thousandth or one millionth as a unit. We can record very
large and very small numbers by using the position of the digit
to indicate the group we ai-e using as a unit.

K-3 `ANSICOtTE.a..2:

Children in the primary grades need many
experiences forming groups and looking for the
patterns and relationships. The notions underly-
ing the understanding of place valueare complex,
and only the foundation can be laid in the early
years.

Here is a pile of counters ( 36 or so ). How can
you organize them in some way so that your
friends can tell how many there are without
counting by ones? Is there another way?
Another way? Which way helped your friends tell
the fastest?

Determine the number of objects in each of the
jars (macaroni, beans, poished rocks, etc.).
Organize as you count so that you and a friend
can tell how many you have as you go along
without having to count by ones. Arrange the
objects in such a way that you can tell how many
tens and ones you have.

Using the beans and cups, interlocking cubes,
bean sticks, place value materials, show me 56,
32,129.

3-6 Mt WaSM&SIKEift,- katclIkkv,'

Students in the intermediate grades will continue
to explore the structure of the number system and
the idea of place value, extending it tc larger num-
bers than were dealt with in the primary grades.
They will be able to deal with more abstract
models for place value than primary students can.

If you have 4 hundreds, 2 thousands, 8 ones,
and 0 tens, how can you write it? How could you
model it with materials?

How many hundreds in a thousand? How many
tens? Which is more: 10 thousand or 100 tens?

How many different ways can you display 342,
using groups of tens, hundreds, and ones?
':filch way has the most groups, the fewest
groups?

If the yellow counters are worth 1000, the red
counters are worth 100, the blue counters are
worth 10, and the green counters are worth 1,
what are the following sets of counters worth?
How can you write the value of each set?

12 blue, 16 green, 0 red, 2 yellow
0 yellow, 24 green, 7 blue, 0 red

Mathematics
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Intermediate level students can also explore place
value ideas as they relate to the decimal fractions.
Partitioning into smaller and smaller groups is a
more abstract concept than regrouping into larger
and larger groups. It is important that students
have models that will help them see how digits to
the right side of the decimal point have de-
creasing values.

Use this 10 by 10grid to stand for one. Show 1

tenth, 1 hundredth. How could you show .34,
.26, .231 ? How do the squares on the grid relate
to money? How would you show the same
amounts with money instead of squares on the

grid?

6-8 xEstMeatsVattisti&VA,,4
Middle grade students will continue to work with
the decimal system, extending it to exploration of
exponents, including scientific notation, and to
integers. They should have experience relating
fractions, decimal fractions, and percents. In
addition, they should be exposed to other group-
ing schemes, such as grouping by twos or
twelves.

We group by twelves in many instances: 12
months, a dozen eggs, 12 hours on a clock face,
360 degrees in a circle, 12 inches in a foot, 36

inches in a yard. Why? What would happen to
our number system if we had base twelve in-

stead of base ten? Would the same numbers be
prime? Evenly divisible by three? Why?

Why does your science book list the speed of
light as 1.86 X 105 miles per second? How far
does light travel in one year?

103 is how much biggerthan 10.3?

Jane owes her mom $15; Jane's mom owes the
bank $3000 on a car loan; the town of Spring-
field, with a population of 55,000, has borrowed
$3.5 million to build a new school; the power
company has just built a solar installation at a cost
of $45 milion. Who is deepest in debt? What
assumptions did you have to make?

The pair of gerbils In Ms. Washington's room
always have a litter of 4; the pair in Mr. Suarez's
room always has a litter of 7. If each pair has

utters every 40 days, how long will it take for Mr.
Suarez to have three times as many baby gerbils
in his room as in Ms. Washington's? How long
will it take to have nine times as many?

Why is it that -8 is less than -5?

@ It is essential for students to understand that
The operations of addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, and division are related to one another and
are used to obtain numerical information.

Understanding operations involves knowing what actions are
represented by the operations, how these actions relate to one
another, and what operations are appropriate in particular
situations. It is important that students understand when to use
an operation as opposed to simply knowing how to perform a
procedure to get an answer. Knowing how numbers are put
together or taken apart can be very helpful in working with op-
erations flexibly and allows students to figure out problems in a
variety of ways.

For example: 26 x 8
26 is 25 and 1. 8 is 4 and 4. I see that 25 x 4 is 100, so

25 times 8 is 200. I still have one more 8 to add on, and

that makes 208.

29
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Another way:
Eight twenties is 160, ana 8 sixes makes 48. I have one
hundred and the 60 al id the 40 make another hundred.
Adding the 8 gives 208.

K4

Children experience addition, subtraction, multi-
plication, and division situations naturally in their
daily lives. They take 2 trucks outside and go in
the house to get 2 more. They have 5 cookies
and see they have 4 left after they have c iten 1.
They have 9 crackers to share among their 3
friends. They have 4 packages of gum with 5
sticks in each pack. It is important that they learn
to connect what they already know to the sym-
bolic presentations. And they need to build a
strong base of understanding about how numbers
are put together and taken apart.

Act the stories out, using blocks to represent the
horses. There were eight horses in the corral.
Three of them were taken out to go to a horse
race. How many horses are in the corral now?
There were two horses in the field. Five more
horses were brought to the field. How many
horses are .1 the field now? How can we write
these eon. using numbers?

Make up stories that go with the following
number sentences:

8 +2 -10
9-4- 5

How many different ways can you show the
quantity of ten? Can you think of any ways that
use a minus sign?

If I tell you

14 +10 24, whet is 14+9?
6 +2 -8,whatis36 +2?

Here is a pile of 29 beads. How many groups of
ten do you think you could make with these?
How many piles of 5? How many piles of 9?

Divide 9 pieces of construction paper equally
among 4 people. How many pieces does each
student get if you are allowed to cut up the
paper? How can we write that number? Is the

Mathematics

answer the same if we divide 9 pencils among 4
children?
Why or why not?

3) e 0, 0 , 0
k k Ask ..00V0 . / ><,.:eh, %).0.

Intermediate students will deal with operations
using the decimal number system and more com-
plex situations. They should continue relating
what they know in the real world with symbolic
representations and exploring how particular num-
bers can be put together and taken apart.

Can you use this paper cup to help you figure
out how many pieces of macaroni are in the bag?
If the paper cup holds 35 pieces, how can you
figure out how many the whole bag holds? Will
your answer be the exact number?

Can you find the length of this room in inter-
locking cubes if you have only a few cubes?

What is the best answer for 398 + 299? Why?
a. about 500
b. about 600
c. about 7'10
d. about b,.. '0
e. about 6,000

If I tell you...
11.6 +4.3 is 15.9, whatis 116 + 43?
6 x 9 -54,whatis 7x9?

How can knowing 2 x 6 help you figure out
2x60, 2 x 600, 2x6000?

Using graph paper, show how the result of
multiplying 4 x 5 is the same as multiplying 5 x 4.
Can you find more numbers that will work? Can
you find any numbers where it will not work?

Use graph paper to show if 6 + 2 is the same as
2 + 6. Explain why the results are the same or
different.

If yot t figure out how many weeks in 50 days,
how does that help you know how many weeks
in 100 days? 200 days?

30
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Do you get the same answer if you add first and
then multiply or multiply first and then add?

4x5 +7 =?
5 + 7 x4.?

Our class of 30 needs four dozen buns. The
price of buns is 89 cents for a package that
contain:. 8 buns. How many packages do we
need to buy? How much will it cost?

Our class of 30 is raising money to go to the
amusement park. Individual tickets cost $2.80.
We are selling ice cream bars for $.35 each. We
make $.15 profit on each one. How many ice
cream bars do we need to sell to raise enough
money for our whole class to go to the park?

Demonstrate of 12 with counters, graph
paper, symbols, drawing pictures, and words.

5 x 2.21s 11; whatis1/5 of 11? Why?

6-8 P,M,Mnns117,PAWWW:s-Vcri',,,,

The students in the sixth through the eighth
grades should be at ease with negative and
positive rationals and realize that the operations
and their properties extend to these number sys-
tems. The approach to operations should include
estimating, working mentally, and finding a
variety of procedures for the same situation.

If I multiply 35 by 5 and then divide the product
by 5, do I get 35? Why? If I add 10% to 35 and
then subtract 10% of the result from 35, do I get

35? Why?

If 13 x .17 = 2.21,what is 14x.17?

If your ot these answers on your calculator,
would you think they were reasonable? Why or
why not?

234 x 600 = 2408 90x20=1800

You earn $5.00/hour. Your supervisor earns
$8.00/ hour. If you both get 5% per year raises,
who gets the bigger increase in salary? How
many years will it take to get $2.00 anhour more

than you're receiving now? How long would it
take you to double your salary? How long would
it take your supervisor to double hers?

George said if he won the lottery he would share
it with his friends. He would keep 1/3, give 1/4 to

Diane, 1/5 to Jose, and 1/6 to Tony. Is this
possible? If so, will there be something left? If
not, why not?

What percentage of each type of nut is in this

can of mixed nuts? Is that percentage true for all

cans of this brand?

The same kind of chair is on sale at two stores.
How could a store advertise 30% off and still
make more money than the store down the
street which is selling the chair for 20% off?

Compare the the following products. Are any of

the products equal? Explain.

.24 x .84 24 x 84
.24 x 84 -24 x .84

Oft is essential for students to understand that

The degree of precision needed In calculating a
number depends how the result will be used.

Exact answers are not always possible or appropriate in a
calculation. It is important that students recognize situations in
which approximation and estimation are the appropriate pro-
cedures. Sometimes an approximation is the reasonable
choice and sometimes it is the only possible choice. Some

situations require more precise answers than others.

Model Curriculum Guide
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K.3
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Young children need practice determining what is
meant by almost, nearly, a little more than, a little
less than.

Which things are easy to count exactly, and
which things are hard?

Number of chairs at the table
Objects in the jar
Scoops of rice in the jar (Did everyone come
up with the same exact count? Why orwhy
not?)

Is it all right just to get close or do we need to find
out exactly?

Number of cartons of milks we need for the
class
Number of children on the playground
Number of people coming to the party

3-6 a....ns n.:ks

Intermediate students will be determining which
situations call for estimating and which require
exact answers.

How much your groceries will cost
How long it will take you to get to the park
How much it will cost to buy the red bike in
the window
How much tax you owe on the book you
bought

6-8

Junior high students will be deciding how many
decimal places to use in various situations.

The number of the decimal places needed
depends on:

a) What you want to communicate

About what percent of students in our school
wear glasses? We found 417 out of 1343. The
calculator says 0.310498883. How do you
report this?

b) How accurate your original measurements
were

The odometer says you went 427.2 miles. You
took 8 hours and 15 minutes. After you do some
calculations, the calculator says 51.781818.
How would you report the average speed? If the
original measurements were in tenths, what
degree of accuracy should you report?

c) What makes sense

Orange soda comes in six packs that are packed
four to a carton. To make sure that all of the 247
students in the sixth grade will have a soda for
the class picnic, how many cartons should we
order? (Can you figure this out mentally?)

Mathematics
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MEASUREMENT

Measurement is an important tool for learning about our
physical environment.

ft is essential for students to understand that

, n we measure, we attach a number to a
quantity using a unit which is chosen according to
the properties of the quantity to be measured.

A plowed field, the top of a picnic table, or a telephone pole
has no obvious, visible numerical quantity. When we want to
give the measurements of something, we need to find a way to
attach numbers to it. The numbers we assign to it depend on
the particular aspect we want to describe. For example, when
we want to measure a telephone pole, we need to decide if we
are interested in how tall it is, how heavy it is, how much wood
is used, how long it would take to burn, or how much force it

would take to knock it down. Whatever information we need
requires a different unit of measure, none of which is an
obvious characteristic of the pole itself.

K-3 4.>, t vs.:0 ve*.s:

Before young children learn to we units of
measure to find out the size of a particular ob-
ject(s), they engage in premeasunng activities in
which they make direct comparisons. They stand
back to back to determine who is taller. They
match sticks to see which is longer. They lay
objects on top of each other to determine which is
bigger. The need for true measuring (i.e., using
units rather than direct comparison) comes from
the need to compare two or more objects which
cannot be brought together. The use of a unit can
help children determine not only which of two
objects is bigger but also how much bigger one
object is than the other. Children will come to a
general understanding of what a unit is by
working with a variety of nonstandard as well as
standard units.

Which Is longer, the table or the counter? What
could we use to find out? Could we use string,
paper clips, pencils, crayons, hands, rulers? Can
we find out how much bnger? Would it wort if
we measured the table with small paper clips and

the counter with large paper clips? What if the
pencils are various lengths? What happens if

one child measures the table with his or her hand
span and another child uses her hand span?

Which is bigger, the top of the table or the des'
top? How can we find out? Can we use pieces of
paper, books, circles, squares, triangles?

How many little blocks does it take to make one

of the bigger blocks?

Put the following things in order by weight: the

can of soup, the baseball, the rock, the cup, the

can of tuna, the stapler. What if you wanted to

know how much more one item weighed than
another? What could you use to determine a
number for the weight of each one?

In the intermediate grades, children should be
put in situtations that require them to choose an
appropriate means of measure according to the
properties of the things they are measuring. Can
they measure a particular object using units of
length, square units, or cubic units?

Model Curriculum Guide
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Put 6 books in order by size. What are the
different ways you could do that? By height? By
weight? By thickness? By number of pages? By
surface area of the covers? What different units
would you use when measuring these different
properties? Which would you measure with units
of length such as centimeters? With units of
mass such as grams? What kind of units would
you use to measure surface area or volume?

Put these boxes in order by size. Estimate first
and then measure to find out for sure. Is there
more than one way to do that? Could you put
them in order by the amount of wrapping paper it
would take to cover them? By how much they
can hold? How will you measure how much they
hold? Would small wooden cubes help? Is there
another way?

How can we find out how much wood is in the
table tops? In these blocks of wood?

What kind of unit would you need to use to find
out which drawer holds the most?

Older children are able to deal with more abstract
properties and units as well as combinations of
units such as miles per hour.

What do we need to consider to measure
speed? What about the speed of a rocket, a
bicycle, an earthworm, a car, the speed of lignt?

What do we consider when measuring a per-
son's pulse? When measuring the amount of
water that comes from the tap in one minute?

How can we measure the passing of time? How
does the sundial measure time?

What does the report that "One inch of rain fell
yesterday" mean? We often measure liquid in
cubic units. Why do., measure the rainfall in
linear units? How does the period of time affect
this measurement?

How do we measure the windchill factor?

Compare the density of yogurt with the density
of cottage cheese.

Is essential for students to understand that

Choosing an appropriate measuring tool requires
considering the size of what is to be measured and
the use of the measure.

K-3

Young children can be given opportunities to
measure the same object in different ways so that
they can compare their methods and determine
which method is most efficient. They will find
some choices to be more appropriate than others
because of the size of the object(s).

Measure the length of the floor, a crayon, the
record player, and a paintbrush using two-inch
cubes, paper dips, toothpicks, and straws.
Would it be easier to measure some things if we
strung some straws or paper clips together?
Why? Why don't we have inch rulers? Why do
we put 12 inches together on one ruler? Why
do some rulers have 36 inches on them?

3-6 ..
Students in the intermediate grades can be asked
to choose an appropriate tool. A variety of tools
(both standard and nonstardard) should be made
available: suing, paper squares of various sizes,
interlocking cubes, centimeter cubes, inch cubes,
yard sticks, tape measures, rulers, scoops, meas-
uring cups, scales, thermometers.

What would you use to measure the following
items? Why?

The length and width of a piece of paper
The length of a fingernail
Tne length of the first base line on the
baseball diamond
The area enclosed inside the baselines

Mathematics
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The area of the table top
The area of the bottom of a cup

The capacity of various jars and bottles
The capacity of a bucket

When is it appropriate to use strides or footsteps
to measure a room and when is is better to use
standard measures? Which standard measures?
What If you were trying to determine how to
arrange the furniture? What if you were ordering
carpeting? Would you need to know how carpet
is purchased (e.g., square feet or square yards)?
Why?

6-8 xrzow:+..7..."'47.4.~OnhatamMan:*::::.:

Students in the middle school will have more
tools available to choose from. A variety of tools
already familiar to them should be provided as
well as protractors, clinometers, micrometers,
and directional compasses.

How can you measure the following items?
The angle of a regular polygon
The direction the classroom is facing
The height of the building
The thickness of a piece of paper
The diameter of a straw

@ ft Is essential for students to understand that

Measurement is approximate because of the limita-
tions of the ability to read a measuring instrument
and the precision of the measuring instrument.
The more accuracy you need, the smaller the unit
you need.

Children need to consider how close is close
enough to be accurate.

When you measure around the wastebasket with
this string, how do you know if the string is too
short, too long, or just right? How close is just

right?

Find things in the room about as long as this

string. The crayon. The cube.

How many paper dips long is the table? Did the
measurement come out exactly even? If there is
almost enough room for 24 paper clips, is the
measure closer to 23 or 24? If it takes almost two
paper dips to measure a crayon, is the measure

one or two?

Are there some situations in which it is more
important to be close than in others?

We need to get enough butcher paper from the
office to make a sign for the assembly that

includes all our names and some artwork from
each of us. We need another piece of paper to
make a mural for our bulletin board. How should
we determine the amount of paper we need?
How close do we need to be? Is It better to have

too much or not enough or doesn't it matter?

3-6 na..Ww

Children in the intermediate grades can consider
when it is appropriate to use small units, larger
units formed by grouping together small units, or
a combination of large and small units.

Do you want to measure the table in feat or
inches or both? What about half or quarter

inches?

The class is planning a Junior Olympics. The
students need to make a decision about the
standards for measuring for the broad jump.
Does measuring to the nearest eighth of an inch

make sense in this case? Why' or why not?
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What is the area of your handprint in square

centimeters? How do you count the number of
square centimeters when your handprint doesn't
fit exactly on the squares? What about the extra
spaces?

6-8

Older studttnts need to consider when accuracy is
important and when it is not important. When it
is important, they need to decide what degree of
accuracy is reasonable.

John says the distance between the school and
the park is 6.2 miles. Anita says it is 6.17. What
reasons for measuring might John and Anita
have that would lead them to their differentways
of reporting?

When do you need to be accurate to the nearest
gram? MilDgram? Second? Milisecond? Can
you name something that we measure more
accurately than we need to?

K-3

It is essential for students to understand that
For an accurate drawing or model to be made, a
constant ratio between the lengths of the model
and the lengths of the real object must be
maintained.

Young children first work with the idea of scale
informally when they draw or build with blocks.
As their awareness of proportion develops, they
will become more and more aware of making it
look right.

Situations which require them to consider relative
size can be presented to them.

Here is a three dimensional model of our

classroom made from a cardboard box. The
windows are here; the doors are here. Can you
make the tables and the shelves to fit?

3-6 ,,,s..iw,,M47,AParig,MC:64,cf:egl47;4&.gra6,

In the intermediate grades, the students will take
measurements and translate them in order to
make smaller or larger representations.

Using this graph paper, draw a model of our

classroom. What length do you want the side of
NO square to represent? Put in the windows,
the doors, the shelves, and the tables.

Make a paper doll of yourself that is half as tall as
you are. Try to make it as close to what you really
look like as you can. What measurements do
you need to make? Some parts of your body are
cuued, but your paper doll wilt be flat. Will that
be a problem? How are you going to measure
curved lines like your waist? 14,ur head? What do
you have to do to make the model look right?

6-8 rage..=1,1,.SWelailAat,,UC.0O3,F.,

The older students' work with scale will help
develop a growing awareness of ratio and propor-
tion. They will work with two and three dimen-
sions, considering the way the parts relate to one
another.

Which probably shows more detail? A map with a
scale of 1 inch =1 mile or a map with a scale of 1
inch =10 miles? In order for both maps to show
the same amount of detail, what would the phys-
ical characteristics of the two maps have to be?

Build a scale model of a building. Include the lot
on which it is situated. What do you have to
consider in deciding what scale to use?

Mathematics
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GEOMETRY

The study of geometry builas an awareness of the physical
world in which we live. We use geometry whenever we ask
questions about size, shape, or position.

0 his essential for students to understand that

Real objects and abstract figures have one, two,
and/or three dimensional features which can be
examined, compared, and analyzed.

It is by experiencing and observing forms and shapes in the
three dimensional world that students become aware of the
properties and relationships of geometric figures. Looking at
the various dimensions of physical objects is the starting point
for learning about lines, surfaces, and volumes.

K.3 -',:**:1:',?::?>"...Ts,TiZiNg

Young children first notice large obvious aspects
of 3-dimensional objects. It is through handling
and examhiing objects that they become more and
more aware of finer differences and details.

Reach inside the bag and without looking,
describe wl rat you notice about the object in the
bag. Is it round, flat, square, a cube, a ball, a can?
Reach inside tne other bags and see if you can
find identical objects.

What can you do with these various blocks and
containers? Do they roll, stack, fit together with
no spaces between, with spaces between?

Can you find a line when you look at the table,
the rug, the doorway? Where else do you see
lines? How could you describe the edge of the
round table? How could you descrbe the top of
the table, the shape of the rug, the outline cf the
door? The table legs?

Place a cube on a paper and draw around the
bottom face. What shape have you drawn? Cut
this shape out and place it on each face of the
cube. What do you discover? Get an empty
matchbox. Draw around the bottom face. What
shape is it? Tell why the matchbox is not a cube.
Get a tin can. Draw around the bottom face.
What shape have you drawn?

Take a sheet of paper. Roll it up. What shape
have you made? What other things can you
think of that are this shape?

Children can become more aware of the
differences between three dimensions and two
dimensions by translating 3-dimensional objects
to the two dimensions of paper and noticing what
properties remain and which do not.

Have a friend help you trace around your body
on large t aper. What can you tell about yourself
by looking at the paper model? Can you tell how
tall you are? How far it is around your waist?
Around your iload? Around your wrist? How long
your foot is?

3-6

Students in the intermediate grades can begin to
notice how things look from different perspec-
tives. What they see will depend on the direction
from which they view things.

Using an overhead projector, project a variety of
views of an object onto an overhead screen.

What three-dimensional figuro could it be?

Draw what an ice cream cone would look like if
viewed from the side, the top, sliced parallel to
the base, sliced at an angle.

Model Curriculum Guide
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6-8

What shape would you get if you cut an oatmeal
box down the side and spread It out flat? Try
other containers. What shapes can you make?
Can you make more than one shape with the
same type of container?

How many different ways can you draw six
squares connected together so that they would
fold up into a cube?

Build a structure with three or four blocks. Draw
the side view, the front view, the top view. See ff
someone else can build your structure by
looking at your drawings.

MMOMM1414ka4VMW.':.**.~. ,

As older students observe and analyze two and
three dimensional figures, and construct models
of them, they can focus on the relationships
between component parts and make general-
izations about these relationships.

When you look at the comer of your classroom,
what angles do you see? How many angles are
there? Are all the corners alike? Are the corners
you see at the ceiling the same as the corners
you see at the floor? How do these represent
planes and angles? Can you put three right
angles together and not forma comer? What
happens If you put four right angles together?

What happens when you tape three equilaterial
triangles together around the same point? Four?
Five ? Six?

What shapes can be formed by "slicing a cube"?
Can you figure out how to slice a cube so that
you get a triangle, a rectangle, a pentagon, and a
hexagon?

How many squares would you need to tape
togethe r to make a cube? How many of the
following planar shapes could you tape together
to make other geometric solids? Could you use
a combination of shapes? Is there more than
one way?

moo
Look at a baseball, a basketball, a volleyball, a
tennis ball, a soccer ball, and a football. How are
the balls constructed? What pieces are used?
How are they put together? If you took any of
the balls apart at the seams, would the pieces lie
flat?

Use uncooked rice, a hollow cylinder, and a cone
wi the same height and radius to find the ratio
of their volumes.

@ It is essenVal for students to understand that

Geometric figures have specific attributes and prop-
erties by which they are identified, classified, and
named.

Appropriate language for describing geometric figures and
relationships can best be developed through hands on experi-
ences that require students to identify similarities, differences
and relationships. The investigation of properties progresses
from whole figures or objects to attention to the components.

K-3 A. t wgaratiwrgmaw.rsrs,::::,:

It is more important for children to recognize the
attributes by which shapes are named than to
learn the names of the shapes. Sorting a set of
shapes or objects in several ways focuses the
student's attention on various attributes and helps

them realize that one particular shape can fit sev-
eral categories. As children work with various
geometric figures, they will become more and
more discriminating. They will be able to sort by
such attributes as the number of sides, the
number of corners, the number of faczs (flat
surfaces), the relationship of the lengths of the
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sides, or whether the figure has straight lines or
curves.

Their attention can be focused on the various
attributes by questions such as the following:

moo: Or B
Which shapes can you make with toothpicks
only?
Which need yarn to complete?

°
The same shape can be included in many
categories:

Find all the four-sided shapes
All the shapes with all sides the same length
All the shapes with four square corners and
opposite sides parallel

In which categories would the square fit? Do any
other shapes fit ;ri more than one category?

3-6 :!..::.:,,,,s'',...',.):,....'3.s...:: '......"'.sr:'..s. s..P,...*is, .-'........:.:,,.......

Students in the intermediate grades will be able to
consider more precise attributes of geometric
figures using labels such as regular, irregular,
symmetrical, equilaterial, equiangular, obtuse,
acute, and oblique. After students have had
many experiences recognizing attributes and
classifying shapes by them, they will gradually
come to the idea of a definition.

What information is enough to identify a figure?

Are all 3-sided figures triangles? Are all 4-
sided figures rectangles? If a shape has 4
right corners, is it a rectangle?

After which piece of the information that follows
can you say for sure what figure is being
described?

A figure has four sides. (What could it be?)
Not all of the sides are the same length.
(What have you eliminated?)
Two sides are parallel.
It has at least two square corners. (Could it
be anything besides a rectangle? What else
do you need to know to be sure?)

6-8

The older students begin to think in terms of
what may be true or not true of a whole class of
geometric figures rather than being concerned
only with the specific figure with which they are
working. Their classifications are applied to both
two and three dimensional figures and become
more refined

Which quadrilaterals have at least one axis of
symmetry? Which have a point of symmetry?
How can you prove it?

Can you draw:
a rectangle with 4 sides of equal length?
a parallelogram with 4 right angles?
a parallelogram with 4 sides of equal length
and no right angles?
a parallelogram with 4 sides of equal length
and 4 right angles?

Which of these triangles is (are) acute? Obtuse?
Right? Equilateral? Scalene? Isosceles?

Can you draw an obtuse equilateral triangle? An
obtuse right triangle? An obtuse scalene
triangle?

Describe a variety of polyhedra in terms of
numbers of shapes and faces and number of
edges and vertices. What pattern can you find
for regular solids when you examine the number
of faces, vertices, and edges?
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@ It is essential forstudents to understand that

Geometric figures can be described in terms of
their relationships with other figures. important
relationships include relative size, position,
orientation, congruence, and similarity.

Sometimes shapes which appear to be different are different
only in relative position or orientation.

K-3 sk same? Which can be flipped (top to bottom or
side to side) and still look the same?

Children in the primary grades will discover and
confirm the relationships between figures by ma-
nipulating the shapes themselves.

Match the lids with the containers. How many
different ways can you put the lid on a square
jewelry box? A margarine tub? A shoe box?

A [iCA A
Are the shapes above alike or different? How are
they alike? How are they different? Are there any
shapes that look the same but are different in
size? Do any of them look like they will fit on top
of each other? What if you turned them around
or turned them over? Cut them out and see if
you can make them fit exactly on one another.

Students in the intermediate grades will begin to
make predictions about the relationships between
and among shapes, but will still find using ma-
terials very useful for checking these predictions.

Which of these capital letter.: of the alphabet can
be rotated 90 or 180 degrees and still look the

OBTLAMUI
Which capital letters, geometrical shapes, and
other shapes can you cut from a piece of folded
paper (a) folded in two, (b) folded in four? In how
many ways can you put these shapes back into
the holes from which-they were cut?

Students can create different shapes and then
check to see if they are congruent through an ac-
tivity like the following:

How many different shapes can you make by
putting five squares together (full sides must be
touching)?

This Not this

111

E-
u1

You can count the shapes as different if they
are congruent. Check your pieces. Do any of
them fit on top of each other if you flip or rotate
them?

Make a border pattern by rotating, flipping, and
sliding a single shape orfigure. Analyze the bor-
der patterns made by other students and tell
what transformations they used to create their
patterns.

66666666 666666
6969 60.> AVAVAV
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6-8

Older students will be able to make generaliza-
tions and analyze and i lescribe various transfor-
mations.

Make a figure exactly like this but a different size.
Measure the angles, the lengths, and the araa.
What stays the same? What changes? What are
the relationships between the original measures
and the measures of the new shape? What hap-
pens to the area of the figure when the lengths
art doubled? Tripled? Halved?

Which of the following sets of shapes are always
similar? Why?

Cubes, spheres, cones, rhombuses, parallel-
ograms, quadrilaterals, regular hexagons,
equilateral triangles, isosceles triangles

Look at a globe. P9 the Ones of longitude
parallel at the equator? Why do they then
intersect at the poles? Why do latitudes lines not
intersect?

Draw this figure on a coordinate plane. Draw the
same figure rotated 90 degrees; 180 degrees.

L

It is essential for students to understand that

Geometric figures can be composed of or broken
down into other geometric figures.

Analyzing geometric figures involves finding out how a certain
shape can be made and finding out what can be made with
shapes of particular kinds.

K-3 ig&t,k,-1.`,AM'AMZ,..1,17,`\,`SLs.k

Students in the primary grades will explore
shapes to see how they fit together and fill up
space.

Explore the following shapes. Which ones fit
together and fill space with no spaces in be-
tween. Which ones don't'?

000 O

Using as many of the following shapes as you
need, how many different ways can you fill in the
following outline? Which way uses the most
blocks? the least blocks?

SHAPES

oeo
OUTLINES

What different shapes can you make if you cut a
rectangle in half? What new shapes can you
make with these helves? What different shapes
can you make if you cut a circle in half? What new
shapes can you make?

Model Curriculum Guide
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3-6 N,,,\vitmlw -senteuw
Intermediate students will be making note of the
ways particular shapes combine or separate into
other shapes. They will be becoming more
systematic in their explorations.

Can you make a square using only triangles? A
triangle, using only squares? A triangle, using
squares and triangles?

How many difterent shapes can you make with all
or some of these ten triangles?

What about these triangles'r Canyou make the
same or different shapes?

Which shapes and figures when fitted together
fill space completely and which leave unfilled
spaces? What combinations of figures can you
use?

Which shapes can be fitted together to make
similar but larger shapes?

L'A

6-8 MLISItniVr
Students in itic. :riddle grades will be applying
what they know about combining and partition-
ing figures in new situations.

Cl it out a parallelogram. Can you cut it up and
arrange the parts into a shape that makes it easy
to determine the area? Can you do the same
thing for atrapazoid? How does this help explain
the area formula for these figures?

Here are some figures on geoboarcis. Can you
use some familiar shapes to help you find the
area?

Put these shapes in order by area. Which
shapes have the same area? How doyou know?

AA =T-1 V [---1

What is the smallest number of equilateral
triangles you can use to make a closed three di-
mensional shape? What is the smallest number
of squares you can use?

Using only figures like this,

Can you make a figure like this?

Mathematics
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K4

It is essential for students to understand that

Relationships within and between Geometric
figures can be revealed through measuring and
looking for patterns. Constant relationships can be
expressed as formulas.

There are many occasions when measuring discloses some
of the properties of shapes and allows the development of a
deeper understanding of otherwise unnoticed properties.

Ram~mzza,,,Amosk.sau,6twax3.:

Primary students can measure common items
the room and look for relationships.

Measure one side of a table. Do you know how
long any of the other sides of the table are?
What if the table is a square? A rectangle?
Measure one side of a book, one edge of the
rug. What predictions can you make? Check
your predictions.

If we had only five books, how could we tell how
many books it would take to cover the table?

3-6

6-8

in Older students can look for more complex geo-
metric relationships and use this information to
form generalizations and to solve problems.

Measuring geometric figures and the growth of
geometric figures can lead to discovering relation-
ships. The exploration of these relationships will
lead eventually to generalizations such as the
formula for area, the definition of pi, and the
relationships between area and perimeter.

Here is a piece of paper that it is 10 inches long
and 5 inches wide. How many inch square
pieces of paper does it take to cover it? What
muttiplicatIon problem does this represent? How
can we exp 'ass that as a general rule? What is

the relationship between the length and width of
a rectangle and its area ?

Measure the circumferences and the diameters
of all the circular things you can find. Is there a
relationship?

Arrange 12 square tiles into all the possible
shapes that have full faces touching and
compare their perimeters. What is the largest
(smallest) perimeter you can make? What if you
could cut each tile in half?

How many 1 cm squares does it take to cover a
2 cm cube? A 3 cm cube? A 4 cm cube? Is there
a relationship? How many 1 cm cubes make up a
2 cm cube? A 3 cm cube? A 4 cm cube? lathers
a pattern? Can you write a formula todetermine
the number of cubes it would take to fill any cubic
box? What is the relationship between the sur-
face area and the voluir a of a cube? How does
that relate to the statement, "Parents should be
advised that small children should not spend
long periods of time outside in the extreme cold
because their relative skin area is much larger
than that of adults and, therefore, the heat loss
would be greater."

What is the relationship between a 10 inch pizza
and a 14 inch pizza. How much more pizza do
you get when you buy a 14 inch pizza than when
you buy a 10 inch pizza? If the 10 inch pizza
costs $5.75, what would be a fair price for the 14

inch pizza?

What is the sum of the interior angles in a
triangle? How can you prove it? What is the sum
of the interior angles of a rectangle? Any
quadrilateral? Can you show how to find the sum
of the interior angles of any polygon?

Suppose you had to manufacture containers.
What shapes would be most economical (i.e.,

would hold the most fora given amount of
material)? Why are so many containers cylindrical

in shape?
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PATTERNS AND FUNCTIONS

Looking for patterns helps bring order, cohesion, and predict-
ability to seemingly unorganized situations. The recognition of
patterns and functional relationships is a powerful problem -
solving tool that enables one to simplify otherwise unmanage-
able tasks and to make generalizations beyond the information
directly available.

K-3

It is essential for students to understand that

identitifing a rule that could have been used to
generate a pattern enables one to extend that
pattern indefinitely.

The extension of a pattern is often based on a rule that is
assumed from a few examples or a fragment of a sequence
rather than based on information that is known with certainty.

V.MCM,VA' W?...*WAV,\;,`,A. ;wt., :..1.48:22d etc. How many blocks do you need to build

The patterns that young children experic;,cP will
be those that emerge from changes in in :Loa,
color, position, design, and quantity. The ,JCUS
will be on copying, extending, and creating pat-
terns of various levels of complexity using a
variety of materials.

Join in when you know the pats' ap, clap,
clap, snap, dap, clap,...." . a pattern:
"Snap, clap, clap, stamp, snap, . ap,
stamp,...." How is this pattern like t, ,e first one?
How is it different?

The sticks are arranged like this:

What comas next? How do you know?
What pattern can you make with the sticks?

Paste a sample of wallpaper in the middle of a
sheet of paper. Use crayons to extend the
pattern in all directions.

Build a staircase with the blocks. The first step
has one block, the second step has two blocks,

seven steps? What comes next?

Circle the number of each step on the 0-99
chart. What do you notice?

0 l e rM 4
5 V 7 8 1 9

10 12 13 14 i© 16 17 18 19

20

I
22 23 24 25 26 27 0 29

Children should confront situations where they
need to consider the assumptions that are made
when a pattern is extended.

I am thinking of a pattern. The pattern begins like
this:

Red block, blue block, red block,-
What do you think comes next? The next block
in my pattern is yellow. Did your idea work? Now
what do you think comes next? Who has a differ-
at idea? What else could work? What else?

3-6 1t)i).

In the intermediate years, students will observe
the number patterns that emerge from a variety of
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situations and explore the underlying structure of
the number system. They will become familiar
with commonly encountered number sequences
such as the odd numbers, sequences of mul-
tiples, the square numbers, etc. The patterns stu-
dents encounter will come from working with
materials or from using the arithmetical oper-
ations with which they are familiar.

Start with the numbers 1,2,3,4,5,....
What is the pattern of the sequence if you

a) Double each number?
b) Halve each number?
c) Add each number to the one before it?

What is the sequence of numbers on the 0-99
chart which is generated when you circle the
multiples of

four
five
two

What can you notice? Which multiples form col-
umns? Diagonals? Why? What would happen if
we used an 8 x z matrix instead of a 10 x 10?
Would the same multiples form columns?
Diagonals? tf not, which ones?

Use squares to build larger squares.

lx1 2x2 3x3 4x4

How many squares does it take to build each
square? What is the pattern? Can you predict the
number of squares fora 9 x 9 square?

It is important that students have experiences that
help them realize that a pattern can be extended in
more than one way, depending on the rule that is
assumed to govern the extension.

Explain why8 could be the next number in the
table. What would come after 8? Explain why 10
could work. What would be next? Can you find
other rules you could use to add to the table?

6-8 MZEZmITZ,1%.`,..-7,"";.\:!.Z:I'sre,:rZart,,;::r4T:

in addition to generating number sequences of
their own, the students at this level can analyze
number sequences to look for relationships.

Describe what's happening in the following
patterns? Can you predict the next number?

2, 3, 5, 7,11, 13,....
1, 4, 9,16, 25,....
1, 2, 4, 8, 16,....
25, 23, 21, 19,....
1,1, 2,3,5, 8,13, 21,....

Could any of these sequences be extended in
more than one way? How?

0

1 3 6 1 0

What are the next 6 triangular numbers? How
many total dots will there be with a side of 10
dots? What comes next?

How do the squares increase? What is the
pattern?

2
= 1 +

2 2 2
2 (2+1) 3 = 2 +(3+2)

111

2
4

2
= 3 +(4+3)

What other pattems can you notice?

Use your calculator to explore the following
patterns:

1 x1 .1 11 x 11 .121 111 x 111- 12321
Can you predict the middle number for
1111111 x 1111111?

4 +99 7 +99 13 +99 24 +99 Make
predictions for other numbers. Can you find
the answer without using your calculator?

5 x 101 9x101 11 x101 16001
23 x 101 Can you solve for other numbers

without using your calculator.;

Why do these calculations produce patterns?
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K-3 EXIIMT..

It is essential for students to understand that
When there is a functional relationship between
two quantities, the value of the first quantity
determines the corresponding value of the second.

The study of functions enables students to see relationships
and to make predictions based on those relationships.

%.ssA.

In the beginning students will look at a particular
situation and determine the pairs of related num-
bers that arise from it. They will then look for a
pattern in order to predict the numbers that come
next in the list.

It takes two children to turn a jump rope. How
many children would it take if we wanted turners
for 13 jump ropes (with each child turning only
one rope)?

Simplifying and organizing information and act-
ing out the situation helps solve problems.

What is a simpler problem for us to solve? Can
we figure it out for two jump ropes? Three jump
rci-,es? Does that help us figure out how many
we need for 15?

ROPES CHILDREN

1 2
2 4
3

3-6

2

kThk 4

What if you had 50 jump ropes? Could you
figure out how many children you would need?
How could you figure it out?

azgatats

In the intermediate grades the students will begin
working with functions by simplifying problems,
by using tables, and by drawing and reading
graphs.

How can we simplify the following problem and
organize the information to help us solve it?

If we tear a sheet of paper in half, then tear

each half in half, and continue doing this,

how many sheets of paper will we have after
16 tears?

Tears Sheets

2
2
3

How many pieces of paper would we have
after one tear? Two tears? Three tears? Do
you see a pattern? Could we figure out the
number of pieces of paper no matter how
many tears are made?

What information can we get by using a co-
ordinate graph to help us solve the following
problem?

In your bank you have $24. Every weekend
when you finish your chores, your mom or
dad gives you $3.00. On Saturday, when
you go to the movies, you spend $5.00 for
your ticket and food. If you don et spend any
other money during the week, how long will
it be until you're broke? If your mom or dad
lets you borrow, how much will you owe in 6
months?

25

20

DOLLARS
15

10

5

..

1 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

WEEKS
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6-8

Students in middle school grades will be ablc to
solve a variety of complex problems through the
use of functions. The functional relationship can
be expressed through a table, a set of points on a
coordinate graph, or an algebraic formula.

How many different double-dip cones can we
make with 5 flavors of ice cream? What if we have
25 flavors? Will it be 5 times as many? Why or
why not? Can you figure out how many cones
we can make no matter how many flavors we
have? Can you write an equation that describes
this relationship?

Maria leaves at 10 A.M. on her bicycle for her
friend LaShana's house, which is 20 miles away.
She arrives at 1 P.M. After spending the night,
the next day she leaves at 10 A.M. and arrives
home at 1 P.M.

Can you draw a graph to show a point on the
road home that she passes at exactly the same
time as she did the day before?

The Automobile Club has published this recom-
mended schedule for touring Redwood Park:

9:00 AM
10:00 AM
10:20 AM
11:00 AM

12 noon

12:30 PM
1:30 PM

3:00 PM

Leave campsite

Stop at Fishing Bridge

Depart for Canyon Path

Arrive at Canyon Path and start hiking

Return to beginning of Canyon Path
and have lunch
Leave for Green Gulch

Arrive at Green Gulch and start nature

tour
Finish nature tour

The Joneses had a flat tire and were delayed by
an hour and a half in leaving the campsite. If they
follow the same schedule at the same speed,
what will their schedule look like?

ft is essential for students to understand that

The same patterns can emerge from a variety of
settings.

It is valuable for students to begin seeing the relationships
among different occurrences of the same underlying patterns.

K-3

Students in the primary grades can translate pat-
terns from one mode to another.

Join in when you know the pattern.
Jump, jump, clap, jump, jump, clap,

What is another way to show that pattern?
Circle, circle, square, circle, circle, square,....

Another way?
Tall, tall, short, tall, tall, short,

Another way?
A, A, B, A, A, B....

...,
Tr. ...,....., N D

ivi....,.,..

mani!
I

,,,(.
,

3
,. ..

..:.-,,.
...A

,
,

N D

Write your first name over and over in a 4 x 10

matrix. Color the first letter of your name. What
pattern do you see? What other names have
the same pattern. Why? If you put the counting
numbers in the matrix and colored in the same
squares as your name pattern, what numbers are

colored in? Predict what numbers would be

colored in if you continued the pattern. What if

ye colored in the last letter of your name?
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Counting by two's gives the pattern 2, 4, 6, 8,
10....

What other situtations cE.,1 we find that give this
same pattern?

3-6

Students in the intermediate grades should begin
to look at the various patterns they are discover-
ing and notice when the same pattern occurs in
different situations.

One of the patterns that will come up many times
is evident in the following examples.

How would you build the squares th
these?

How would you build the triangles that come
afterthese?

A A FI
AVAVA

What is the sum of the first two consecutive odd
number ! The first three? Four? Five? Can you
predict what the sum of the first 8 consecutive
odd numbers will be?

Why are these patterns the same? Why is this
pattern called "square numbers"?

6-8 Pra:Ars..?4,t.;.,,i,

The older students should also be lroking for the
same pattern occurring in many different situa-
tions and contemplating the underlying reasons
for the same pattern emerging.

For example:

If everyone in our classroom were to shake
hands with everyone else in the room, how matt'
handshakes would there be?

When you build the triangular numbers, how
many counters do you need for each step?

You are setting up a tennis tournament. If you
want every person to play every other person
mot:, how many games of tennis will it take?

What pattern will help you find the sum of all
natural numbers from 1 to 100?

Why do all these situations produce the same
pattern?

Mathematics
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STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY

Statistics allow us to make a s! -mmary of what we know of the
world and to mak inferences auout what we don't know. Prob-
ability is used to indicate how sure we are about a prediction.

0 ft is essential for students to understand that

When there is no direct observation that will
answer a particular question, it is often possible to
gather data which can be used to answer the
question. Working with the data often generates
additional questions.

The processes of questioning and predicting are cyclical. We
begin with a question and some predictions about what we
expect the data to reveal. Data are then collected, organized,
displayed, and analyzed. This leads to more refined questions
and new predictions.

K.3

The questions posed for or by young children
should come from their interest in their immediate
environment.

Do more children in our room wear shoes that tie
or shoes that fasten with velcro?
How do the children in ourclass get to school?
How many people are in your family?
Do you live in a house, an apartment, or a mobile
home?
What kind of pet do you have?

After the data have been gathered, organized, and
displayed, various questions can be asked that
help the children focus on the relationships re-
vealed by the graph, chart, or table.

Descriptive questions
How many children have dogs?
How many children have goldfish?

Comparative questions
Are there more children who have dogs or more
children who have cats?

It is important to get children thinking beyond the
specific information presented on the graph to
other ideas or implications.

We did a graph last week to answer the question,
"Do you live in a house, an apartment or a mobile
home?' Does that have anything to do with
whether or not you have a pet or what type of pet
you own? Do the people who have goldfish live
in a house or an apartment? Do more people
who live in houses have dogs than people who
live in apartments?

3-6

Children in the intermediate grades can consider
questions that concern their school or community
but still are of personal interest to them. They
can gather inft. nation in a variety of ways:

Taking surveys
What beverage do you drink with lunch?

Making observations
Watching to see what beverage the students are
drinking.

Gathering real data
Counting the various beverage containers in the
trash.

They can find answers to complex questions
such as, "Do we need safety patrol in front of
our school?" by asking many related questions:
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Mat percentage of our students walk to school?
How many come on the bus?
How many come in cars?
Are there certain periods of time when the traffic
is heaviest?
Have there been any accidents or near
accidents?

The questions they investigate will often be those
that are raised during social studies and lead them
to understanding more about their society.

How maw of you were born in Califomia? If you
were born in this state, is it likely that your par-
ents were too? What about your grandparents?
Would the same be true if we asked students
from another state?

6-8 .., .

By middle school, students are ready to evaluate
the kinds of questions they wish to investigate to
determine which will help them find out what

they need to know and which will not be as
helpful.

What kinds of questions would be helpful in
determining why the traffic is heaviest at 8:00
A.M.? What do we need to know? Is the traffic
heavy because of children being dropped off for
school, commuters, delivery trucks, or some-
thing we haven't anticipated? Can we tell the
difference between commuters and grocery
shoppers? Would knowing the time the stores
open help? How can we find out?

They also need to examine the kinds of ques-
tions that need interpretation before they are
answerable.

Consider the question "What is the best brand of
ice cream?" What does the term "beat" mean?
Does it mean best according to the opinion of
the class? Or does it mean best selling in the
town? Or thc best deal for the money? Or best
for your health in terms of being lowest in
cholesterol?

(0 It is essential for students to understand that

You can gather data about every member of a
group, or you can use a representative sample
from that group.

When it is not practical 40 examine each member of a large
population or group, thE, technique of sampling can be used. It
is important for students to recognize both the usefulness of
sampling, which can result in fairly accurate and complete
information, as well as the limits of sampling and the care that
must be taken to insure reasonable results.

K-3

A beginning notion of the idea of sampling
comes from the daily life al the young child.
After stirring the pot, one spoonful of soup is
enough to tell you if the whole pot of soup is too
salty or not; with some kinds of cereal, you take
one handful out of the box and you know what
the rest of the box contains; with other kinds
(e.g. granola), it may take several handfuls to
inventory all the ingredients.

Children's attention can be focused on the tech-
nique of sampling by posing questions such as
the following:

Can you tell what is in this bag if you don't get to
look inside and see everything in it? What if you
could reach in and pull a few things out? Can
you tell what is in the bag if you reached in
several times and each time pulled out a red
crayon?
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In order to help children learn not to overgener-
alize, it is important to present situations where
the results of sampling are not reliable or con-
sistent. Crayons of many different colors may be
in a bag, even though the first two crayons taken
out are red.

3-6

In the intermediate grades, the student's attention
can be focused on the issue, "When is the sample
large enough? "

if five children are asked what their favorite color
is and three of them say green, is that enough
information to conclude that most children in the
class eke green? Would the fact that the room
was decorated for St. Patrick's Day possibly
affect the results?

How many pages in a book need to be analyzed
to determine the average number of words per
page in the book?

How many times would you have to measure the
outside temperature before you could say you
knew the average temperature in your town?
Would it matter what time of day you measured?

Students should also begin to consider to what
extent it is appropriate to generalize. A sample
must be representative of a particular population.

It our fifth grade class picks a particular movie as
the favorite, does that mean we can assume all
the fifth grade classes in the school like that
movie best, too, or is there some special reason
why our class ekes that movie? What about first
graders? What about the whole town?

6-8

If I find out the average number of words per
page in a book, does that mean I know the
average number for any other book?

What would be a fairway to choose the winner of
a door prize?

What if I only have time to interview five fifth
graders about their favorite food? What is a fair
way to insure that everyone has an equal
opportunity to be interviewed?

Older students can go beyond personal experi-
ences and begin to question the results of statis-
tics reported in the media. They need to recognize
that they must know something about the sample
used before they can consider the implications of
statistical information.

if you wanted to predict the outcome ofd vote for
mayor, how would you gather information? What
could you learn from asking students not old
enough to vote? Would it matter if the adults you
asked were registered voters? How many would
you need to ask? Why is it that you can never
predict with 100% confidence?

They need to consider when using a sample is
appropriate.

Would a sample be adequate for ordering class
T-shirts of different sizes? Would a sample be
adequate for ordering the kinds of pizza for a
class picnic?'

e It is essential for students to understand that

Data can be organized, represented, and
summarized in a variety of ways.

Graphs, tables, and charts are used to present information in
organized ways that allow certain relationships to become
apparent. A large set of data can be summarized or charac-
terized through the use of measures of central tendency.

51.
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Children in the primary grades can explore the
results of using different categorizations when
presenting information.

The data gaihered in response to the question
"What pets do we haver can be displayed in the
following ways.

NAVEAPIT 1/1,,i7/11/1rigifglet
0010 HAVE A PET

What kind of information do you get from the i'rst
graph that is not available from the second
graph? What information is more obvious from
the second graph?

Primary students' first experiences with a
measure of central tendency will be that of the
mode. They will generally summarize the infor-
mation gathered in terms of what occurred most
frequently.

More people in our room have dogs than any
other kind of pet.

3.6 al,-41HES,10.M19.V.;Sek c's

Students in the intermediate grades can explore
the results of displaying information in a variety
of ways and begin to consider the kinds of
decisions that need to be made when constructing
a graph.

In response to the question," How long does it
take you to get to school?" the children in the
class reported times ranging from six minutes to
one hour and four minutes. The teacher
displayed the information on a frequency table:
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How can we display this information so that we
can easily see about how long most students

take to get to school? How big shc..uki the
intervals be? How would the information look if
we used five minute intervals? Ten minute
intervals? 30 minute intervals? Which would
produce a flat graph? Which would show best
where the most common times cluster together?

After the graph has been constructed, students
should be able to answer the following
questions.

What is the most common time (the mode)
that it takes students in our class to get to
school?

If we added up all the times and divided them
by the number of students, we could find
the average time (the mean) it takes stu-
dents in our class to get to school. How
does that time compare to the most common
time?

6-8

Students in the middle school should explore
various ways of displaying information and con-
sider the appropriate uses of mean, median, and
mode as ways of summarizing information.

After collecting data about pulse rate, represent
the data on a 100 _

box and
whisker graph

stem and
leaf graph

histogram

so -

...

so
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7 1112279
8 223379
9 013
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Which graph gives a good represention of the
the group overview? Which loses the individual
data? Which highlights the mode? The median?

Mathematics
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Olt is essential tor students to understand tfr.t

There are many reasons why an inference made
from a set of data can be invalid.

The problem may be in the data itself (if the sample was not
appropriate or if some error was made 'n the collection or
measurement of the data) or the error may be in the logical
reasoning used to make inferences.

Young children can look at their everyday experi-
ences and can give possible reasons why events
may be occurring.

The graph we made shows that most of the
children came by car today. Usually most of us
walk. Do you think more people got rides today
than usual because it was raining very hard?

A survey shows that the number of 3rd graders
who bought spaghetti in the school cafeteria on
Monday was very small. Does this mean 3rd
graders don't like spaghetti or could there be an-
other reason? Were they on a class trip that day
or was some other special event going on?

3-6 MOVAMEI eVgliks, sk;ai3v.,,MV:Mi:^s

Students in the intermediate grades can begin to
interpret data. They should discuss which inter-
pretations are plausible, which are possible, and
which are impossible. They can also consider
how some interpretations of the data may be mis-
leading.

In our school we have found a high correlation
between the number of siblings and distance
lived from school. What are some reasons this
could be true? Could it have something to do
with the type of housing available near the
school? Can you think of any other reasons?

1200 -

1100 -

1000 -

900 -

800
1982 1983 1964 1085 1986

What is your initial reaction to the numbers of
traffic accidents in different years shown in the
graph? What is misleading about the graph?
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The older students should continue to consider
various interpretations of data and determine
which are plausible, which are possible, and
which are impossible.

Bring in newspaper articles containing con-
clusions based on data. Which conclusions are
plausible? Possible? Impossible? What other
questions would you ask in order to obtain data
that would support or negate your reasoning?

53
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It is essential for students to understand that

There are ways to find out why some outcomes are
more likely than others.

Uncertainty is a part of our daily lives. Many of our daily deci-
sions are based on our informal predictions concerning the
likelihood or unlikelihood of certain events occurring. Should
we bring a raincoat to school today? What will the traffic be
like going to the game? What time should we leave the house
to get to the game on time? We know with certainty that some
things will happen and that some things will never happen,
and there are many things that, with varying degrees of like-
lihood, may or may not happen. We can help students exam-
ine these ideas by looking at daily events to see patterns and
trends and by setting up experiments which allow us to
analyze probabilities.

Children in the primary grades should have op-
portunities to notice which things are sure to
happen, which are sure not to happen, and which
we can't be sure about.

Can you be sure you will eat an egg tomorrow?
That the sun will come up? That your baby sister
will cry? Why or why not?

They can observe what happens during certain
activities and notice that some events occur more
often than others.

I put three blue blocks in the bag. Can you be
sure what color block I will pull out? I put one
green block in with the blue. Now can you be
sure which color I will get? Why?

Toss a coin several times. What are the possi-
blities? Do heads or tails come up more often?

Roll a die. What are the probable outcomes?
Does any number come up more frequently than
any other? Roll two dice. Add the numbers on
the 2 dice and keep track of the sums. What sum
comes up most often?

What happens if you toss five lima beans which
are painted on one side and left white on the
other? Do you get all painted ones more or
fewer times than you get some painted and
some white?

Mathematics
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Students in the intermediate grades should con-
tinue to observe what is happening in the world
around them and also to begin to collect and
record data that help them look at the frequency
of events and begin to make some predictions.

Estimate the likelihood of future events on this
scale.

0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

All our classmates will be here tomorrow.
A five elephant will visit our classroom this year.
It will rain tomc now.
It will rain this year.
I will drink some milk today.

Each student in the class is to roll a die 6 times
and record what comes up. When we look at the
class results, how many ones? How many sixes?
How many threes? Why? What would happen if
we did this experiment again tomorrow? Would
the results be the same or different?
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If you spin this spinner 10 times, which color do
you think will come up most? Why? Try it and
see. Did red come up most times for everyone in
the class? Why cr why not? Can you change the
spinner so that red wili not come up more than
the other colors?

What are all the possible outcomes if you roll two
dice and add the numbers shown on the dice?
Use a list and a table to show all the possibilities.

6-8 2112811MUMMTAZONANF&I'S:-':

The junior high students can be more systematic
in gathering information to make predictions.
They should analyze situations and find all the
possible outcomes and determine which are
equally likely.

If we toss two coins, a penny and a nickel, what
are the possible outcomes in terms of heads and
tails? What about tossing three coins, a penny, a
nickel, and a dime? What are the possibilities?
What could happen most often? Why? Show the
possibilities in an organized way.

When you do an actual experiment, does it
always turn out the way you would predict? Why
or why not? Is it different ii the whole class
contributes data? How? Why? How could you
explain getting "heads" six times in a row?

If you had a chance to draw a ludo,/ ticket, would
you rather draw a single ticket from a box of ten
tickets or ten tickets from a box of :00 tickets
(putting back the ticket after each draw and
shaking up the box before the next draw)?
Would you prefer drawing one ticket from ten or
20 tickets from the box of 100? Why? Would
you rather have the opportunitylo draw one
ticket from on box of ten or the opportunity to

draw one ticket from each of ten poxes of one
hundred tickets each?

The cycle for the traffic light on Main Street is
green for 90 seconds, yellow for 3 seconds, and
red for 12 seconds. What is the probability of
having to stop at the traffic light?
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LOGIC

The development of logical reasoning is closely related to intel-
lectual and linguistic development. Children do not always rea-
son in the same way as adults, and they should not be ex-
pected to deal with logical concepts they cannot understand. If
presented with such concepts, they will repeat or respond to
sentence patterns and structures in a rote manner and per-
ceive certain activities to be "tricks." As much as possible, stu-
dents should be encouraged to explain their thinking in their
own language.

0 it is essential for students to understand that

Classifying and sorting depends on the identifica-
tion of a specific attribute or attributes.

Before sorting can take place, a particular attribute or atth-autes
must be identified. It must then be determined if any particular
item to be sorted has the particular attribute(s). Sorting can be
more or less complex, depending on the nature of the attribute,
the level of discrimination or abstraction required to recogniA
the attribute(s), and the clarity of the definition of the attri-
bute(s). The sorting may depend on the simultaneous occur-
rence of two or more attributes (such as "must be a reptile" and
"more than 10 cm long"), or the occurrence of either one or the
other of any particular attributes (such as "is camiverous" or
"has horns"). The nonoccurrence of an attribute may also be a
basis for classifying or sorting.

K-3 zc.iaczeourazimmiLna::,
Children in the primary grades will deal with the
sorting of items physically present. They are, us-
ually, not able to generalize beyond what they see
in front of them. They may have difficulty deal-
ing with abstract ideas such as "all the animals,"
or ' all the red squares in ti7 3 world," but will be
able to consider relationships Ltween the par-
ticular items being dealt with. An important idea
for them to consider is that any particular group
of objects can be sorted in more than one way.

Look at all the keys in this pile. Which keys can
go together?
Can you sort them by size? By color? How else
can you sort them? What's another idea?
Another idea?

Look at these blocks. Can you tell why they
have been sorted into these groups?

Mathematics
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As students enter the intermediate grades, they
will be able to sort by more abstract attributes
than primary children can. They will deal with
problems that require more and more specific
definitions of attributes. They will sort in
situations that require recognizing more than one
attribute at a time, and they will deal with
situations that require them to consider attributes
that are not present.

Are you a blond, brunette, or redhead? Are you
sure? Could you put everyone in the class in
one of those categories? Does each one of you
agree where you belong?

Sort these pictures of animals accorcing to the
following categories: (a) live in water and eat
plants only; (b) lay eggs and do not fly; (c) have
feathers or scales.
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Choose a set of numbers and sort them into
these categories: (a) primes; (b) multiples of 3
ands: (c) ^n odd number or a multiple of 3. Can
a number belong to more than one of these
categories?

6-8 EROMMEMMMISMIVIPM57.g

The definition (or lack of clear definition) of attri-
butes is an important idea for junior high students
to consider. They will consider whole classes
rather than only dealing with items in their imme-
diate environment.

Is everything on earth either animal, vegetable,
or mineral?

How many species of butterflies are there? What
is it that distinguishes one species from another?

How wc, you classify different kinds of
numbers such as even, odd, primes, com-
posites, rationals, negative, factors, multiples?
Can a number belong to more than one of these
classifications?

ft is essential for students to understand that

Statements made precisely about what is known
allow conjectures and conclusions to be examined
:ogically.

If and only if you are precise in what you say is it possible to
test the validity of your statement.

K-3 .
In the early grades, important to begin to use
accurately such words as all, some, none,
every, or, and, and many in speaking and
writing.

Can you tell me something that is true about all of
the buttons in this pile? Can you tell me
something that is true about some of these
buttons? Can you find any red buttons in the
pile of buttons? Any small buttons? Are there
any buttons in the pile that are both red and
small? Give me the buttons that are red or small.
Put the buttons in the box if they are not red and
not small.

It is time to line up to go outside for recess. You
may line up if you are wearing a belt. Line up if
you have buttons on your clothing or if you have
pockets.

You may go to the library if you have your library
book at school and have finished your work.

Line up and number off. If your number is eve:,,
sit down. Would you stand next to your friend if
you want her in your group? Why or why not?

Here is a box of assorted shapes. Are all the red
shapes triangles? Are some of the red shapes
triangles? Is none of the red shapes a triangle?

Continuing t') use language accurately, more
difficult concepts such as if ... then can be
added to students' oral and written expression.

Fill in the blanks with all, some, or none to
make the following statements true for our class.

of the students are boys.
of the students are either boys or
girls.
have two eyes.
have one or two arms.
have naturally blue hair.
do not have blond hair.
triangles have three sides.
of the factors of 12 are 2, 3, and 4.

Mode! Curriculum Guide
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We have a rule for our class: If it is raining at
recess, we stay inside; if it is not raining at
recess, we go outside. We have another rule: !f
we want to finish our work, we do not go outside
for recess. On Tuesday, we stayed inside for
recess. Do you know whether it was raining on
Tuesday?

6-8

The middle school students should begin to grap-
ple with the idea of if and only if, even if that
language is not used. They should also encounter
more negatives.

A polygon with six sides is called a hexagon. Are
all hexagons six-sided? Are all six-sided polygons
hexagons?

A rectangle with equal sides is a square. Are all
rectangles squares? Are all squares rectangles
Are all equal-sided figures squares?

A natural number is prime if and only if it has
exactly two factors (which are natural numbers),
namely, 1 and itself. What does that mean?
From this definition, do you think that 1 is prime?

It is not the ease that John did not get home. Did
John get home?

Use an example to explain the difference
between these two situations:

If it rains, then I'm going to take my umbrella.
I'm going to take my umbrella if and only if it
rains.

@ ft is essential for students to understand that

Based on certain premises, a series of logical
arguments can be used to reach a valid conclusion.

K-3

Children's early informal experiences help in
their development of logic as they test their expec-
tations against reality. They will begin to see that
they can expect certain results all the time, but in
other situations the results are unpredictable.

Look at these pictures: a bat, a bird, a mouse, a
giraffe, a butterfly. I am thinking of one of these
creatures. It can fly. Do you know for sure which
one I am thinking of? Do you know what it might
be? Do you know for sure what it is not?

Here are three marbles: two red ones and one
white one. I hid all three marbles and now I am
showing you the white one. I have another one
of the three marbles in my other hand. Do you
know what color it is? How do you know?

One of the bags contain triangles. Another bag
contains circles. A third bag contains rectangles.
If you reach in one bag and find out what it
contains, what do you know about the other
bags? What don't you know?

3-6 Y.

The students in the intermediate grades can con-
sider how to show whether something is defi-
nitely false. They can begin to verbalize the steps
in their reasoning to see if each step follows from
the one before.

Suppose we have two positive integers and we
know that:

1. The sum is odd.
2. Exactly one number is prime.
3. One number is larger than 15.

Can we tell if each of the following is definitely
true, possbly true, definitely false?

a. Both numbers are odd.
b. The prime number is odd.
c. The sum is at least 19.

Suppose I tell you that at least 3/4 of the
students eat corn and that at least 2/3 eat
carrots. Can you conclude that (a) every student
eats corn or carrots? (b) that at least one student
eats neither? Why? How are the two questions
related?
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You have your choice of four pets. You are told
that collies eat more than poodles, boxers eat
more than collies, and boxers eat less than
dalmatians. Which pet° iuld eat the least
amount of food?

Consider these sentences:
1. Five and six are even numbers.
2. Five is not an even number.

Is sentence 1 true or false? Is sentence 2 true or
false? Can a sentence be both true and false?

In the middle school or junior high, students will
deal with longer and sometimes more complex
chails of reasoning. They will need to recognize
that assumptions can be either true or false. They
should begin to question the validity of the initial
premises when examining or formulating a se-
quence of arguments. Students should also be
given opportunities to examine and consider the
distinction between necessary and sufficient
conditions.

Given a set of parallel lines and a transversal, if
you know an angle is 60 degrees, why do you
know the measures of the other angles?

Mr. Derrin, Mrs. Scali, Mr. Kim and Ms. Charles
are teachers in the middle school. No teacher
teaches more than one grade level. Algebra and
6th, 7th, and 8th grade math are taught. Mr. Kim
teaches a grade that is a prime number. Ms.
Charles does not teach a grade level that has 2
as a factor. The 6th grade math teacher is a sister
of tne algebra teacher.

1) What is the first statement that helps you
identify the 7th grade teacher?

2) Of what importance is the statement about
the relationship of sisters?

3) How do you identify the algebra teacher?
4) What strategy is most useful in solving this

situation?

Consider the following statements:
1) 2, 13, 16 are even numbers.
2) 27, 36, 45 are multiples of nine.
3) 22.4 , 23=16, 24.32
4) 4144 12, 449 S 7, 45 < 2

Why are some of the above statements false?
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ALGEBRA

vve can think of algebra as generalized arithmetic, so the
understanding of algebra will grow out of the student's under-
standing of arithmetic.

K-3

0 it is essential for students to understand that

A set of numerical relationships can be expressed
through the use of variables.

'441VATattrAtiMS,

Young children can use what they know about
arithmetic and number sentences to explore the
idea that various pairs of numbers can be used to
make a number sentence with variables true.

How many different ways can you put ten
counters into these two containers?

Here is a number sentence that can represent all
the different ways that you get ten.

0 +A =10.

What number can you put in the box and what
number can you put in the triangle to make the
sentence true? Can you find two other
numbers? Any more?

As students give pairs of numbers, the numbers
can be listed in a table and then plotted onto a
large coordinate graph.

f"
7

2 II

4 II

7 3 A 4

3

a

1 1 1 1 1 1 I
1 2 3 4 i 7 1)

Do you see a pattern? Can you use the pattern
to mars another point that will work?

3-6 wKorammn

As the intermediate students' knowledge of arith-
metic expands, they will be able to consider the
possiblity of replacing the 0 and A with more
types of numbers than the primary students can.

Consider 0 + A . 10.

If you put 31/2in the 0, what would go in the A?
Where woukl the point be on the graph?
What other pairs and points are on the graph?

What would the graph look like if we changed the
sentence to 0 A . 10.

Students in the intermediate grades can use what-
ever arithmetic skills they currently have to con-
sider the three types of sentences they will
encounter in mathematics: true, false, and open.

Consider the following statements. Which are
true? Which are false? Which are open? Why?

3+11= 986 0+14.29.A (3x 0)+2 =14

0 + 2 = 7 1/2 +1/3 =2/5 2 x21/2 =5

For the open sentences, find values that will
make them true and values that will make them
false.

6.8 tg0:54,SMAWASZIMSZSIMMI

As the older students learn new sets of numbers,
the graph of 0 + A = 10 should be extended and
various other open sentences can be explored.

For Ox O= A, what happens if you put -7 in the
boxes? Find other pairs of numbers. What does
the graph look like?

For 0 Y < A, find pairs of numbers. What
does this graph look like?

Mathematics
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After their introductory work with open sen-
tences, the students will consider the three types
of open sentences they will encounter in math-
ematics: sentences for which all numbers will
work (identities), no numbers will work (contra-
dictions), and for which some numbers will
work (conditionals).

Consider the solution sets for each of the
following:

313+0=

x+ 1 = 3x +3

B+ 4*7 + 2B

=10
x

7-x9

5 -x =x -5

A+A.2A

It is essential for students to understand that

An equality relationshir between two quantities
remains true as long as the same change is made
to both quantities.
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Children in the primary grades will work with
sets of objects to develop the idea of an equality
relationship as a basis for understanding later
work with equalities.

Each of you has ten raisins. When you have
eaten half of your raisins, will each of you have
the same number?

Linda has four pebbles in one hand and five
pokklas In tho other han-J. Pau! has t.vo
pebbles in one hand and seven in the other
hand. Jane has four pebbles in one hand and
three in the other. Steve has nine pebbles in
one hand and none in the other hand. Which
children have the same number of pebbles?

3-6 TWOMFAIM.4.0i1FAMZ;E:,

In the intermediate grades, the students can begin
to work with the idea of an equality relationship
when there is an unknown quantity involved.

Tara and Armando have the same number of
peanuts. Tara has two unopened packages of
peanuts which both contain the same number of
peanuts and three loose peanuts. If Tara eats
one of her peanuts and Armando eats one of
his, does Tara still have the same number of
peanuts as Armando? If Tara gets two more
peanuts, what does Armando have to get so he
still hasthe same number as Tara? If Armando's
peanuts are doubled, how many more packages

and loose ones does Tara need to get in order to
have the same number as Armando? How can
we use symbols to write down what is happening
when we don't know how many peanuts Tara
has?

If Armando has 35 peanuts, what can we do to
both sets of peanuts (adding more? taking some
away? taking half of both?) that will help us find
out how many peanuts there are in one of Tara's
packages?

6-8 . ,
Students in junior high school can begin to
analyze two statements and determine whether
they are equivalent (i.e., have the same truth set)
and if so, how one can be transformed into the
other.

x + 4= 7 can be transformed into x + 5 = 8 by
adding one to both sides. Is it pose
transform x +4 = 7 into each of th following and
if so, how?

x-5=2 5x +20 =35

x-10= -7 1/2 x+ 2= 31/2

x = 3 .25(x + 4)= 7.25

2x+ 4 = 14

How many others can you find?

Model Curriculum Guide
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@ it is essential for students to understand that

The properties of operations on variables are the
?..?_!ne as the properties of operations on numbers.

K-3 !.,:\,',..\,\M\\z;..'.2L'

Children in the primary grades need to explore
and underst.ld relationships among operations in
specific instances using concrete materials in
order to build the foundations they need later to
understand the generalizations in algebra.

Get two counters and put four counters with
them. How many do you have? Will the number
be the same or different if you start with four and
then add two?

Gat six counters and take away two. What num-
ber is left? Is that the same number as you would
have if you started with two and tried to take away
six?

Show me three groups of four? Do you have the
same number or a different number when you
have four groups of three?

Divide nine counters into three piles. How many
in each pile? Can you divide three counters into
nine piles?

3-6 .<:.: , ,. .

Students in the intermediate grades can begin to
examine number relationships and look for gen-
eralizations. It is from the examination of these
relationships that they will be able to form the
generalizations required in algebra.

Consider these sentences: 20.0 = 0, 6 = 0,
5 0 =O.

Which of the following sentences go with the
sentences above?

6+0=6 7 + 1 = 8

16+2=2+16 8 + 1= 9

4.0=0 0 + 7= 7

22 + 0=22 9.0 =0

Mathematics

Why do they go together? Can you make up
more? Could you replace all the sentences that
go togetherwith one sentence with a variable in
it?

6-8

When students move into the seventh or eighth
grades, they can begin to build both on the
arithmetic they know and their experiences with
variables to establish the properties of algebraic
relations.

Decide if each of the following is true for all
numbers. Then find examples which illustrate
whether they are true or false.

a+0 =a
a+b=b+a
a(b+c)=ab+c
a + 1 = 1

aO= a
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ELABORATED CLASSROOM EXPERIENCES

The purpose of the following descriptions of classroom experi-
ences is to show how the programs envisioned by the Math-
ematics Framework and this curriculum guide might actually
look in classrooms. There are three sets of lessons included in
this section. Each set has one strand as its central focus; how-
ever, it is evident that many strands are integrated into each of
the lessons. One set of experiences focuses on statistics; one
on number; and one on geometry.

In each description, you will encounter three different teachers
who work with children from different age groups: K-3, 3-6, or
6-8. Although the specific lessons and the expectations for the
students' level of understanding vary with each teacher, many
of their primary goals are the same.

The particular mathematical topic and the series of lessons
designed to develop understanding of the topic are not as
important as the reasons behind the decisions made by the
teachers described here. Those reasons are highlighted and
explained in a commentary which is written parallel to the
description of the classroom experience.
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EXPERIENCES EMPHASIZING STATISTICS

The three teachers described in the following lessons work
with children of different age groups. They believe it is

important to tie the world of mathematics to their students'
personal experiences and interests, not simply because of the
motivational value, but because the study of mathematics has
real importance and application in everyone's daily life.

No matter what the age of the students, they will be exploring
the following questions at different levels of complexity:

What do we want to find out?

How can we find out?

How can we organize the information we've gathered
to make a graph that will make it easier to answer our
questions?

What is average or typical?

Do we agree that the conclusions are valid?

At every grade level, the students wili be engaged in making
decisions, making predictions, and drawing conclusions.

As you read the lessons, note how the gathering and analysis
of statisical information automatically requires some sorting
and classification, and some work with number relationships
as well as logical thinking.

A K-3 Lesson Emphasizing Statistics

Mr. Silva teaches a class of second and third
grade children. He sees his lessons on graphing
as part of an ongoing year long plan. He wants
to provide his students with many different
opportunities to gather information about them-
selves and the world they live in and to organize
that information in a variety of ways. He doesn't
teach a unit on graphing but weaves graphing
into his program all year. He is very clear about
the purposes of the graphing activities. Because
he knows his long term goals, he has the
flexibility to respond to events in the classroom
that suit his purposes as well as create those
situations where he directs the students along
certain lines.

IES111111111111111111111111

In kindergarten and first grade, Mr. Silva's
students had many experiences that helped them
connect graphing experiences with the real
world. Rather than dealing with symbolic repre-
sentations, the children arranged and compared
the actual objects or pictures of the objects under
consideration.

Actual objects:
Are you wearing sandals or shoes that are not
sandals? Place your shoe in the row where it
belongs.

Sandal7akcA.,-=-
Not Sandals
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Pictures:
Did you choose a chocolate
ice cream bar or a
vanilla/orange bar? Draw a
picture of your bar and place
it in the proper colummn.

44
fi 4
cl 4
9

Mr. Silva has provided his students with many
opportunities to collect and represent informa-
tion. Some of the questions that sparked a great
deal of interest and discussion were

Have you ever had gum in your hair?
Would you like to be older, younger, or the
same age?
Have you ever had a broken bone?
Have you ever been lost?

The Lesson: Designing graphs

Mr. Silva's class has been working with the
theme of night. One of the topics they have dis-
cussed is the importance of getting enough sleep.
Mr. Silva has decided to do a graph about bed-
times. He presents the problem to the children.
"We are going to make a graph about our bed-
times. We need to decide on the times to put on
the graph. We don't want to pick just any num-
bers. How can we find out what to put in the first
column of the graph?"

"I go to bed at nine o'clock," says Eddie. "We
could put that number on."

"Should that be our earliest time, class?" asks
Mr. Silva. "Does anyone have an earlier
bedtime?"

"I have to go to bed real early," says Linda. "My
mai makes me go to bed when my little sister
does 'cause she doesn't like to sleep alone. I go
to bed at 7:30 but I get to read for awhile if I
want to."

"Does any one have an earlier bedtime?"

These questions led to discussions concerning
whether an experience was usual or unusual.
Thinking about these kinds of ideas will help the
children later to develop the idea of average or
typical. When Mr. Silva poses questions that are
of particular interest to the children, many of
them choose to write about their experiences
during the language arts time.

The following lesson is one that grows out of all
the previous experiences the children have had in
graphing. Sometimes the graphing experience is
just a .`sort activity that precedes a math lesson.
Today Mr. Silva intends to go into more depth
and use the graphing experience as the whole
lesson of the day. His main purpose is to have
the children explore the kind of decision making
that is necessary to determine the categories on a
graph.

In me past Mr. Sava has made most of the
decisions about the graphing topics and
design, but now he wants to involve the
children more. He does not really expect them
tu consider everything that is Involved in
designing a graph, but wants to make thbm
more aware that many decisions must be made.

Bedtimes can be a sensitive topic for some
children. They won't want to be called "baby"
for having an early bedtime. This is not a
problem in Mr. Silva's class because of the
atmosphere of acceptance and respect that he
has been fostering all year. He knows his
students will probably not make negative corn-
menis, but is still sensitive to not putting any
particular child on the spot.
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There's a little rumble of noise from the children,
and Mr. Silva hears a few "no ways" as they
share bedtimes and their opinions of them with
each other, but no one volunteers an earlier
bedtime.

"We are trying to determine the range of our
graph the difference between the earliest time
and the latest time so now we need to figure out
the latest bedtime. Who thinks he or she has a
late bedtime?"

"I don't have a certain bedtime. I stay up as late
as I want," states Chad.

"We'll have to talk about that later, but I can't
really write a time for that situation," responds
Mr. Silva. "Right now I need to know what the
latest bedtime in our class is. "

"Do you mean last night or the other nights?"
asks Regina. "Last night we went to visa my
grandma; she was sick and my mom was taking
care of her. We went to bed real late."

"I guess we need to decide if this graph means
the usual bedtime or the time you went to bei.1 on
a certain night "

Tim offers his opinion. "I think your bedtime
means what you usually do. There's always go-
ing to be something going on that messes things
up, but you still know what your bedtime is
supposed to be."

"We still haven't come up with the latest time for
our graph. Does anyone think he or she has a
late bedtime?" asks Mr. Silva.

"I do," says Ernie. "At least mostly. I get to stay
up 'til my dad gets off work. The store closes at
9:30, but he usually doesn't get home until about
10 o'clock."

"Is ten o'clock the latest bedtime in the class?"

There is a murmur of "yeah." "I think so."
"That's later than me."

"What about the intervals? Those are the times in
between. What should we put? Do you think it
should be hours or half hours or every 15
minutes or what? Talk to the group of students

Mr. Silva uses the term "range" in a context
that will mean something to his students. He
will continue to use the word, but he will not
expect his students to begin using it until they
have heard it many times in many situations.

Mr. Silva wants his students to face some of
the issues about data collection that relate to
the ambiguity of graphs. He wants them to
recognize the fact that r.s! averything is
always clear-cut, so he welcomes comments
Ilke Chad's and Regina's. His goal Is that
eventually his students wil! learn to question
the statistics that they hear and read and ask
appropriate questions before just accepting
someone else's interpretation.

Mr. Silva wants the notion of "usual" to be
Important In 11110 dlacussIon and wIl: dal:al.:T.
this Idea further.

Again, Mr. Silva uses a term he wants the
students to become familiar with before he
expects them to use It.
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you are sitting with and see if you can decide
what to put."

Mr. Silva overhears some of the discussions.

"Well, one is 7:30 and one is 10:00, so I don't
think it will work to have just hours. I guess we
need all the half hours, too."

"I don't think we need 15 minutes on there.
Who ever heara of going to bed at 8:45 or some-
thing? That would be right in the middle of a TV
show."

After the small groups have discussed the issue
for a couple of minutes, they share their conclu-
sions with the class. There seems to be a consen-
sus for using half-hour intervals.

"If some people go to bed at 8:15 or something,
they could just put it on the time from 8:00 to
8:30," explains Tim.

Mr. Silva writes the intervals on the chalkboard:
7:30-8:00, 8:00-8:30, 8:30-9:00, 9:00-9:30,
9:30-10:00. He asks, "Are these the intervals
you mean?"

"Hey, there's something wrong there. If you go
to bed at 8:30, you could be in two places,"
observes Sue May.

"Take a minute now to discuss that problem with
your group. Decide what we can do about that. "

Sylvia reports for her group. "Don't put the same
numbers in the line. Leave off one of the
numbers."

"We got a great idea in our group," reports Tim.
"You could start each line with the number that is
one minute after. Like you could have 7:30 to
8:00, and then one minute after is one minute
after 8:00. But how would you write that?"

He intentionally includes some sugg.stions in
the wording of his question so the students will
have an idea of what some possibilities could
be.

Mr. Silva wants all students Involved and
thinking about the concept under study. One
way to maximize this approach is to structure
tile need to talk by telling the students to
"discuss this in your groups."

Mr. Silva was not sure anyone would notice a
problem Jue May pointed out until it was
actually time to enter the information on the
graph. If no one had anticipated the problem,
he would have waited until the problem actually
came up and wuuld have had the class decide
at that time what to do.

Mr. Silva expects the students to come tip with
solutions of various levels of sophistication.
He did not know when he posed the question
that anyone would come up with the typo of
suggestion that Tim did. He would have
accepted whatever the children thought made
sense. By posing this type of question,
however, he presents opportunites for
students like Tim to stretch their thinking.

Mathematics
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Mr. Silva shows the class how the times could be
written. He then quickly draws lines on a piece
of paper to corm the columns needed on the
graph. With input from the class, he writes the
various bedtimes in the appropriate columns.
"We are going to have activity time now. Before
the end of the period, I want each of you to come
to the graph and mark the column that tells what
your usual bedtime is."

Later, when everyone has had the opportunity to
enter his or her bedtime on the graph, Mr. Silva
has the class discuss what conclusions they can
make by looking at the graph.

"There are more people who go to bed from 8:31-
9:00 than any other time," reports Paula.

"Three more people go to bed from 9:31 to 10:00
than from 7:31 to 8:00," says Nicholas.

Mr. Silva continues to focus the students'
attention on information that can be determined
by interpreting the infor=ti'm on the grAph.
"How many people go to bed before 9:30 ?" asks
Mr. Silva. "Is that more or less than half the
class?"

When the discussion has ended, Mr. Silva makes
an assignment. He says, "Today we made a
graph that showed the times you thought were
your bedtimes. Your homework tonight is to
find out what your parents think your bedtime is.
Write that down on a piece of paper. Then pay
close attention to what time you really go to bed
and write that down, too."

Later that week, Mr. Silva follows up this lesson
with the question, "What time do you get up?"
He has the students compare the range of times
they get up with the range of bedtimes. He alsc
challenges some of the students to figure out how
many hours of sleep they get at night.

Some of the children have a routine and go to
bed at a regular time every nigh, ao It is easy
for them to decide where to mark the graph.
For others It is very difficult because their bed-
times vary so widely. A few children decide to
pick the number that they think is the best bed-
time and not worry about the actual bedtime.
Often, young children reinterpret the question
asked and come up with an answer that makes
sense to them but may not be very precise.
For some, this means choosing the time that
they think will seem like the responsible
choice and for others It is picking the latest
time so that they can feel more grown up. A
less ambloous graph would be easier to do
with the children, but Mr. Silva is intentionally
raising the !sale that statistics don't always
tell the whole story. Data collection often
involves decisions and Judgments.

Earlier in the year, Mr. Silva asked questions
to get the students to focus on the
relationships apparent In the graph. Now, he
is able to simply ask the students to make
observations.

Mr. Silva poses a new type of question which
asks the students to add up several columns
when he asks, "How many go to bed before
9:30?"

Mr. Silva wants io have the children think
about bias in data collection. He will ask them
If they think the time they went to bed last
night was affected by bringing up the subject
with their parents.
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Extending the lesson: A typical day

After dealing with the notion of the usual
bedtime, Mr. Silva is interested in extending the
notions of usual or typical, which will become so
important later when dealing with averages and
other measures of central tendency. He will do
this by having the children work with the idea of
a typical or ordinary day.

"Instead of thinking just about bedtime, now I
would like you to think about the whole day and
decide what you usually do during certain times
of the day.

TNey discus:: whether they should pick a school
day or a weekend day to be the ordinary day.
Since they go to school more days of the week,
the class decides to pick a school day.

Mr. Silva models for the class the format he
would like them to use to describe a typical or
ordinary day. He shows them a long piece of
paper that he made by cutting a piece of 12 by 18
newsprint in half and taping the ends together.
As he folds the long piece of newsprint into an
accordian book with eight sections, he raises
several questions with the class. "How many
hours are there in a day? If we divide our day
into eight sections, how many hours will be in
each section? When does the day start? When
does it end?"

Mr. Silva makes sure that they are clear that their
ordinary day book is to start at midnight and end
at midnight. Then he instructs the children to
pick something that they are doing at each of the
8 time blocks and to draw pictures of those
activities and then to write something about them.

One or two experiences with a concept Is not
enough, so Mr. Silva continues to provide
opportunities far his students to deal with the
notion of typical.

There are many Issues the children might need
to consider In order to complete this
assignment:
1. What constitutes a day?
2. Dividing a day Into equal time segments

(24 + 8 = ?).
3. A.M. vs P.M.
4. Considering the proportion of time spent

sleeping versus the time spent at school
versus the time at home.

5. The Idea that time sometimes seems to go
fast and sometimes seems to go slow.

6. Recording time In several ways: drawing on
clocks, using words, notations like 12:00.

7. Typical times/seasons for certain
activities.

Mr. Silva Is not going to teach directly to these
Issues, but he Is alert to the possibilities and
will deal with them as they arise for the
Individual students.

Mr. Silva does not expect all his students to
notice the same things or come to the same
lc ail of understanding. However, this type of
activity provides rich opportunities for all
students, no matter what their level of ability
or previous experiences.
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A 3-6 Lesson Emphasizing Statistics

Graphing has been a regular part of Mrs.
Stevens's math program. Several times durir g
the week, she displays a question and asks the
students to answer the question by placing their
names in the appropriate spot on the graph. For
example:

DO YOU HAVE A YOUNGER BROTHER OR SISTER?

BROTHER SISTER

Sometimes the students have contributed ideas
for the topics or question ., but Mrs. Stevens has
always designed the graphs. Now she warts

The Lesson: Choosing categories

"As you know, you and your partner will be
choosing topics from our list and gathering and
organizing the information you need to make a
graph," explains Mrs. Stevens. "Before you
work on that with your partner, the whole class
will be working together to design a graph so
that we can see all the things that need to be con-
sidered. I chose one of the topics from our list:
What is your favorite ice cream flavor?"

/ant you to just think about the question first.
Lots of times we assume that the answers to ques-
tions are obvious, but that is not always the case.
If someone were to ask you right now 'What is
your favorite ice cream?' could you tell them?
What are some of the things you have to think
about before you can answer that question?"

Several children volunteered responses.
"I think that's an easy question. Everybody
knows their favorite ice cream."
"I don't like ice cream, so I don't even have a
favorite. "
"I have too many favorites. "
"I can't remember the name of the one I really
like. But I know it when I see it at the ice cream
store."

MEIELMEMEMEMESSEMEIN
the students to have the opportunity to make
graphs independf-ndy.

They have brainstormed several things they
would like to know about their class. Their list in-
cludes such things as color of hair, color of eyes,
height, right-handed or left handed, favorite junk
food, favorite ice cream, kind of pet, number of
people in the family, favorite TV show, years
lived in this town, and number of brothers or
sisters.

Mrs. Stevens is planning to have the students
work with partners to collect data, organize them,
and display them on graphs. First, however, she
wants to have the class experience a graphing
task together so she can raise some of the issues
that they will need to consider when designing
their own graphs.

Mrs. Stevens rsalizes ttu. , 4uestion, What
is your favvrite ice crear .;1 result in a great
many different flavors that will need to be
categorized in some way. She wants the
students to be able to use this experience of
forming categories when they have to make
decisions about the graphs they will be making
with partners.

While the main goal is designing a graph, she
also wants her students to be aware that even
a simple sounding question requires interpre-
tation on the part of the person answering.
Little in statistics is clear-cut.

Model Curriculum Guide
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"I'm always changing my mind, so I know what
I pick today wouldn't be what I would pick
tomorrow."

"What : would like you to do, even though i'
may not be your absolute favorite forever, is to
pick one flavor right now that you could cad a
favorite and write it on a slip of paper," said
Mrs. Stevens.

After each student has written his or her choice,
Mrs. Stevens has the students share what they
have selected. "Joe, what is your favorite?" she
asks.

"I picked Rocky Road."

"Everyone else who chose Rocky Road raise
your hand."

"Now, who picked a different one?"

"I like Burgundy Cherry," says Lisa.

"Did anyone else pick Burgundy Cherry?" asks
Mrs. Stevens. "Who has a different favorite?"

Mrs. Stevens continues to call on the children
until all have had an opportunity to say what their
favorites are. As the children share, she writes
the various flavors on the chalkboard 'nd
indicates by tally marks those flavors which have
been chosen by more than one.

1Zockty Road, - 13.11 1

'ButVrusil °I'll-n-1 i

Chocolctie. nit
Quarterback uronch - 1
-foctT 'Brownie. - 111

- W I
9-021.0 berrti
Maple No- - I

'Pralines and Cream - t 1

Chocolate Chip - 1

Vani ila
- WI

TaSQberni Ile Pk -1

atrav . ) berry Rink. 1 1

Almond To.4ee - I

"Do any of you see any problems that might
occur if you tried to make a graph right now with
these data?" Mrs. Stevens asks.

Mathematics
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"It looks like v,e might have too many different
choices," says Jill.

"Yeah, our graph would just be long and flat,"
Peter notices.

"Do you think there is any way that we could
group any of the flavors together and put them
into categories? Discuss this in your groups of
four and see if you can find some ways to cut
down the number of choices," the teacher says.

After a few minutes of discussion, each group of
four reports its idea to the rest of the class.

"If we were going to make a graph, we wouldn't
just say, 'What's your favorite?' We would just
pick the ones we wanted them to choose from.
We would say, 'Do you like vanilla, chocolate,
or strawberry?'" says Robin.

"Would that include all the flavors people picked
in the survey we just did?" asks Mrs. Stevens.

"No, but there's just too many of them," replies
Robin.

Troy shares his group's idea. "We thought we
could put a lot of different flavors together like
the kinds that have fruit in the names and all the
different ones with chocolate and the different
ones with nuts. I don't think we really decided
what to do if they had both chocolate and nuts."

"Our group thought we would just put them all
together into two categories, chocolate or not
chocolate," says Dino.

After each group had shared its ideas for
categories, Ryan made an observation: "It seems
kind of funny to me. I know we are talking about
the same favorite ice cream flavors that we tallied
on the board, but when we think about making
different categories, it seems like that would
make all the graphs look a lot different from each
other. I wonder how they would all look."

The comments made by Jill and Peter are very
Insightful. Many of the children would have
had to actually plan the graph and lay It out tc
see that 14 turned out very flat. For them, the
need for categories would not ba apparent a:
soon. Even after these comments, some
children won't know wt it is being talked about
until they are faced wit, making their own
graphs. Mrs. Stevens lc/lows the Issues will
come up for those children later when they are
working on a graph so she feels no need to go
Into It any more now.

Mrs. Stevens has her class grouped in
heterogeneous groups of four who stay
together as a group about two weeks. She has
the students discuss many things in their
groups as It gives more students the chance to
share their thinking.

Robin's Idea doesn't
Ti'e Information has
and he can't change
However, It was still

really fit the situation.
already been collected,
the question now.
an Important observation.

Mrs. Stevens was planning to have the
students work on different ways of displaying
the same Information and Is pleased Ryan also
thought of It. There are times when student
suggestions actually are better than the plan
she had in mind, and she is willing to respond
to their ideas. In this case, if Ryan had not
made the suggestion today, Mrs. Stevens
would have posed the problem anyway.
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"It would be interesting to see all the different
graphs that could come from the same
information," says Mrs. Ste is. "I'm even
wondering if all the graphs would show the same
ice cream being the favorite. Do you think you
could make a graph that would make your own
favorite come out better?"

"I am going to give you some time now to work
on graphs in your groups of four. You all know
what materials are available for you to use and

leave the information you need on the board.
You may get started right away."

The class spent the rest of that afternoon and part
of the math period the next day working on their
graphs. The graphs were different not only in
the ways the students found to categorize the
flavors but also in the different ways they used to
display their information.

MX XXXXXXXXXXXXX

FRUIT XXXXXXXXX

NUTS XXXX

OTHER XXXXX

CHOCOLATE NOT CHOCOLATE

In the discussion of the graphs that followed, the
children made several observations.

"The graphs sure look different from each other.
Sometimes chocolate looks like the favorite, and
sometimes it looks like people like the ones that
are not chocolate more," said Dino.

"It's kind of confusing to me. I think if someone
owned an ice cream store and looked at our
graphs to see what people liked, he wouldn't
know what to put in the store," remarks Troy.

"I think you could tell if you looked at some of
the graphs. Some of them give better informa-
tion than others. Some put so many different
things together you don't know what you've
got," says Jill.

Most of the childmi probably did not under-
stand Mrs. Stevens's comment about making a
graph that would present information in a way
that was more favorable to a particular point
of view. Mrs. Stevens poses several
questions to stimulate the children's thinking.
She recognizes that not every question will
Interest or be understood by all the students.
She is not planning on developing any of the
Ideas further at this time, but will watch to see
If any of the students pursue these Ideas es
they work on their graphs.

The class has reached a point where It can
work with little direction. However, this is true
only because Mrs. Stevens spent a lot of time
earlier in the year preparing them to work
independently.

There was a great deal of discussion and
decision making in the groups of four before
they came up with the various ideas for the
graphs. Working together on a project
requires a great deal 4f cooperation. The
students Imo been working in cooperative
groups long enough to be able to handle this
type of effort. This wc144 be the first kind
of cooperative learning task Mrs. Stevens
would give the students.

Seeing the varioty of ways. that a single
question and set of data could be represented
Is a powerful and effective experience for
students. Mrs. Stevens wants her students to
be able to question the statistical information
they encounter, and this experience will
certainly make them more aware of the Issues.
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Mrs. Stevens discussed with the children other
problems that arose and decisions they made
when constucting their graphs. She feels this
experience has adequately prepared most of the
students for making their own graphs on topics
from their list. She knows that students will
encounter difficulties, and she will be observing
and interacting with them as they work.

Extending the Lesson:
Introducing the idea of the mean

When the students in Mrs. Stevens's class
worked with the topic of favorite ice cream, they
were working with the measure of central ten-
dency, which is the event occurring most often.
This is called the mode. They have had many ex-
periences working with mode, so Mrs. Stevens
decides it is time for them to begin to explore the
idea of an arithmetic mean. She chooses to
introduce tne idea with something common and
familiar that can be physically divided, so she
decides to use boxes of raisins.

Mrs. Stevens brought in 1/2 oz. boxes of raisins
and gave one to each student in the class. "How
many raisins do you think are in a box?" she
asks. "Write your estimate on a piece of scratch
paper."

After the students have made their estimates, she
tells them they need to find the range of their
estimates the difference between the highest
and lowest numbers.

"Does anyone have an estimate less than 50?" she
asks. Several hands go up. "Less than 25?" A
few hands go up. "Less than 20?" One hand
goes up.

"I guess I have the smallest number. The box
looked tiny to me, so I thought it would be 15,"
explains Peter.

"Who has a number more than 50? Than 75?"
Three hands go up, and they find that 86 is the
highest number.

"As you can see, our estimates are from 15 to 86.
What is the difference between the two num-
bers?" Mrs. Stevens asks.

Mrs. Stevens Is developing mathematical
language in the context in which it is used
rather than by definition.

Mrs. Stevens has created an accepting
envirorment in which it is safe for students to
take risks. She doesn't believe anyone in the
room would be embarrassed by sharing his or
her estimate. They have had so many
experiences like this that they no longer make
comments or Judgments about other people's
ideas. They know there have been many times
when the person who seemed the farthest off
was really the closest.
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Several children respond, "71."

"That difference is the range. What does that
number tell you about our estimates?"

"Well," says Jill, "it looks to me like most of us
had no idea. Fifteen and 86 are sure far apart."

"You are going to be working with your raisins."
explains Mrs. Stevens. "Please don't eat or give
any of the raisins away before you actually dump
out the raisins and count them. Now, you are to
look inside the box and count the number of
raisins you can see on top and then make another
estimate using that information to help you. I
want you to talk over your strategies for making
your estimate with the people in your group, and
we will discuss them in a few minutes."

After the students have had time to make and
discuss their estimates, Mrs. Steven asks them to
share their thinking. Some of the responses
were:

"We worked together in our group, and we
decided there would be 24 raisins in our boxes.
We counted the raisins on the top and then we
multiplied by four."

"I counted my raisins on the top and there were 8
and it seemed like about 5 rows. Eight times 5
makes 40 raisins.

"It really helped to look in the box cause then you
could see how they fit inside and at least get a
little closer."

"Okay, now count your raisins," directs Mrs.
Stevens. "Please organize your raisins in a way
that helps you keep track of how many you
have."

After the students counted their raisins, the class
discussed the results.

"Did everyone in your group have the same
number of raisins in his or her box?"

"No," says Dino. "None of us had the same
iininber but they were all pretty close."

One of the important notions about ostimatIng
Is being able to use information as you can to
modify original estimates.

Organizationa' skills are very important in
mathematics, and Mrs. Stevens wants to
encourage her students to use some means of
organizing whenever possible.
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"What is your prediction about the range of the
actual number of raisins in a box compared to the
range of our estimates'?" asks Mrs. Stevens.

"It will probably be a lot smaller," several
children respond.

"If we were to make estimates, I'd sure be a lot
closer now even just looking at four boxes," says
Jill.

"I was much easer just opening my box and
taking a peek at the raisins on top. Those raisins
were packed in there, and there sure were more
than I thought there would be just looking at the
outside of the box." says Peter.

"We weren't so close in my group. My box was
full, but I had some big fat raisins and so I didn't
have so many," said Jerry.

The students were interested in knowing what
everyone in the class had in each of the boxes, so
they called out their numbers and Mrs. Stevens
tallied them on the board.

The students make the following comments:

"The range is much lower than for our esti-
mates."

"The smallest number is 31 and the highest num-
ber is 42. That's only 11."

"Every box is almost the same except for Jerry's
box."

Mrs. Stevens asks, "Suppose we wanted to share
the raisins so that everybody in your group had
the same number of raisins. What would you
have to do? Could you predict the number you
think it wo.ild be before you figured anything
out?"

After they had a few moments to discuss, Mrs.
Stevens asks them to share some of their
thinking.

"The main thing we noticed is that some of us
would have to give some away in order to have
the same."

She wants her students to begin to consider
ideas that will help them to understand later
the idea of the arithmetic mean. She wants to
raise issues and get childeren thinking rather
than simply telling them procedures for getting
answers.
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"The ones with the smallest amounts would have
to get some raisins, and the ones with the most
would have to give some away."

"How did you feel about predicting a number?
Was that hard or easy?" asks Mrs. Stevens.

"It was easy for our group. We all were so close
we just had to think about giving away a couple
of raisins to the other two, and we were set."

"Well, Jerry is in our group. It was harder to
know exactly how many we would end up with
if we each gave Jerry some. I had the most so I
would have to give the most away," explains
Paul.

"When you actually determine the number of
raisins that each of you get if each one in your
group is to have the same number, you are find-
ing a type of average called the mean," explains
Mrs. Stevens. "I would like you to find the
average number of raisins for your group of
four. After you figure it out, notice how close
you came to the number that you predicted you
would get."

Each group divides its raisins evenly and reports
the mean for the group to the class, and Mrs.
Stevens lists the numbers on the board:
35, 36, 39, 39, 37, 36, 38, 36.

"These 8 numbers tell us the mean for each of the
groups. What is the range of these numbers?"

"Now the range is only four. That's even closer
than our estimates were," comments Linda.

"If you had to predict the number of raisins in a
box now, what number would you say? Why?"
asks Mrs. Stevens.

The children look at the board and decide on a
number.

"Does that mean you can be sure that the box you
buy will have the number you said?" questions
It 1....1;. Stevens.

"No, it's just that we would be pretty close and
not way off Lice at first when we had no idea, "
says Peter.

The range Is so small that the students can tell
just by looking at the numbers.
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"Your last job is to look at these numbers in your
group of four and decide how many raisins each
person in the class would get if we shared the
raisins equally among all of us. The number that
you come up with is the average or the mean for
the whole class. Do you think you have a pretty
good idea now what that number will be? When
you finish finding the mean, you may eat your
raisins," concludes Mrs. Stevens.

This one experience is only a beginning for the
students. Mrs. Stevens will want to provide
her students with many different ways of
dealing with this idea in many situations.
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A 6-8 Lesson Emphasizing Statistics

Ms. Shimamura is aware of how much our
society is constantly bombarded by statistics.
She knows that statistics are used (and some-
times, misused) by businesses and governments
to make decisions that affect our daily lives. Yet
few people question any data that they see in

The Lesson: Gathering statistical data

Ms. Shimamura holds up a newspaper clipping
and says, "This is an article about the amount of
television that Americans watch. 1 am going to
ask you a question about one of the statistics in
the article; and, in your group of four, I want you
to predict the answer. How many hours of
television does the averap teenager watch per
day?"

The groups talk together a few minutes, and then
Ms. Shimamura calls for responses, recording
them on the board.

Group
I

.2_

3
it
5- 9

V

The article says that the average teenager watches
3 hours of TV.

"Yee yells group 2. "Right on! We won!"

"Wait a minute," says Ms. Shimamura. "Do you
believe that the average teenager watches 3 hours
of TV a day?"

"Of course," says Samantha. "It was printed in
the newspaper, wasn't it?"

"I want you to pretend that you were the persons
responsible for finding this out; and in your
group of four, think about how you would
collect the information to answer the question:
How many hours a day does the average teen-
ager watch television?"
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print. Nor do they question how the data were
collected or organized. In this lesson, Ms.
Shimamura wants to focus on questioning
reported statistics and to also give her students
practice determining the appropriate measures to
describe data.

Ms. Shimamura chooses a statistic about
television because It is a part of her students'
everyday lives and will be of interest to them.
She chooses only one statistic because her
primary objective for the lesson is to have the
students begin to question data they see in
print and how they might have been collected.
She feels that if she has the students examine
a variety of data (which she will do in the
future), the impact of the lesson will be
diminished.

She has the students "predict" the answer to a
question rather than presenting the statement,
"The average American teenager watches
television 3 hours per day," because this will
heighten the student's interest and
involvement and provide the opportunity to
have them reflect on what Information they are
using to make their prediction.

Even though these students have had
consideraLie experience interpreting data,
they still believe there are "winners." This is
because much of their past experiences have
emphasized success as getting one right
answer.
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After discussing this question in groups for
several minutes, the class comes together to share
ideas.

"It would be easy," says Fred. "We'd just go out
and ask kids how many hours a day they watch
TV."

"If I asked you how many hours a day you watch
TV, do you know the answer, Fred?" questioned
Ms. Shimamura.

"Well, I guess about, urn, let me think, about ...
oh, a couple hours, I guess," responded Fred.

"Are you sure about that answer?"

"Not really. I never really kept track."

"I think we know how they found out," says
Leah. "They had people follow other people
around and keep track of how much TV they
watched."

"If you knew someone was following you
around and counting up all the minutes you
watched television in a day, do you think it
would affect the amount you watched? Would
you watch more or less TV under those
circumstances?" asks Ms. Shimamura.

"Well, I probably wouldn't watch as much
because I wouldn't want people to think that was
all I did all day," replies Leah.

"We think they gave people questionnaires to fill
out. They could just keep them by their
televisions and mark whenever they were
watching," reports Chuck.

"One thing we haven't talked about," says Larry,
"is how you count the number of hours anyway.
Does it count if you're sort of watching TV and
doing your homework? What if you watch it
kind of in between doing other things?"

"I watch a lot on Tuesday night cause that's
when my favorite shows are on. I don't watch
much the rest of the week," notes Todd.

"Does it count when I go get a snack? I don't
watch any of the commercials," says Tyon.

At this point In the lesson, Ms. Shimamura
realizes that she mild have discussed the
basis on which the groups made their
predictions and also how they came to
consensus within their groups, but chooses
not to focus on these points in this lessons.
She makes a mental not to discuss these
Issues more fully In similar situations In the
future. She chooses to stay with her original
objective and focus on having the students
question the data and how they were
collected.

Ms. Shimamura realizes that she is very
muchin charge of what is happening in the
classroom. However, she believes that
students learn only when they personally
confront and deal with Inconsistencies and not
when the teacher provides Information in a
neatly packaged form. She therefore tries to
structure most of her lessons so that students
will have opportunities to interact personally
with other students, facing differences In
knowledge and opinions. The questions she
asks the group are phrased as much as
possible so they facilitate further thinking on
the part of the students. She tries to take
"pat" answers students may give, such as
Fred's, and ask additional questions so that
the students may see some points they may
have overlooked. At the same time that she
asks additional questions, she Is concerned
that the students do not feel put down (or
praised) by her response. Her questions show
that she Is carefully listening to what students
are contributing but also responding In a
manner that promotes further productive
thinking.

Up until this point in the lesson, Ms.
Shirnamura has beer posing most of the
critical questions. Larry brings up an Important
question that has not yet been discussed in
the full class.
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"It sure would make a difference if they asked me
on a weekend. And can you imagine what they'd
get if it was in the summer?" remarks Casey.

"Who is the average teenager?" says Pang. "Do
they find this person first and then count the
number of hours he watches television, or do
they collect information on the number of hours a
lot of people watch and then find the average ?"

"You're asking good questions," states Ms.
Shimamura. "What seemed to be a simple, easy
to accept, statement at first turns out to be quite
complicated. I want you to go back into your
groups of four, list the questions you now have
about how these data were collected, and discuss
ways our class could find out the average number
of hours of TV watched per day by people in our
class."

The groups discussed various ways the task
could be done and shared their ideas with the
whole class. Suggestions included asking each
person to write down (1) the programs each
student watched the day before; (2) the programs
each student watches on Saturday; and (3) the
number of hours each student watched the day
before. After hearing the suggestions, the class
decided on this plan. Tomorrow (a Wednesday
which was chosen because they considered a
weekday more "typical" than a weekend day) the
students were to keep a log of when and what
they watched on television. They decided that a
program was being "watched" if they generally
paid attention to what was occurring in the
program.

On Thursday the students came in with their
completed logs. Of the thirty-two students in the
class, six had forgotten to collect their data. The
class decided that, rather than omitting this infor-
mation, those students should make a list of what
they watched yesterday, recalling the hours, one
by one, as they remembered what they had done.
Several students had brought in TV schedules for
Wednesday and let the six use them as a
resource.

Mathematics

Ms. Shimamura recognizes these contributions
by calling them "good questions." However,
the questions are not "good" Just because they
were contributed by the students or that they
"pleased" Ms. Shimamura. Her next sentence
indicates that the questions help illuminate
how complex the statistical statement really Is.

The assignment she has given the students Is
similar to those that they have done before.
This time, however, all groups of students will
be seeking the answer to the same question.
She hopes that some of the concerns that
have come up In today's lesson will be
reflected in how the students decide to colbct
and organize the data. She expects that the
results the groups come up with will be quite
different
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When the students reported the number of hours
each watched, it was discovered that some had
kept detailed records down to the minute and
other students had kept track only of the total
number of minutes in each program. In order
that each person use comparable data, the class
decided to count half hour segments and to define
a "watched" half hour segment as watching fif-
teen or more minutes of the segment.

Ms. Shimamura says, "Now that we have agreed
on how to count the number of hours each of us
watched TV yesterday, I want each of you to
make sure that you have calculated your TV
watching time to the nearest half hour." After this
was done, the groups of four compiled the totals
and reported their results as Ms. Shimamura
recorded the following frequency distribution on
the board:
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Ms. Shimamura asks, "Just by looking at the
frequency distribution on the board, and without
doing the computation, do you think the mean,
median, and mode will be the same value?"
Susan says, "Yes, because there are more tallies
in the middle of the distribution." "No," says
Joe, "because the tally kind of stretches out
longer toward the higher numbers. I think the
median and the mean will be higher than the
mode, which I can see is 3.0."

The data that the students collected were
"messy". The simplifications that the students
are making by calculating TV watching time to
the nearest half hour make the problem
doable. Ms. Shimamura recognizes this and
hopes that some of the students will bring up
these points when they generalize what they
have learned at the end of the lesson.

The students have done frequency
distributions a few times before. This Is not
the focus of this lesson, but Ms. Shimarura
knows that the review and u^e of terminology
will reinforce the students' prior under-
standings.
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Ms. Shimamura quickly reviews with the class
how to detLmine the mean, median, and mode,
and she asks each group of four to calculate all
three. She reminds the students that they might
want to usn their calculators to calculate the
mean. She also says, "After your group has
found the mean, median, and mode for the data
on the board, I want each group to discuss
whether one or two of the measures of central
tendency seems more appropriate to describe this
set of data. Remember, your reasons will be as
important as your conclusions."

All groups find a median and mode of 3 and a
mean of approximately 3.8. When asked to state
which measure or measures seemed most
appropriate to describe the data, the groups giv-
the following responses:

Group 1: The median and the mode are most
appropriate because they came out to be the same
and the mean is different.

Group 2: The mean because it is found by doing
arithme'ic.

Group 3: The median and mode because there
were some students who actually watched 3
hours of TV last night while no one watched 4
hours, which is what the mean rounds to.

Group 4: The mean because it gives more of an
idea that there were a lot of kids in the class who
watched a lot of hours of TV.

Ms. Shimamura says, "If you were a government
agency that really believed that kids watch too
much TV, which would you report: the mean,
median, or mode?"

"The mean," choruses the class.

"I wouldn't report the mean for a Wednesday "
says Lupe. "I'd report the mean for a Saturday.
Kids watch a lot more TV on a Saturday than a
weekday."

"Can you think of a situation where the median
and mode , would make more sense to report
than the mean for this set of data?" asks Ms.
Shimamura.

Emphasizing Statistics 75

Ms. Shimamura is aware that not all students
have yet developed an understanding of the
differences between the mean, median, and
mode and how they are determined. The quick
review of how each Is calculated Is left on the
board and is meant to serve as a reference for
those students who need ft.

Ms. Shimamura is always looking for situations
where using a calculator makes sense.
Calculating moans with paper and pencil for a
large set of data is tedious. She also notices,
though, that most of the students are doing
many of the easy calcu!ations mentally.

Though students are finding the values of the
mean, median, and mode, Ms. Shimamura has
asked them a more complex question about
which seems more appropriate for the sot of
data. She wants the students to realize that
finding the answer to a calculation does not
mean that you have the answer to the question
you originally arked.

Ms. Shimamura realizes that the students still
have a wide range of understandings of the
concepts.

Ms. Shimamura brings In some examples so
that students can see where reporting one
measure of central tendency may make morn
sense for a particular group and for a
particular reason.
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"When we write a report to our parents telling
them what we learned this week in school," says
Laura.

"During the last three days we have questioned a
statistic that was printed in the newspaper, and
we have tried to collect some information about
students in our class in the same area. In your
grout. of four I want you to brainstorm some
generalizations you have learned by doing this,
write them on large sheets of paper, and post
them around the room so we can discuss them,"
says Ms. Shimamura.

Among the generalizations m. .;e are:

It's easy to come up witn a man, median, and
mode, but it's hard to know if those numbers
really make sense as answers to the question.

st because something is reported in the news-
paper, doesn't necessarily mean it's true, espe-
cially for you.

Sometimes the mean makes wore sense, and
sometimes the mode c median L lakes more
sense te use.

Since it's hard to count the number of hours you
watch TV, even when you try to do it carefully,
the people who report statistics in the newspaper
have also probably had a haed time counting.

Since the answer for our class came out pretty
close to the answer in the newspaper, if we
surveyed Mr. koseburg's class, they probably
would come out about the same. However, we
can't be sure.

The students are used to writing generali-
zations at the conclusions of lesson& Ms.
Shimamura views it s critical in helping
students Internalize soma of the concepts.
She has them work In groups, recognizing that
the sharing of Warnings will help one another.
Learning mathematical vocabulary associated
with statistics becomes a natural process as
students have the opportunity to use it in
meaningful situations.

Ms. Shimamura also us- 'these written
generalizations as part of her asressment of
learning. She walks around as the students
are brainstorming, mentally noting who seems
to have a good grasp of the concepts, and who
is still working at a more intuitive level. Since
all written responses are valued, the
atmosphere in the class is not threatening.

In order to give her students the opportunity to
use the information they have been learning
about and in order to gain more Insight into the
level of their understanding, Ms. Shimamura
plans to follow up this lesson by asking the
students to bring in advertisements from
magazines or newspapers that use statistics.
They will be asked to answer the following
questions: Do you think this is fal: mor-
tising? Do you think the advertisers used the
mean, median, or mode in reporting the data?
Why do you think that? What questions would
yotti like to ask the advertiser?
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EXPERIENCES EMPFASIZING NUMBER

The lessons in this section will show how each of the teachers
in the three grade level spans helps children develop one
aspect of number. In the K-3 span, the focus will be on helping
children develop place value concepts; in the 3-6 span, the
emphasis will be on fractions; and in the 6-8, the lesson will be
on relating fractions, decimals, and percents. While each of
the teachers described also provides rich and varied
opportunities for children to apply their developing number
ideas in real life situations, the lessons described here focus
on experiencing numbers in a way that enables students to
gain a sense of the quantities being worked with. The
particular concept being dealt with is different for each grade
level, but the basic goal of developing a strong sense of
number Is the same. Students with a strong sense of the
number system, fractions, decimals, and percents will be able
to use these number concepts to solve problems with
confidence and understanding. In order to develop complete
understanding, students need to have a variety of experiences
with the number concepts being studied. Concrete materials
or models are often used to help children develop number
concepts. When models are used, they are used as tools for
thinking, not tools simply for getting answers to symbolic
problems.

A K-3 Lesson Emphasizing Number

Mrs. Kahn wants to provide her young students
with experiences that will give them a foundation
for understanding place value. She wants her
students to develop a sense of the size of
numbers larger than ten, to begin to appreciate
the convenience of grouping and counting by
tens, and to recognize the patterns that appear
because of the structure of our number system.

Mrs. Kahn uses a variety of classroom manage-
ment systems, depending on her goals for
her students. Sometimes she has the whole class
meet together for some instruction or discussion.
She sometimes works with small groups, and at
other times has her students work in small
cooperative groups. The activities she has set up
in her classroom now require her students to
work independently (or with others by choice).

The Lesson: Developing place value concepts _

Mrs. Kahn looks around at her students busily
working throughout the room. It is certainly not
quiet, but eve.yone is working; and the noise is
productive hoise, at least for the moment. Half
the class is involved with a project they can do at
their seats. The other half are scattered around

For the most part, the students know what they
are to do and are benefiting from this time to
work on tha activities without supervision or
direct hivolvement from the teacher. Mrs.
10thn does not want to Interfere with those
riroductiveiy at work. However, she sees her
Job as observing and learning es much about
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the room involved in various activities. Those
working at their desks are exploring the patterns
that emerge from adding by 2's or 4's or 3's.
No matter what number they are adding by, they
are counting out beans and grouping them into
cups of ten as needed and writing the numbers
on a long strip of paper.

Those involved in the various activities arounu
the room are working at many different counting
tasks. Several children are counting to see how
many rocks or beans or pompons are in a small
jar. Paul and Dion are snapping together inter-
locking cubes to see how long the table is. CeCe
is filling up an outline of her foot to see how
many wooden cubes will fit inside. They are all
recording the results of their investigations on a
worksheet,

Mrs. Kahn walks over to the table to see how the
students working on their pattern strips are
doing.

"Look," says ChaCho. "This is like the pattern
we got when we counted eyes. See, 2, A 6, 8,
10, ..."

Carla looks up at Mrs. Kahn and says,
"Something is wrong here, I don't get what this
pattern is. I must be doing something wrong
because it goes on and on and there's no
pattern." She shows Mrs. Kahn her pattern. So
far she has 0, 3, 6, 9, 2, 5, 8, 1,...

her students as possible. This will give her
the Information she needs to plan further
lessons or experiences. She will also want to
interact with those students who nand sonic
help, a challenge, or a chance to verbalize
their thinking to her.

Everything is going as well as can be expected
today. Yes, the beans spilled whan Eddie set
out the margarine tubs, and Yolanda couldn't
seem to find her strip for writing her number
patterns. But both those problems were
solved by the students themselves. it doesn't
always go this smoothly. Sometimes she
misjudges and has tasks con for the students
that they don't understand, and then she
spends more time than she would like getting
students underway. Other times, she has a
set of activities out too long and the students
loss interest and have some difficulty staying
on task. Mrs. Kahn knows that she can learn
from these situations, and when that' arise she
adapts her plans accordingly.

ft is very busy in the classroom and could be
chaotic, except mat she has set clear goals
and guidelines for behavior for her students.
They know what is expected of them, where to
get materials if they need them, and where to
put things when they are finished. Because
she has taken the time to tee ^.h her students
to work Independently, she c I now focus on
individuals, knowing the rest uf the students
can manage themselves very well.

Mrs. Kahn wants the numbers the students
work with to have meaning for them and not
Just be encountered as symbols on a page.
She wants them to see that the numbers come
from somewhere; so she is having them
actually count out beans, form groups, and
look for the patterns that emerge. Mrs. Kahn
is pleased that ChaCho has made the
cut,.lection between the pattern he Is working
with now and other experiences he has had.
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"Keep going, Carla. Sometimes it takes a while
before a pattern repeats," Mrs. Kahn reassures
Carla.

Mrs. Kahn moves over to where she sees three
children working with tiles and yarn.

She observes Marie, Den& c, and Jamie, who
each have a piece of yarn which they have
formed into different shapes. They are filling
each of their shapes with tiles.

Marie has nearly completed the task. She has
followed the teacher's instructions to organize the
tiles into tens, so each time she gets to ten she
uses a different color tile to make the next set of
ten. It is easy for Mrs. Kahn to see that she has
4 griups of ten and 7 more.

"How many tiles are in your shape so far,
Marie?" asks Mrs. Kahn. Marie ignores the
groupings of ten and begins counting all the tiles,
one at a time.

Dennis has also nearly completed the task. "I
have 42 so far," he tells Mrs. Kahn before she
has a chance to ask.

"How did you know without counting?" asks
Mrs. Kahn.

"Because I have four groups of ten and 2 more,"
he replies.

Jamie is eager to share what he has learm.i. "I
was sure I was going to have the same number
of tiles for both shapes bt :ause it was the same
yarn. But I found out I can make different sized
shapes with he same length."

Emphasizing Number 79

Mrs. Kahn knew that Carla needed a challenge
so she had her add by threes. The pattern that
emerges from adding by threes Is an
Interesting one. It does not repeat quickly and
has patterns within patterns to di mover.
Adding by threes also requires that Carla work
with leftovers as she is forming groups. For
example, when she has nine and adds three,
she puts one bean with the nine to make a ten
and has two left over. Experiences with this
process will help har later on when she is
regrouping in addition. Even though Mrs. Kahn
has assigned the same basic task, she has
provided for individual differences also. While
Carla is adding by threes and noticing the
patterns, Stacy, who is sitting next to her, is
adding by ones to get the basic idea of
forming and recording groups of ten 1.;c1
noticing the repeating pattern of 0,1,2,3,4,...

The various counting tasks provide for
Individual needs also. These three children
are all doing the same task but getting
different things from It. Marie Is following
directions arr',' organizing the tiles into tens as
she was directed to Ao, but as yet the organiza-
tion does not mean anything to her. The still
needs to go back and count by ones to be awe
of what sho has. Over time and with many
experiences, she will begin to trust that count-
ing the tens and ones will give her the same
answer as counting each the one at a time.
Mrs. Kahn does not ask Marie to count by tens
this time but lets Mario determine the number
of tiles In a way that makes sense to her.

Dennis understands that organizing by tens
and ones gives him information that saves him
the trouble of counting each ono.

hrs. Kahn likes to provide the kinds of
activities that have more potential than simply
counting. She has asked the students working
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At the end of the period, Mrs. Kahn comments to
the class on the hard work she has seen. She
gives the children an opportunity to tell the others
what they did or what they learned, but she keeps
the time allotted to class discussion quite short.
She has found that young children are often more
interested in telling about their own experiences
than in listening to the ether children talk. She
finds it more effective to interact with individual
children or small groups while they are woridng.

with the yam to make at least three different
shapes with the same length of yam. This
;.;.:'ides an opportunity to notice something
about the rolationzhIp betwean area end
perimeter. Not all children will pay attention to
this but Jamie has noticed that the same
perimeter does not always enclose the same
area.

Mrs. Kahn has plans for many more place value
experiences. She knows the concepts the stu-
dents are dealing with are very complex and
they need many opportunhes to view the place
value system from many different
perspectives.

Mrs. Kahn wants all of her children to grow as
much towards understanding as possible, but
she does not expect the same growth or level
of understanding from each child. Her task Is
to observe her students at work so she can
provide the kinds of tasks that allow all of
them to grow and be challenged at whatever
level they are.

Mrs. Kahn is planning on setting up a store in
her cia..sroom so that her stuck nts can apply
and expand their understanding of number and
number relationships. She wants to tie what
they are learning In math lessons to real world
applications that also provide opportunites for
growth. She can provide for many different
levels of development becai there are so
many different situtations that can be set up in
a store setting, depending on the size of the
numbers used and the types of teaks she
presents. A store can provide many oppor-
tunites for children to use what they know
about equivalent amounts, adding, subtract-
ing, as well as comparing when they are asked
to buy and sell. However, Mrs. Kahn also
knows that many of her children need many
more experiences with counting, place value
Ideas, and making exchanges, so she is
planning to provide some number exploration
stations focusing on place value Ideas before
she asks her children to work independently in
the store.

Model Curriculum Guide
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Mrs. Chavez intends to give her fourth grade
students a variety of experiences with fractions.
It is through many different experiences using
many different materials that her students will
come to the generalizations that she knows are
important. She had her students work previously
with a model for fractions based on area. They
were given several strips of construction paper (4
x 18). They left one strip of raper whole and cut
another one in two equal parts. They described
each of these two pieces as one of two parts and
labeled each 1/2. They cut another strip into four
equal parts, described each small piece as one of
the four pieces, and labeled each one 1/4. The
other two strips were cut into Aghths and six-
teenths and labeled. The students were able to
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use these pieces to find equivalent fractions and
to add and subtract.

The idea of the "whole- is critical in the study of
fractions. In addition to using a model where
one rectangle or one circle is the whole, it is
important that students also work with models
where a group of lbjects is considered to be the
whole. When students think about dividing a
group of objects into fractional parts, they must
keep in mind that the whole is the total set rather
than an individual part. Mrs. Chavez has chos,n
to use egg cartGns to introduce this concept to her
students because it i: easy to think of the egg
carton as one whole composed of 12 cups.

The Lesson: Working with fractional parts of a group , ,

The class began its work with the egg cartons
yesterday. Their first task was to work together
in groups of four to firi all the possible ways
that the egg cartons could be cut apart into equal
sections.

When they cut the sections out, they were to find
ways to name these sections using fractions.

Each group was able to find all the possibilities:

12 single cups

6 sections of 2

4 sections of 3

3 sections of 4

2 sections of 6

each cup labeled 1/12

each section labeled 1/6

each section of 3 labeled 1/4

each section of 4 labeled 1/3

each section of 6 labeled 1/2

They found they couldn't find ways to divide the
egg cartons into 5, 7, 8, 9, e or 11 equal
sections.

Today Mrs. Chavez asks her students to sit with
the group of four they worked with yesterday
and to get the egg carton pieces their group had
cut out. After everyone had his or her egg carton

Mathematics

Mrs. Chavez has her students work in groups
of four. They are then able to discuss the
concept being worked on and to help each
other when necessary. When she poses an
open-ended question ss:ch as How many diffey-
ent ways? all her students can be involved, no
matter what level they are working on.

The egg cartons are a somewhat more complex
model than an area model. !n many ways,
working with the egg cartons Is the same as
working with a set of 12; but the fact that the
sections are connected adds some structure.
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pieces available, Mrs. Chavez presented her
students with a question.

"For the next few minutes, I want you to find all
the different ways to make a whole egg carton
using the pieces that you cut out yesterday. Who
can give us one example of a way to mace one
whole egg carton with our pieces?"

Several hands go up and Mrs. Chavez calls on
Scott. "Here's one. You can use one of these
sections of six, and then two of these threes,"
says Scott.

"How could we write that dawn ?" asks Mrs.
Chavez

Andrew volunteers to come to the board to
demonstrate. "The first section is a half, and you
write it like this: 1/2."

"Yes," comments Mrs. Chavez. "This section is
one of two zqual parts."

"Then the other section is one-third," begins
Andrew. "No, it's not one third," Andrew cor-
rects himself. "It has three cups, but it is one of
the four pieces so it's one-fourth. There are two
of them. So that's two-fourths. You write that
like this: 24."

"I noticed the way you corrected yourself," says
Mrs. Chavez. "It's easy to get mixed up when
you see three cups but have to call them one-
fourth."

"Since we are finding all the ways to make one
whole egg carton, I would like you to write the
information in the form of an equation like this."

Mrs. Chavez writes: 1/2 + 2/4 = 1.

"Now, I would like you to work in your groups
of four to find as many different ways as you can
to make a whole. You will have about 10 or 15

Instead of giving a lecture or demonstrating
she roses a question. This gets her students
actively thinking and talking when they ere
dealing with these concepts.

Mrs. Chavez does not want the use of symbols
to be the end goal for her students. Her goal
Is understanding fractions. She Is, however,
Introducing the use of the symbols early In the
activity, but she Is careful to use language the
students can understand when referring to the
symbols. For exempt:, sh.: :night sornetimee
refer to 2/3 as "two of the throe shares." She
is careful to hao the students dealing with
symbols as labels for the materials they are
using rather than as symbols that stand alone.

Andrew's mix-up between the name 7 ir the
fractional part and the number of objects in the
part is common. Andrew's thinking out loud
and correcting tImeelf probably helped some
of the other children to recognize the potential
problem. Mrs. Chavez realizes that not
everyone followed Andrew's thinking. She will
be watching as the groups work to help any
children who need chit iicatIon .
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minutes to work. Choose someone in your group
to keep track of the ways you find."

There is a lot of discussion and moving of pieces
as the students explore the possibilties am! dis-
cuss ways of keeping track.

After they have worked for a while, Mrs. Chavez
has them stop to discuss their results. "Before
we list any of the ways you found, I would like
to know how you went about doing this job."

When we started," Willis reports, "we just
wrote down whatever we came up with. After
we had found a few this way, Jan noticed we had
12/12 and 6/6 and said we ought to see if that
works for the rest of the pieces."

"Yeah, that was neat," Jan adds. "We tried it for
every section that we had and found out it took 2
halves, 3 thirds, 4 fourths, 6 sixths."

"Jeff got our group organized right away. He
had us start with 1/2 and found out what would
go with it," says Addie. "We got 1/2 + 1/2, 1/2 +
34,

1/2
+

2/4."

"That was sort of weird," Tim broke in. "All the
numbers that, went with the half were doubles."

"Could you explain that a little more?" ask Mr
Chavez.

"Look, 3 and 3 are 6, 2 and 2 are 4, and 6 and 6
are 12."

Janelle raises her hand."That's not all the ways to
make the halves, though. Our group found some
different ways. + 342, 1/4 + 1/6 + 1/12, and

2/6
+ 2h2..,

After everyone has had a chance to share his or
her results, Mrs. Chavez assigns the task she
wants them to do for the rest of the period. "I
will be giving you dice with fractions on them.
Your job is to roll two dice to get two fractions.
You then are to compare these two fractions to
see which is larger and then to record that in
some way. Look at the two fractions and predict
which you think will be larger before you use the
materials to check out your prediction. When
you finish that, you are to add the two fractions
and record that result."

Mrs. Chavez wants her students to figure out
their own ways to get organized ratim than
doing the thinking for them and directing them
to organize in her way. One of their tasks
today is to find a way to manage all the pieces
of egg cartons they have. She does not want
to organize the recordkeeping for them either
so she has not provided a worksheet but has
asked the students to find their own way to
keep records.

This Is an example of something that seemed
obvious to tne teacher but was a new
understanding for the students.

Net everybody would have combined the three-
sixths or two-fourths but may have written or
said 1/6 and 14 and 14 or 1/4 and 14. Either
way would have been acceptable at this stage
as she wants the students feeling at ease
recording whatever they have done.

Mrs. Chavez made the dice by writing fractions
on the faces of plain wooden cubes. She
included on this set of dice only those
fractions that are possible using the egg
cartons. (She will use this name set of dice
later when she has her students work with
fractions using 12 inch rulers.)

Later on Mrs. Chavez will present different
models where It is possible to deal with other
factions like fifths, elevenths, etc.
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"Let's do an example together first. Nina, please
roll the dice and tell us what you got."

Nina rolls 2/3 and 542. The students begin
'finding the pieces in order to compare them.

"Wait a minute," says Mrs. Chavez. "Before you
get your pieces out, see if you can tell which you
expect to be bigger. Talk it over with your group,
and then use the pieces to find out."

Mrs. Chavez overhears some of the conversa-
tions. "It seems like the 5h2 should be bigger,
but I know in fractions that doesn't always work.
Seems like the pieces get littler and the numbers
get bigger. "

"I don't think I need the pieces. I know a third
has four egg cups. Two of them would make 8
eggs, and that's more than 5."

When she sees that the groups have figured out
which is the larger of the two fractions, she then
asks them to find out what happens when they
add the two fractions. She lets them work for a
moment and then has them share wt at they did.

Lucas says, "We put two of the thirds together
and 5 of the 1 2ths and that makes one whole one
and 1 twelfth left over. How can we write that
down?"

Linda reports what her group did. "We think
there's two ways to write it down. If you count
up all the egg cups, you end up with 13. That
could be 13/12. Or if you put all the pieces
together into one whole, you would have one and
one twelfth left. We think you can write that 1
and 142."

"That's tight. Either way is correct; they both
mean the same amount," says Mrs. Chavez.

Mrs. Chavez then gives them the rest of the
period to do ar many problems as they can. She
will move around the room observing and will
respond to the individual needs and concerns of
the groups as they come up.

Rather than modeling certain procedures and
rules for her students to follow, Mrs. Chavez Is
having them try to h "k out a reasonable
solution on their own. :hey have enough
experience with the convention for writing
fractions to have something to start with. If
any students come up with another way to
record their work that communicates what they
want, she will accc Nt their ideas.

At this stage, she Is not concerned about
using the terms common denominator, nor Is
she Imposing a rule that everything must be in
simplest terms. After the students have
worked with fractions and have attempted to
make sense of them, they will have enough
background for those Ideas to be simply
refinements for what they already know and
understand.

This is Just the beginning of many experiences
Mrs. Chavez wants her students to have with
fractions. She will have them use many other
materials, such as Interlocking cubes, pattern
blocks, graph paper, clock faces, and rulers.
She wants them to be able to work with
fractions with any denominator and eventually
will ask them to choose the :model they need to
add or subtract unlike denominators.

Model Curriculum &Ade
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A 6-8 Lesson Emphasizing Number

It is near the beginning of the school year in the
heterogeneously grouped seventh grade class that
Mr. Lee teaches. He knows that the students
have had some experiences, both in school and
out, in dealing with equivalent fractions,
decimals, and percents. He also knows that there
are tremendous vanations of understanding of
these equivalencies. Since many of the activities
the students will do this year in the mathematics
class involve rational numbers, he wants to help

The Lesson: Establishing reference points
and percents tags', 7,7,,

"During the past week you have been bringing to
class examples of fractions, decimals, and
percents that you have found in newspapers and
magazines. Each day we have taken a few
minutes to share what you have found. Today
we are going to use some of those examples,
discuss what they mean, and find other ways of
saying the same thing," Mr. Lee said.

"I have collected three statments that include the
use of a fraction, decimal, or percent from
articles that you have brought in during the past
week. In your group of four, I want ycu to
discuss what each one means."

1. 48% of California eighth graders watch
television three hours or more on a typical
weekday.

2. The winning percentage for the Padres this
season was .524.

3. All athletic shoes are 1/2 off.

The groups spent a few minutes discussing the
meaning of these statements and then shared.
Mr. Lee recorded their interpretations of the frac-
tion, decimal, or percent under each statement.

1. 48 out of 100 students watch ...
48/100th watch ...
About one half of the 8th graders watch ...
A little less than 50% of the 8th graders
watch ...

students make sense of the use of rational
numbers. The purpose of this lesson is to help
the students realize that they already know a lot
about equivalent fractions, decimals, and
percents by having the students identify some
"reference points" that will be useful in
estimating and operating with rational numbers.
He will also use this lesson to do informal
assessment of what the students understand
about rational numbers.

for equivalent fractions, decimals, ;

Mr. Lee has used Informal activities the past
week to prepare the students for this lesson.
He believes that students intuitively make
sense of rational numbers In "real life."

Mr Lee has ,osen the exampios from the
articles brought in by the sutdents. He wants
to use examples that are probably familiar to
the students, and onus that Involve numbers
close to one half.

Mathematics
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2. The Padres won 86 games.
The Padres won 52.4% of the games.
The Padres won more than one half of the
f*ames.
The Padres won about 1/2 of the ...

3. The shoes are on sale, and the sale cost is
half of the regular price.
The shoe sale is 50% off.
When you buy athletic shoes, you will get
only one shoe.

As the group stated the last comment, the class
laughed. Mr. Lee asked why the statement was
funny.

"Eli yGne knows the shoes are on sale," said
Sandy. "When we were talking over what the 1/2
meant, Jack made a crack about getting just one
shoe. We thought the whole class would like his
joke."

Mr. Lee smiled and then went on with the lesson.
"Look at the three numbers in the statements,
48%, .524, and one half. Compare their values.
Are they close or not so close?"

"Well, we used 1/2 in our comments about each
statement," said Bill. 'They all are about 1/2."

"How much is a half dollar?" asked Mr. Lee,
"and how do we write it with decimals? How
does a calculator show 1/2?"

Several students responded with the correct
answer.

Mr. Lee continued his discussion with the
students, helping them focus on the meaning of
words and references they hear as a part of daily
ccnversation. "How much is one-fourth of a
dollar, and how do we write this as a decimal?
What is the name for the coin that is 1/4 of a
dollar? How much is a quarter of a pie? What
do you do if you quarter an apple? What percent
would we use if 1/4 of our class is going to the
game?

"How much is three-fourths of a dollar? How do
we write this as a decimal? As a fraction? If 3/4
of the class were going to the game, what percent
of the class would be going?"

Mr. Lee notices that most of the
Interpretations are sensible. He likes to
promote a classroom atmosphere in which
students are invited to look for the humor or
absurdities In things. He knows that when
students can see when something is absurd,
they have some understanding.
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"If you get all the questions correct on a test,
how do you express your score as a percent? If
you missed 99 out of 100 questions on a test,
how many iteins did yot, get correct? What
percent of the items did you get correct? If 100%
of the class were going to the game, how many
would be going? How do we write one dollar
with decimals'?" Mr. Lee asked.

"What amount of money is close to being broke?
Name some fractions that are so small that they
are close to zero."

Mr. Lee passes out a worksheet and explains the
assignment. "Let's look at some of the other
examples of fractions, decimals, and percents
from the articles you brought in. I want you to
decide whether each one is closer to 0, 1/4, 1/2,
3/4, or 1. Write each example under the most
appropriate heading on the worksheet. Write
examples you're not sure of in the not sure
column." After they have done a few examples
in the whole class, he asks them to work in small
groups to complete the task.

Mr. Lee realizes that students often deal with
mathematics as though It were a collection of
rules that have no part In their daily lives.
They miss making connections and seeing
relationships and approach everything as
though It were a new task to be learned. He Is
trying to help them associate what they
already know and are able to use in their daily
lives with the mathematics they will be using in
school.

Mr. Lee has his students work together
because he views this assignment as a
learning opportunity for all students rather
than as a test of what they already know.

This is only a beginning lesson on rational num-
bers. Mr. Lee plans to do mary lessons using
manipulatives, grid paper, and applications to
help students further develop their under-
standing of the meaning of and operating with
rational numbers. At all times in these future
lessons, however, he will try to keep the focus
on making sure tne students can relate their
work to what they already know and
understand.

Mathematics
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EXPERIENCES EMPHASIZING GEOMETRY

The three teachers presenting this series of lessons in
geometry recognize the importance of providing their students
with opportunities to study the structure and form of the three-
dimensinnal world in which we ;ive. The study of geometry in
the ele ,,entary school not only gives students the L'Ickground
they need for more formal analysis in later course work but
also helps them understand and appreciate their environment
and provides the kinds of experiences that will be important to
them in their daily lives. As adults they will be frequently faced
with spatial problems in their jobs whether they be architects,
bricklayers, or dress designers, and in their every day experi-
ences, whether it be parking cars, playing tennis, or putting up
shelves. Developing spatial awareness is a major goal of
beginning geometry. &'dents cannot learn spatial awareness
through memorizing defilitions. Rather they need active in-
volvement of an exploratory nature. A teacher's major respon-
sibilty is to set up experiences which cause the students to
sharpen their observations, to focus in on certain character-
istics and attributes, and to develop the language necessary to
talk about what they are seeing.

A K-3 Lesson Emphasizing Geometry

Mr. D'Amico's goals for his students in
geometry include much more than learning the
names of the basic shapes. He wants them to
learn to look at the structures in their world and
to become aware of shape and form. He wants
them to recognize the attributes of shapes, to
notice how shapes are alike and how they are
different, to learn how they fit together and how
they fill up space. He realizes that awareness of
shape and form evolves over time as the result of
many experiences. One way in which Mr.
D'Amico has provided his students with these
experiences is through allowing them time to
explore shape and structure through building

with blocks of all kinds. The blocks he has his
children work with have mathematical relation-
ship built into them. Children can discover such
things as two short blocks are just as long as one
long block and that three blue pattern blocks fit
on top of one yellow block. The way each child
gains in his or her ability to work with spatial
tasks is very individual, so Mr. D'Amico pro-
vides open-ended tasks that can be approached in
many different ways. He has chosen tasks very
carefully so they provide an opportunity for
every child to enter at any level and move to a
higher level of competence.

The Lesson: Exploring shapes in a variety of ways

Mr. D'Amico has decided to spend several days
focusing on geometry. Today the children in his
class have a variety of tasks from which to
choose. Most of the tasks are those that have
been introduced previously and need little expla-
nation or monitoring. He has one new task that
he plans to introduce to the whole class, and then
he plans to spend most of the time monitoring

. '
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this new task while the others work indepen-
dently on the more familiar activities.

The basic materials that the students will need to
do each of the tasks are in plastic tubs. Each tub
has a label which matches a label on a table or
area in the classroom. The children can indepen-
dently set up the stations by delivering each tub
to its appropriate place in the room.

Before he asks some children to set up the math
stations, Mr. D'Amico gathers the children
around him on the floor and reviews what is in
each tub and what they are to do at each station.

One task that the children have worked on several
times before requires th..; use of pattern blocks.
The children are to build a design with the blocks
and then to copy the design by gluing down
paper shapes that match the blocks.

In the second task, the children will work with
the basic shapes to create figures or designs.
They are provided with paper rectangles (includ-
ing squares) and triangles of various sizes which
they can cut apart to make new shapes if they
wish. They can make their own circles by
tracing around lids of various sizes.

The children may choose to work with geoboards
at the third station. Their task is to make as many
different triangles as possible on me geoboard
and then to record these triangles on the geoboard
dot paper.

A fourth task that the children may choose to do
is wallpapering a box. They have a collection of
small jewelry boxes, tissue boxes, shoe boxes.
and cereal and cracker boxes in the art corner.
Their task is to cut pieces of paper that fit on each
face of the box and then glue the paper to the
box. They are then to make a simple recording,
telling what shapes they used and the number of
each shape.

Mr. D'Amico has found that things run much
more smoothly in his classroom when he
gradually replaces familiar tasks with new
tasks rather than introduce many new tasks all
at once. His students are able to work well
ndependently because most of them know
exactly what to do and only a few children at a
time need his help.

The tasks Mr. D'Amico presents his children
often require some problem solving. This Is
true of the wallpapering boxes activity. The
children must figure out a way to cut out
pieces of paper the right sizes to cover the
faces of the box. Mr. D'Amico has observed
the children in earlier experiences and knows
how difficult this is for them. They often are
able to cut out papers that us the right shape
but too small. They than cut out various little
patches to cover the empty places. Mr.
D'Amico must constantly decide whether to
ply' his students more help by modeling some
possible techniques or letting them work out
their own ways to solve the problem. Today he
has decided to wait and see how the students
approach the task and talk to Individuals
rather than model anything for the group.

Matiematics
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After Mr. D'Amico has reviewed the familiar
tasks, he introduces a new task to his class.

"I have several cards here that have pattern block
puzzles on them." He picks one of the cards and
says, "I want to see how many different ways I
can fill this puzzle with the pattern blocks."

He places blocks on the card and then asks the
children to notice which blocks he used.

"Since I am going to be filling this puzzle in
many different ways, I want to keep track of the
different blocks I use. This paper will help me
do that."

He shows them an example of the recording
sheet they will be using.

ziL ®
A o0

0 La 0p0
"How many yello' hxagons did I use?"
"Two."

"I am going to write a 2 right here on the yellow
hexagon shape on my paper."

"How many red trapezoids did I use?"
"Four."

"So, I will write a 4 right here on the trapezoid
shape."

"How many blue diamonds did I use?"
"Three."

"'Where will I write that?."
"Right there on the diamond shape."

Mr. D'Amico spends quite a bit of time
explaining the new task to his class. He
knows the task Is open-ended and that his
students will each approach the task In an
individual way. This does not mean, however,
that they are free to do anything they want
when they get to that station. He expects his
students to respond individually but within the
limits of the procedures he has established.

He knows that when ho models something for
the whole class, not everyone will be sure what
to do. The majority of the class will know and
will be able to help the others.
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"And how many green triangles did I use?"
"You didn't use any. Zero."

"Where will I write that?"
"On the triangle."

"Good. Now, we know what pieces we used
when we filled the puzzle one way. We need to
fill the puzzle a different way. What do you
think I should use this time?"

Mr. D'Amico fills the puzzle a second time and
shows his students how to record the pieces they
used on the second row on the recording sheet.

He then tells the children that when they have
their own record sheet, they will need to fill one
puzzle four different ways and record those ways
on their sheet before they choose a new card.

Mr. D'Amico then has his helpers deliver the
tubs to the stations and begins dismissing the
children to go to work. He first asks, "Who
would like to work with these new cards today?"
A reasonable number of hands go up, and he
sends all of them to the station to begin work.

He dismisses a few more children at a time to
choose a place to work.

He waits to see that everyone has made a choice
and has begun work. Then he moves over to the
new station so that he can make sure the children
really understand what their task is. They are
busy filling in the puzzles.

Lira is having some difficulty. She is not
keeping the blocks insicIe the puzzle outline. Mr.
D'Amico focuses her attention on the lines and
she is able to find the blocks that fit. He then
helps two of the children find the right line on
their recording sheet, but the others seem to
understand what to do without any help.

He looks over at Juan, who has picked a new
card. "How many yellows do you think you
could fit in that caid?" he asks.

Juan studies the card for a moment and replies,
"Well, maybe three." He then reaches for the
yellow blocks and begins to arrange them in the
outline. "Look, if I put a yellow here, then I can
fit only two, but if I move it here, I can fit three."
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Mr. D'Amico knows that some students have
trouble dealing with zero. ft la hard for them to
understand that you can twits a number to
stand for something that is not there. This
particular activity is a good one for helping
children make sense of zero. He makes sure
that he has included zero In the example he is
using when he models so that the children will
know how to deal with it when ft comes up.

Mr. D'Amico allows his students to choose the
tasks they wish to work with for the day. lie
knows they often have bettor Insights Into
what they need than he does. Also, ff they are
allowed to choose, they usually are more
involved than I someone chooses for them.
Mr. D'Amico is comfortable allowing his
students this freedom because he knows they
have learned to handle it. They know he
expects them to get right to work and to work
hard.

Mr. D'Amico has learned to help his students
by asking them questions which often get thorn
to look again or notice something they have
not focused on baffle. Whenever possible, he
wants them to correct themselves rather than
to look to him for the answers or the right way.

it is important that the tasks that Mr. D'Amico
presents his students have the potential for
meeting the needs of individuals. Una and
Juan are doing the same task but in very
different ways.
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Mr. D'Amico sees that Juan is intrigued with
arranging the yellows in many different ways and
needs no more help from him so he moves over
to watch Regina. Regina has nearly filled one of
the puzzles. "What blocks do you think you
could fit in that space?"

"I don't know. I didn't do it yet," responds
Regina.

Maria looks over at Regina's card and says, "She
could put a red or a blue and a green."

Dom is working rapidly, already filling a se. cond
recording sheet. In order to make the task more
chrllenging to Dom, Mr. D'Amico poses a
problem. "Could you find out the fewest number
of block:3 it would take to fill this card?" Dom
starts piling up a stack of yellow hexagons and
then realizes the hexagons will not fit on the card
he has chosen. He slows down for a minute to
study his card more carefully.

The children seem to understand the procedure
for filling the puzzles and recording, so Mr.
D'Amico decides to move around to see how the
other children are doing.

He walks over to the station where the children
are building with pattern blocks and copying their
designs with paper pattern block shapes. He
notices that some designs are quite simple and
others complex. One child has the right paper
shapes to go with each block but has not
arranged them to match his original design.
Another child, Barry, is just gluing the paper
shapes down and has n3 blocks. Mr. D'Amico
stops him and asks where his design is. "Right
here," Barry says as he points at his paper. Mr.
D'Amico tells him he is to make a design with the
blocks first and then copy it with the shapes.

He then moves over to the table where children
are working with the geoboards. Several chil-
dren are making the same triangle shape over and
over and just rearranging it on the geoboard.

He sits down to join the group and gets his own
geoboard to work with. He makes one triangle
pointing down, one tall and narrow, and one
right triangle.

There are two reasons why Mr. D'Amico insists
on Barry working with the blocks first. One is
that Mr. D'Amico wants the children to
understand that there are times when they
must follow his directions. The other reason Is
'hat the purpose for the task is not simply to
create a design but to analyze that design in
order to copy It.

When he sees that the students have a
misconception, he chooses to modal what he
wants them to do rather than tell them what to
do. Those who lire ready to gain in
understanding by watching him will get the
information they need. Those who are not
ready will have no pressure to try to do what
they believe he wants them to do before they
understand.
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Mercian looks over at Mr. D'Amico's geoboard
and says, "Those aren't triangles. They look
funny."

"Yes, they are," says Chris. "Now I'm getting
the hang of this. Just look at this one!"

Mr. D'Amico continues to move around tl'e room
observing, modeling, and intervening only as
needed to focus attention and stimulate thinking
and creativity.

A 3-6 Lesson Emphasizing Geometry

Mrs. Olson knows that students need many
informal experiences in geometry in order to
develop the concepts and the ability to work
spatially that is required to work with geom..try
in a more formal way later. She wants to provide
experiences for her students that will help them
understand how shapes and forms fit together to
create structures. Activities that require students
to build structures or to visualize geometric forms
also require them to notice particular attributes
and to begin to notice relationships.

Mr. D'Amico notices that many still think there
is only one way to make a triangle. He doesn't
try to develop that understanding now but
plans to teach a lesson in which that will be
the main focus.

The Lesson: Developing spatial visualization

Mrs. Olson began this week's work in geometry
by asking her students to work in their groups of
four to find all the different ways to arrange five
square tiles of equal size. The shapes that result
from arranging five tiles are called pentominoes.
Mrs. Olson explained that the tiles in each of the
arrangements had to have full sides touching.

This , not this

As they arranged the tiles into various shapes, the
students drew these shapes on graph paper and
cut them out. They checked each shape carefully
to make sure each was different from all the rest.
If it was possible to lay one cutout shape on top
of another and have it fit exactly, it could not be
counted as different.

Chris didn't think there was anything to the
task; he knew what a triangle was and thought
he had thought of everything. Seeing the
triangles that Mr. D'Amico msde was enough to
help Chris expand his idea of triangles and to
stimulate his interest and creativity.

Mrs. Olson's students have not had many previ-
ous experiences with geometric concepts. These
concepts are very difficult for some students, but
for others, they seem to come quite easily. She
is careful to pick tasks that aren't tests that stu-
dents can dam. do or not do. Instead, she wants
to assign the types of activities that allow stu-
dents to figure out what they don't already know
and give them opportunities to improve no matter
what level they are on, Mrs. Olson has seen that
even those students who thought they couldn't
learn to do spatial tasks really do improve if
given the practice they need.

Mrs. Olson provides many opportunities fo.' her
students to work with mathematical ideas
cooperatively in groups to: four. She knows
that students learn rruch from working
together. Their thinking is stimulated by
interaction with each other, and they are often
willing to tackle problems that would intimidate
them if they were working alone.

Mrs. Olson was very pleased with all that
happened during this lesson. She could see
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The students sometimes had to rotate or flip the
shapes to see if they matched. The students
worked until all the groups were convinced that
they had found all the possible pentominoes.

Mrs. Upon wants her students to work with a
variety of geometric tasks, so she is following
the pentomino task with several different
activities. Her students will be working for
several days on these tasks. The tasks are listed
on a chart that is posted in the front of the room.
The chart is referred to as the MENU. The
students may work alone or, if they wish, with
others from their group of four. The tasks listed
under DESSERT will be worked on if any
students finish early.

MENU
Bird's eye view cards
The Factory (computer)
Folding boxes
Milk carton pentominoes
Mystery shapes (overhead projector)

DESSERT
Factory box problem
Pentondno puzzle

Today, Mrs. Olson looks around the room to see
how the students are doing. This is the second
day that the students have worked on this menu,
and they seem to know what they want to work
on and are getting to work quickly.

Nettie, Casey, and Joel are working with the
bird's eye view cards. Each card has a picture of
the side view of a structure made from various
blocks and pieces of wood. The students are to
draw a picture of what they think the structure
looks like if viewed from above. Each of these
students is approaching this task in his or her
own way.

Nettie is very confident and quickly sketches out
the top view of the structure on the card she is
using. She then searches through the stack of the
remaining cards to fmd one that looks hard to her
and presents more of a challenge.

Casey is looking at a card and digging through
the box of blocks to find the ones pictured on her
card. "I need to build it first and then look at it,

that the students were really developing the
idea of congruent shapes. Many wore quit:
surprised when they discovered that shapes
they thought were different actually were just
flips of shapes they already had cut out. She
was also very interested In the process tho
groups went through In deciding whether they
duly had found all the ways. At one point, one
group was ready to give up; but when they
heard another group had found more, they
persisted a little longer and found another
shape. She asked the group that finished first
to consider the possibility that there were
more ways they hadn't found yet; but they
were sure they had considered all the
possibilities in a systematic way and were not
pursuaded to keep trying.
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and then I can draw what I see.I have no idea
what it will look like if I don't," she explains to
Nettie. Although Casey is aware that she is very
good in other mathematical tasks, especially
those requiring logical thinking or strategies, she
knows she is not good yet with spatial tasks.

Joel is sketching out what he thinks will be the
top view of the structure on his card. "I think this
is what it is going to look like, but I am going to
check and see." After he has drawn what he
thinks is the top view, he checks his prediction
by building the structure and comparing it to his
drawing. "Hey, I did it!" he exclaims.

Mrs. Olson smiles as she observes the students
working at the computer. Three students are
very intent on watching the computer screer and
involved in a lively conversation. These students
are working with a program called The Factory,
which was given to their classroom as part of a
set of materials provided to all schools in the
state. In this program, the students are attempt-
ing to reproduce a board shown them by the
computer.

For example:

They do this by directing the "factory" to go
through a series of pctions. The actions include
such things as rotating the board, punching
round or square holes in the boi rd, or painting
wide or thick stripes on the board. In order to
reproduce a board, the students have to direct the
computer to take the appropriate steps in the
correct order.

Mrs. Olson overhears some of the conversation.

"No, we have to turn the board 45 degrees first
and then paint the stripes."

Mrs. Olson Is glad to see that Casey is so
open about her need to use the materials. She
has spent a lot of time helping students loam
to accept their various abilities and to
recognize that everyone has some things that
are relatively easy for them and other things
that are more diffic.A.

Mrs. Olson notices that Joel Is Improving and
is now able to visualize some structures from
various points of view. She also sees growth
in Joel's willingness to take risks. Earlier in
the year, Joel did not want to try anything
unless he knew ahead of time that he would do
It right. Mrs. Olson sees two reasons for this
newfound confidence. First of all, Joel worked
with these cards yesterday and brings some
experience to the task today. Even with
relatively little experience, Joel has become
better at visualizing. Mrs. Olson also knows
that the change in Joel's attitude comes in
part from the conscious effort Mrs. Olson has
made to establish to safe environmern for
otudents to work in. Joel has learned that it is
okay to take a risk because if he is not right,
there will be no penalty or disapproval on the
part of his teacher.

Mrs. Olson is relieved to have found an
appropriate use for her one classroom
computer. She has been searching for
effective ways to use it so it would not just
become an expensive alternative to a
workbook. The program, The Factory, really
takes advantage of the power of :he computer.
There Is no way that Mrs. Olson could provide
this type of experience for her students
without the computer. It is really a good way
for students to improve their visualization
skills. Having the computer as one of the
Menu tasks Is an easy way to give all students
a chance to use It.
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"I think we have to paint the stripes before we
turn it."
"That won'i work. If we do that, the stripes will
be going the wrong way."

Mrs. Olson moves away to observe another
group. She knows that whatever the students
decide to try they will be able to see the results
instantly when the computer follows their
commands and produces a "board." Then, they
can make any corrections that are necessary.

Jake and Paul are working on a task which is a
follow-up to the pentomino task the students
worked with earlier in the week. They have a
sheet that has all the pentominoes on it. Their
task is to look at the pentominoes and predict
which ones can be folded into boxes with no
tops. After they have made their predictions,
they will check those predictions by cutting out
the shapes and actually folding them.

"I can't believe this one folds into a box. It sure
didn't look like it would to me," says Dino to
Mrs. Olson.

Other students are using small milk cartons with
the tops cut off for another task that follows-up
the work with pentominoes. They are to decide
how to cut the cartons so that when they flatten
them out, they form each of those pentominoes
that fold into boxes. Junior is studying a
pentomino shape very carefully before making
any cuts in a milk carton.

Mrs. Olson allows enough time at the end of each
math period for the students to discuss their work
for the day. This gives the students an oppor-
tunity to bring up problems and concerns as well
as insights and accomplishments. They know
they are not to give away anything that would rob
other students of new learning and discoveries.
Usually, however, these discussions motivate
students to try tasks they haven't started yet. It
also creates an atmosphere of productivity in the
classroom. This is important because Mrs. Olson
wants her students to take the responsibility for
planning their time carefully and getting every-
thing done that she has assigned on the menu.

Mrs. Olson selects tasks that allow her
students to use the materials to validate their
thinking rather than always looking to her for
the answers.
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A 6-8 Lesson Emphasizing Geometry

Ms. Lightfoot believes that the successful study
of geometry in seventh and eighth grades builds
on informal experiences. When she begins work
with her students, she does not know how com-
plete or accurate their understanding of geometric
concepts is. She does not assume understanding
just because they can perform certain procedures
and arrive at correct answers. She finds that
asking her students to use concrete materials to
explore particular questions often reveals the
depth of their understanding and provides oppor-
tunites for her to extend their underst-nding and
challenge their thinking at the same time.

Ms. Lightfoot is going to begin a unit on surface
area and volume by having her studerts observe
the patterns and relationships that emerge from
building cubes of increasing sizes. Before she
gets into the concepts she wants to teach, she will
have her students actually build cubes. She
believes this is necessary as she knows from past
experence that her students will likely have many
incomplete ideas or misconceptions about the
structure of cubes.

The Lesson: Determining volume and surface area of cubes

Ms. Lightfoot has her students working with
partners. Each set of partners has a box of
approximately 50 identical cubes.

"In a minute I am going to ask you to open your
box of cubes. Before you take any of the cubes
out, predict the dimensions of the largest cube
you think you can build with your box of cubes.
You all have approximately 50 cubes in your
box. Make your predictions and then build the
largest cube you can."

Ms. Lightfoot listens to the conversations the
students are having as they discuss their
predictions.

"I bet the cube will be 7 x 7. That would be
close to 50," said Peter.

Jessica tells her partner, "Well, cubes have length
and width and height, so I think we need to
divide 50 cubes by three. That will make about
15 on each side."

Ms. Lightfoot rees that many of the students
used their prediction as a starting point for
building the base of their cube. Peter and his
partner began building a base of 7 x 7 and soon
realized they would just barely have enough to
build one layer and not a whole cube.

She notices that several of her students started
with a 2 x 2 x 2 cube and added on to it. Two
of these students started adding layers and ended

Ms. Lightfoot had to borrow cubes from other
eassrooms In order to make sure she would
have enough for these experiences. ft was
worth It to her because she has become
convinced, by watching her students, that
they need to actually build cubes to really
understand. She used to think that because
they had had experiences in earlier years with
models and because they could team the
formulas or volume, they didn't need these
types of experiences anymore.

Another reason that Ms. Lightfoot is beginning
with this exploration of cubes Is to find out
what the students already know and
understand (or do not understand). She will
listen to the their use of vocabulary and watch
for any misconceptions that they bring to the
task. With this information she will be better
able to provide the appropriate experiences
and pacing. She will also be able to see which
students need to be challenged.
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up with a structure that was 2 x 2 x 4. It didn't
take them long to realize that what they were
building wasn't a cube any longer. In their
attempt to fix it, they ended up with a 3 x 3 x 4.
They laughed when they ralized the number of
cubes they needed to build a 4 x 4 x 4 and that
they didn't have enough.

When Ms. Lightfoot sees that several of the
students have finished building their cubes, she
stops the class so that they can discuss what
happened and whether their predictions were
reasonable or not.

During the discussion the students agree they
were surprised by two things. One was by how
fast they used up their cubes, and the other was
by how tricky it was to keep the cube growing
correctly.

"There are some other interesting hings about
cubes and relationships between cubes tnat I
would like us to explore and think about," says
Ms. Lightfoot. "We will be building cubes of
various sizes and recording information about
these cubes on a chart like this. Let's begin by
looking at a cube that is made from just one of
the blocks."

Each of the terms on the chart is clarified by the
students or Ms. Lightfoot, and the information is
recorded on the chart.

Edge of one side 1

Area of one side 1

Volume 1

Surface area 6

2 3 4 5

Some of the students had difficultly under-
standing what was meant by surface area. Ms.
Lightfoot explained that it may help to think of
the surface area as the "sldn" of the cube.

Ms. Lightfoot goes on with the lesson. "Now I
want you to build a cube with an edge of 2."

The class examines the cubes they built, and the
second column of the chart is filled out.

Ms. Lightfoot is going to build on her students'
interest in building cubes and will pose several
questions for them to explore. Through these
explorations she wants them to think about
where the formula for determining volume
comes from, to appreciate the growth of cubic
measures, tc ;earn about surface area, and to
consider the idea of relative surface area.
She will expand on all of those ideas later; but
for now she wants them observing, wondering,
and noticing.
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Edge clone side

Area done side

Vobme

Surface area

1

1

1

6

2

4

8

24

3 4 5

"Your task for the rest of the period is to work
together in your groups of four to construct
successively larger cubes with edges of 3, 4, and
5. Fill in the information on a chart, including
the information for 1 and 2 that we filled in on
the class chart. Once you have the information
recorded, look to see what kinds of patterns and
relationships you can discover."

"There is one more thing I would like you to look
at when you build the cubes. Look at the cube
constructed from just one block. How many of
its surfaces are showing?"

Several students respond, "Six."

"Now look at the cube with the edge of two. Are
there any blocks that have 6 surfaces showing?"

"No," says Andrew. " Each of the blocks in this
cube has 3 surfaces showing."

"Do you think that will be true for all the other
cubes? Look at the other blocks as you build
them and keep a separate record of the numbers
of surfaces showing. When you have looked at
the information you gathered about these cubes,
write at least 4 summary statements about what
you learned. "

The students get busy working. There is much
discussion as they figure out how to work
together to build the cubes and record the
information. Sometimes they find it necessary to
join with another group in order to have enough
cubes.

Ms. Lightfoot moves around the room as the
students work, joining in the conversations,
posing questions, and redirecting if needed.
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Ms. Ughtfoot is confident that all the patterns
and relationships she wants her students to
know will come up through the group of four
work and class discussion. She prefers the
students to be actively *earthing for these
relationships rather than passively listening to
her lecture or point them out.

Asking students to write what they noticed is
an effective way to get them to refine and
clarify their thinking. It will take a lot of
productive discussion for a group of four to
decide what conclusions it can reach from the
information the students gathered.

Ms. Ughtfoot will follow up this lesson In many
different ways. After she reads the summary
statements, she will choose several of them
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(Including both accurate and Inaccurate state-
ments) and post them in the classroom. She
will ask the groups of four to decide whether
they agree or disagree with each statement.
This will give the students another opportunity
to look at the relationships which appeared on
the chart and to discuss and clarify them. She
will also share the following newspaper article
with them and ask them to consider whether or
not any of the Information they gathered could
help them understand the concept of relative
skin area.

Parents were being advised that small
children should not spend long periods of
time outside in the extreme cold because
their relative skin area is much larger than
that of adults and the heat loss would
therefore be greater.

She views this Introductory lesson as being
one that asks the students to begin thinking
about surface area and volume, but which will
need to be followed up with many additional
experiences.
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